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CHAPTER

Introduc on

Weather affects human ac vi es on a daily basis. Climate, the prevailing weather
over me for a specific region, has enduring effects on human civiliza ons. There
are a number of indica ons that climate change has and will have serious implica-
ons on aspects such as accessibility of water and food, global health and safety,

and diversity of eco-systems. If one cares about at least one of these topics, then
understanding andmonitoring climate change and its implica ons are of crucial im-
portance. A genuine curiosity in understanding the world we live in, our Earth and
its atmosphere, is a good start.

. The role of clouds in the energy balance of the Earth

On average, about % of the Earth’s surface is covered by clouds (Stuben-
rauch et al., ). Clouds affect the Earth’s energy balance by inducing
changes to the shortwave and longwave radia on. On the one hand, they
can reflect a significant amount of the incoming shortwave radia on back
to space, decreasing the amount of shortwave radia on absorbed by the
earth-atmosphere system. On the other hand, they emit longwave radia-
on to space and modulate the longwave radia on emi ed by the earth-

atmosphere system.

A recent es mate of the global annual mean energy budget of the Earth for
the me period - , is shown in Fig. . . The top-of-atmosphere
(TOA) fluxes are mainly compiled from observa ons of the Clouds and the
Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) space-born broad scanning radiome-
ters (Wielicki et al., ). The global mean net flux at TOA is es mated at
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Figure . : The Earth’s energy balance in light of the latest global observa ons
(Stephens at al., )

. W/m , with an uncertainty of ± . W/m when constrained by the best
es mate of ocean heat content observa ons. The uncertainty on the net
TOA flux determined fromCERES is W/m , arisingmostly from instrument
calibra on errors. From Fig. . it can be seen that clouds enhance the re-
flected incoming solar radia on by approximately . ± W/m . This is the
so called cloud albedo effect. Clouds reduce the outgoing longwave radia-
on by approximately . ± W/m , with respect to clear-sky condi ons.

The thermal radia on emi ed by the Earth is absorbed by clouds and re-
emi ed at colder temperatures, reducing the outgoing longwave flux. This
is the so called greenhouse effect of clouds. Combined, the shortwave and
longwave cloud effects result in a net nega ve radia ve flux at the top-
of-atmosphere due to clouds of approximately . ± W/m . Thus, the
overall impact of clouds on the Earth’s energy balance is to cool the earth-
atmosphere system. The main contributor to this cooling effect are the
clouds in the mid-la tude summer hemisphere that reflect large amounts
of incident solar radia on (Harrison et al., ).

The effect of clouds on the Earth’s energy balance is referred to as the cloud
radia ve forcing (CRF) or cloud radia ve effect (CRE), which is defined as
the difference between all-sky and clear-sky radia ve fluxes. This quan-
ty is used in many studies to es mate the radia ve impact of clouds. Ra-

manathan et al. ( ) made quan ta ve es mates of global distribu ons
of the cloud radia ve forcing at TOA using observa ons from the space-
born Earth Radia on Budget Experiment (ERBE), launched in , the pre-
cursor to the CERES instruments. In Loeb et al. ( ) the global mean net
CRE computed from various satellite-based data products and methods is
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compared and the values vary within a range from - . to - . W/m .

The spa al and temporal varia on of (TOA) net cloud radia ve forcing is re-
lated to large-scale meteorological condi ons, which is closely coupled to
the occurrence of clouds, i.e., cloud frac on, but also depends on the cloud
type. The sign of the net radia ve forcing in a cloudy atmosphere is dom-
inated by the ver cal distribu on of the clouds (Mace et al., ). Low-
level clouds (op cally thick boundary clouds) tend to be rela vely warm,
the temperature of the cloud droplet is similar to the temperature of the
Earth’s surface, and therefore hardly affec ng the outgoing longwave flux.
However, these clouds tend to have large albedos, which results in a cool-
ing effect in the lower troposphere. High-level clouds are much colder than
the Earth’s surface and lower troposphere, therefore reducing the outgoing
longwave flux. In addi on, they are o en op cally thin, thus not reflec ng
much of the incident solar radia on. Therefore, they tend to heat the upper
troposphere.

. The role of clouds in a changing climate

In , the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fi h As-
sessment Report (AR ) was published. The Summary for policy makers lists
the certainty of key findings in the assessment. In sec on (B) Observed
Changes in the Climate System it is stated:

Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, and since
the s, many of the observed changes are unprecedented
over decades to millennia. The atmosphere and ocean have
warmed, the amounts of snow and ice have diminished, sea
level has risen, and the concentra ons of greenhouse gases
have increased.

The global warming, mainly due to an increase of CO concentra ons in
the atmosphere, is expected to change the spa al and temporal distribu-
on of clouds and the type of clouds. Global changes in cloud amount or

in the distribu on of cloud types could have large effects on the Earth’s
energy balance and thus climate. The ques on is how clouds change in
a changing climate, i.e., what are the cloud-climate feedbacks, and what
is the sign of the overall feedback; nega ve, reducing global warming, or
posi ve, enhancing global warming. Cloud radia ve feedback is defined as
the impact on the TOA net downward radia ve flux per degree of global
surface temperature increase (IPCC). Here, posi ve values are assigned to
posi ve feedbacks.
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Clouds are closely coupled to the large-scale meteorology and play an
important role in the hydrological cycle. Therefore, also changes in the
amount and distribu on of water vapor will affect the forma on of clouds
and their proper es. In sec on (D) Understanding the Climate System and
its Recent Changes of the Summary for policy makers it is stated:

The net feedback from the combined effect of changes in
water vapor, and differences between atmospheric and sur-
face warming is extremely likely posi ve and therefore ampli-
fies changes in climate. The net radia ve feedback due to all
cloud types combined is likely posi ve. Uncertainty in the sign
and magnitude of the cloud feedback is due primarily to con-
nuing uncertainty in the impact of warming on low clouds.

The large amount of reflected solar radia on by low-level clouds is of par-
cular interest in understanding cloud-climate feedbacks. From combined

use of observa ons and climate models, Clement et al. ( ) found that
low-level stra form clouds over the northeast Pacific Ocean appear to dis-
sipate as the ocean warms. As these large cloud fields strongly reflect the
solar radia on, dissipa on of these clouds could enhance the warming of
the Earth, which in turn could lead to even more dissipa on of the clouds.
This behavior was not reproduced by most global climate models. Other
examples of posi ve feedback, though with large uncertain es, found in
model simula ons in both cloud resolving models (Harrop and Hartmann,

) as well as general circula on models (Zelinka and Hartmann, )
and satellite observa ons (Eitzen et al., ), are due to an increase in al-
tude of high clouds accompanied with just small increases in cloud top

temperature, which trap more infrared radia on. Also, a shi of cloudy
storm tracks towards the poles was found, which decreases the amount
of reflected solar radia on, and also observed from satellite observa ons
(Bender et al., ).

Dessler ( ) es mated the overall short-term cloud feedback from a ten
year period of satellite observa ons likely to be posi ve. From climate
models, taking into considera on addi onal uncertain es that were not
accounted for in themodels, the cloud feedback from all cloud types is es -
mated to be within a range of - . to + . W/m /C∘ (Boucher et al., ).

Figure . , taken from sec on (C)Drivers of Climate Change of the Summary
for policy makers, shows the radia ve forcing es mates in rela ve to

for emi ed atmospheric cons tuents or processes that result in the
main drivers of climate change. In this sec on it is stated:
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The RF of the total aerosol effect in the atmosphere, which
includes cloud adjustments due to aerosols, is – . [– . to
− . ] W m (medium confidence), and results from a neg-
a ve forcing from most aerosols and a posi ve contribu on
from black carbon absorp on of solar radia on. There is high
confidence that aerosols and their interac ons with clouds
have offset a substan al por on of global mean forcing from
well-mixed greenhouse gases. They con nue to contribute the
largest uncertainty to the total RF es mate.

Emissions of anthropogenic aerosols induce changes to the cloud proper-
es due to aerosol-cloud interac ons. Aerosols serve as cloud condensa-
on nuclei. An increased number of aerosols can adjust the cloud droplet

distribu on by decreasing the size of the droplets and increasing the num-
ber of the droplets. This will change the radia ve proper es of a cloud. An
increase in the cloud albedo is called the indirect effect (Twomey, ).
Second indirect effects are an increase in the cloud amount (Pincus and
Baker, ), mostly described in terms of development of precipita on,
cloud liquid water path and cloud life me.

. Clouds in climate models

The horizontal resolu on of climate models is in the order of km, while
the ver cal resolu on is in the order of m. Within these horizontal
scales, clouds can show large variabili es in their proper es due to vari-
abili es in the state of the atmosphere (e.g. temperature and water vapor
profiles). The cloud process in the models are sub-grid processes an thus
not resolved. The cloud processes are parameterized in terms of predicted
model variables such as temperature and humidity.

In sec on (D) Understanding the Climate System and its Recent Changes of
the Summary for policy makers it is stated:

Climate models now include more cloud and aerosol pro-
cesses, and their interac ons, than at the me of the AR , but
there remains low confidence in the representa on and quan-
fica on of these processes in models.

Since decades it is known that the representa on of cloud processes in cli-
mate models form a dominant source of uncertainty in understanding and
modeling climate change (Arakawa, ; Randall et al., ).
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Figure . : IPCC radia ve forcing table from AR ( ): Radia ve forcing es -
mates in rela ve to and their uncertain es for the main drives of climate
change.

A number of studies have been conducted comparing cloud radia ve forc-
ing at the top-of-atmosphere from atmospheric general circula on models
models with ERBE observa ons (e.g. Cess et al., ). Po er and Cess
( ) found that agreements between regionally averaged cloud radia ve
forcing from a set of atmospheric general circula on models and ERBE ob-
serva ons is partly the result of compensa ng errors in cloud ver cal struc-
ture, cloud op cal thickness or cloud frac on.

Most climate models show a posi ve cloud feedback. However, the dif-
ferences in cloud feedbacks in the models s ll is the main source of the
spread between climate model projec ons (IPCC). A review on the reasons
of the lack of understanding of cloud-climate feedbacks is given in Stephens
( ). It is stated that one of the reasons is the parameteriza on of cloud
process in climate models and their limited evalua on. Among the reasons
to expect progress in the near-future is men oned the availability of im-
proved global data sets from satellite observa ons for evalua on of cloud
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parameteriza ons.

For accurate es ma ons of the cloud radia ve forcing and changes in the
cloud radia ve forcing due to climate change, the climatemodels should be
able to reproduce the observed characteris cs and distribu on of clouds
and their associated radia ve fluxes (Webb et al., ), as well as their
diurnal, seasonal and inter-annual varia ons.

. Satellite remote sensing of clouds

To improve our understanding of cloud-climate interac ons as well as for
climate monitoring and data assimila on in climate models and numeri-
cal weather predic on models, accurate observa ons of clouds on a global
scale are required. Observa ons from remote sensing instruments on po-
lar orbi ng satellites can provide a global coverage within several days and
with the same instrument. This also allows for measurements in remote ar-
eas with low temporal and spa al coverage by ground-based observa ons
or in-situ measurements. Further, a number of satellite missions provide
long-term cloud observa ons, allowing for the development of consistent
climate records of cloud proper es, cloud climatologies, necessary to ob-
serve any climate trends occurring in the cloud proper es.

Since the launch of the first meteorological satellite Television Infrared Ob-
serva on Satellite (TIROS- ) in and beginning of opera on in ,
con nuous observa ons of clouds from space have been made. Clapp
( ) used TIROS IV to VI photographs through TIROS nephanalyses to
produce manually es mated cloud amounts, with the inten on to assist
in climate modeling. It was acknowledged by Clapp that the manual classi-
fica on of cloud photographs will be replaced by automa c interpreta on
of radia on measurements in several instrument channels. Arking ( )
proposed a method to automa cally derive la tudinal distribu on cloud
cover through the analysis of TIROS III photographs. The es ma ons of the
global cloud cover and the TIROS III radia onmeasurements in the thermal
infrared were used by Rasool ( ) to es mate the day me la tudinal dis-
tribu on of cloud heights for several months in the year . Follow-up
satellite missions of TIROS, carrying the Advanced Very High Resolu on Ra-
diometer (AVHRR) with channels, are the TIROS Next-genera on Na onal
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra on (TIROS-N/NOAA) and MetOp.

In the light of the increasing quality of satellite measurements as well as
improved cloud property retrievals from measured radiances the follow-
ing couple of decades, the Interna onal Satellite Cloud Climatology Project
(ISCCP) was established in as the first project of the World Climate
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Research Program (WCRP) (Rossow and Schiffer, ). The aim of the
project is to collect and analyze global and uniformly calibrated satellite
radiances to infer global distribu ons of cloud proper es, such as cloud
amount, cloud op cal thickness, cloud top temperature and cloud top pres-
sure, in order to improve the modeling of cloud effects on climate. The
first cloud data products were released in (Rossow and Schiffer, ).
It now provides the longest record of cloud proper es from satellite mea-
surements on a global scale, gridded, and with diurnal, seasonal and inter-
annual varia ons. The data was collected from two polar orbi ng satellites
and five geosta onary satellites.

Many of the satellites that have been launched in the last decades carry
mul -spectral imaging radiometers, whichmeasure the reflected, sca ered
and emi ed radia on from clouds as well as the Earth’s surface and the at-
mosphere. Imaging radiometers on polar orbi ng satellites that are used
for cloud property retrievals are, e.g., the Polariza on and Direc onality of
the Earth’s Reflectance (POLDER) (Deschamps et al., ), with the advan-
tage of measuring radiances in the visible for nine different views, and the
Moderate Resolu on Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) (Jus ce et al.,

) with more than channels ranging from the visible to the thermal
infrared. The first American geosta onary satellite was launched in ,
the Applica ons Technology Satellite (ATS), with follow-up mission Geosta-
onary Opera onal Environmental Satellite (GOES), and the European Me-

teoSat series (Schmetz et al., ), carrying the Spinning Enhanced Visible
and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI). In contrast to observa ons of polar orbi ng
satellites, the geosta onary satellites provide for observa ons with a high
temporal resolu on, allowing to resolve the daily cycle of cloud proper es,
though they only observe a part of the globe and mostly at lower spa al
resolu ons.

To retrieve cloud proper es from satellite observa ons, the measured ra-
diances need to be related to cloud proper es, which o en starts with a
cloud detec onmethod on a pixel basis. In the visible part of the spectrum,
clouds o en appear bright and white, thus showing a higher reflectance
than the underlying surface. In the thermal infrared part of the spectrum
clouds o en appear colder than the underlying surface due to the emission
of radia on at lower temperatures, see Fig. . . These rela ons are com-
plicated in many situa ons, e.g., snow and ice surfaces which are highly
reflec ng and cold. Cloud detec on methods are sensi ve to instrument
characteris cs, such as the spectral channels, signal-to-noise ra o, and the
spa al resolu on. Next, inversion techniques are used to relate the mea-
sured radiances for pixels iden fied as cloudy to a set of cloud proper es.
The main cloud proper es retrieved from satellite measurements and their
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Figure . : AATSR cloud observa ons for June . Le : Reflectancesmeasured
in channel . m. Right: Brightness temperatures measured in channel . m

defini ons are:

• cloud cover

• cloud top height/temperature/pressure

• cloud thermodynamic phase

• cloud water path

• cloud op cal thickness

• cloud effec ve radius

In the past decade the first space-born aerosol and cloud radar and li-
dar instruments, the Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR) CloudSat (Stephens et al.,
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) and CALIOP (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polariza on) on-
board CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Ob-
serva ons) (Winker et al., ), both satellite missions are part of the Af-
ternoon Train (A-train) satellite constella on, have complemented the es-
tablished observa ons by providing observa ons on the ver cal structure
of clouds (as well as aerosols and precipita on).

. Thesis outline

The main aim of this thesis is to develop and evaluate a method for the
retrieval of day me cloud macro-physical, op cal and micro-physical prop-
er es from synergis c AATSR and MERIS observa ons for the use of cli-
mate studies: the FAME-C (Freie Universität Berlin AATSR MERIS Cloud) al-
gorithm. AATSR and MERIS are two mul -spectral imaging radiometers on-
board the Environmental Satellite (Envisat). The measurements from the
morning overpasses of Envisat are used in the retrieval to create a -year
day- me cloud climatology. The work was partly done within the frame
of the ESA (European Space Agency) Climate Change Ini a ve (CCI) Cloud
project, which aims to generate consistent and accurate long-term cloud
climatologies for climate studies (Hollmann et al., ).

Although AATSR and MERIS are primarily designed for the remote sensing
of sea surface temperature and ocean color, respec vely, the use of com-
bined informa on of both instruments allows for the retrieval of a set of
cloud proper es. The synergis c approach comprises colloca ng AATSR
andMERIS observa ons, and a cloud detec onmethod and cloud property
retrieval which exploit measurements from both instruments.

From AATSR reflectances at non-absorbing visible and at moderately ab-
sorbing near-infraredwavelengths, the cloud op cal thickness and effec ve
radius are retrieved based on (Nakajima and King, ). The implemen-
ta on of this method in FAME-C largely follows the approach of Walther
and Heidinger ( ). In addi on, AATSR brightness temperatures at ther-
mal infrared wavelengths are used to retrieve cloud top temperature. The
main addi onal value of the MERIS instrument in this work lies in the use
of measurements in the oxygen-A absorp on band. Due to its sensi vity
to the cloud top pressure, the ra o of the radiances at the oxygen-A ab-
sorp on band and a near-by window channel allows for an addi onal and
independent cloud height retrieval. Moreover, the use of the oxygen-A ab-
sorp on channel in the cloud detec on method and the high spectral and
radiometric resolu on of the MERIS channels allow for an increase in the
cloud detec on accuracy (Gómez-Chova et al., ). Compared to oper-
a onal single-sensor cloud detec on algorithms for MERIS and AATSR, the
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synergis c cloud detec onmethod has a higher accuracy and performswell
for difficult cloudy scenes, such as snowand ice surfaces and sun-glint in the
ocean. Both cloud height products can be converted to cloud top heights
with the use of atmospheric profiles from numerical weather predic on
data.

The gain of having two independent cloud height retrievals is presented
in an evalua on study, which demonstrates the strengths and weaknesses
of each method under different cloudy condi ons. Further, the difference
in sensi vity to the cloud ver cal profile is studied with the use of both
radia ve transfer simula ons and measurements.

With the newly developed algorithm a mul -annual dataset on a global
scale was built and compared to cloud proper es retrieved from other
satellite instruments as well as ground-based observa ons. To get confi-
dence in the retrieved cloud proper es and derived cloud climatologies,
and to learn and understand underwhich condi ons the retrievals are prob-
lema c, comparisons were performed for selected regions as well as on a
global scale.

Fundamental knowledge on radia ve transfer in a cloudy atmosphere, as
well as the data, models and techniques used in the retrievals, of relevance
to this work, are presented in Chapter .

In Chapter , a sensi vity study of MERIS cloud top pressure retrieval to
cloud ver cal profile is performed using radia ve transfer simula ons. This
is done by assuming homogeneous cloud ver cal profiles aswell as inhomo-
geneous cloud ver cal profiles derived fromone year of combined CloudSat
and MODIS data. Further, two case studies are presented.

The FAME-C algorithm with its input and output data and assump ons is
presented in Chapter .

In Chapter , both pixel-based retrievals and spa ally gridded and tempo-
rally averaged products, i.e., cloud climatologies, are evaluated using inde-
pendent satellite and ground-based observa ons from passive and ac ve
instruments.

The difference in sensi vity of the AATSR andMERIS cloud height retrievals
to cloud ver cal distribu on is demonstrated in Chapter . Further, the po-
ten al of gaining addi onal informa on on cloud characteris cs by com-
bining products from independent measurements is shown.

Finally, this thesis concludes with a conclusion and outlook in Chapter .





CHAPTER

Fundamentals

In satellite remote sensing, cloud proper es are not measured directly, since the
top-of-atmosphere measurements also include contribu ons from the atmosphere
and the surface. To retrieve the cloud proper es from a set of measurements, two
main retrieval steps can be dis nguished. First, a radia ve transfer model is needed
that describes the measurements as a func on of the atmospheric state and the
instrument. Amodel that computes the set ofmeasurements from the quan es of
interest is called a forward model. The radia ve transfer models solve the radia ve
transfer equa on for predefined cloud proper es, atmospheric profiles and surface
proper es. Second, an inversion technique is used to es mate the cloud proper es
from a set ofmeasurements, taking into account uncertain es in themeasurements
as well as in the forward model.

. Satellite remote sensing and radia ve transfer

In the Earth observa on science, satellite remote sensing is the technology
of acquiring informa on about the Earth-atmosphere system from mea-
surements of electromagne c radia on from downward looking sensors
onboard space-born pla orms. A number of passivemul -spectral imaging
radiometers measure the backsca ered solar radia on and thermal emis-
sion of the Earth-atmosphere system at the top of the atmosphere. Radia-
on incident on the atmosphere is modified by interac on with molecules

and par cles in the atmosphere. Informa on on the composi on of the at-
mosphere can be deduced by comparing the modified radia on to the inci-
dent radia on in several spectral bands. In Fig . the sun-satellite viewing
geometry is shown, where the direc onal rela on between the incident so-
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lar radia on and the measured back-sca ered radia on is described with
three angles: solar zenith angle 𝜃 ; satellite viewing angle 𝜃; rela ve az-
imuth angle Δ𝜙.
The incident radia on and the modified measured radia on at the satellite
are linked through the radia ve transfer equa on. In many satellite remote
sensing applica ons it is common prac ce to consider a D plane-parallel
atmosphere, even in cloudy situa ons. The D assump on means that in
radia ve transfer computa ons, the atmospheric proper es as well as the
cloud proper es are only allowed to varywith the ver cal coordinate 𝑧. Fur-
thermore, the curvature of the Earth-atmosphere system is neglected in a
plane parallel representa on, which is approximately true for not too large
solar zenith angles (Pe y, ). Though clouds are never homogeneous
in their composi on in any direc on, the assump on of a D plane-parallel
sca ering medium in radia ve transfer saves a lot of computa on me.

The radia ve transfer equa on for radia onwithwavelength 𝜆, considering
only the scalar intensity, so no polariza on, and assuming a plane parallel
atmosphere, looks as follows:

d𝐿 (𝜇, 𝜙)
d𝑧 = 𝛽

𝜇 (𝐿 (𝜇, 𝜙) − 𝐽 (𝜇, 𝜙)) ( . )

where 𝐿 is the scalar intensity [Wm sr 𝜇m], 𝐽 is the source func on,
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𝑧 is the path along the ver cal, 𝜇 = cos𝜃, where 𝜃 is the zenith angle, 𝜙 is
the azimuth angle, and 𝛽 is the volume ex nc on coefficient [m ]. The
volume ex nc on coefficient is the sum of the absorp on coefficient, 𝛽 ,
and the sca ering coefficient, 𝛽 :

𝛽 = 𝛽 + 𝛽 ( . )

The values of 𝛽 and 𝛽 depend on the physical medium the radia on is
passing through and the wavelength of the radia on. It is a measure of
how strongly radia on is a enuated when traversing a medium over a dis-
tance d𝑠 = d𝑧/𝜇. Equa on . describes how 𝐿 is decreased by 𝐿 and
increased by 𝐽 along the ver cal 𝑧. The zenith angle and azimuth an-
gle describe the direc on of propaga on of the radia on of interest. The
source func on is given by:

𝐽 (𝜇, 𝜙) = (1 − 𝜔 )𝐵 + 𝜔
4𝜋 𝑃 (𝜇, 𝜙, ; 𝜇 , 𝜙 )𝐼 (𝜇 , 𝜙 )d𝜇 d𝜙

( . )

where𝜔 is the single sca ering albedo,𝐵 [Wm 𝜇m sr ] is the black
body radia on, and 𝑃 is the phase func on. The single sca er albedo is
defined as:

𝜔 = 𝛽
𝛽 ( . )

It ranges from zero, for a purely absorbing medium, to one for a purely
sca ering medium. The intensity of the radia on that is emi ed by a black
body is given by the Planck’s Func on:

𝐵 (𝑇) = 2ℎ𝑐
𝜆 (𝑒 / − 1) ( . )

where 𝑇 is the temperature of the body, 𝑐 is the speed of light [ms ], ℎ is
the Planck’s constant, and 𝑘 is the Boltzmann’s constant. The sca ering
phase func on can be regarded as a probability density. It describes the
probability of radia on coming from the direc on described by 𝜇 and 𝜙
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and being sca ered into the direc on described by 𝜇 and 𝜙. For energy
conversa on, the phase func on is normalized:

1
4𝜋 𝑝 (𝜇, 𝜙, ; 𝜇 , 𝜙 )𝐼 (𝜇 , 𝜙 )d𝜇 d𝜙 = 1 ( . )

which means that in a purely sca ering medium the radia on will be scat-
tered in some direc on in the 𝜋 steradians of solid angle.

. Physical and radia ve cloud proper es

A cloud is a collec on of many liquid water cloud droplets and/or ice crys-
tals suspended in the air. Liquid water cloud droplets can have diameters
ranging from about to 𝜇m. Ice crystals can have equivalent diame-
ters ranging from about to 𝜇m and are observed having all kinds
of shapes as shown in Fig. . . The number of cloud par cles per volume
of air with a cloud droplet radius 𝑟, is given by the size distribu on of the
cloud par cles 𝑛(𝑟). The total number of cloud droplets per volume of air,
𝑁 [m ], is given by:

𝑁 = 𝑛(𝑟) d𝑟 ( . )

The mass of cloud water per cubic meter is the cloud water content, CWC
[kg/m ]. For spherical par cles it is given by:

𝐶𝑊𝐶 = 𝑛(𝑟) 𝜌 4𝜋
3 𝑟 d𝑟 ( . )

The density of pure water, 𝜌 , is about kg/m . Integra ng the CWC
around the total ver cal cloud axis, from cloud base 𝑧 to cloud top 𝑧 ,
gives the total column cloud water and is called the cloud water path, CWP
[kg/m ].

𝐶𝑊𝑃 = 𝐶𝑊𝐶(𝑧) d𝑧 ( . )

The amount of cloud water is generally controlled by the dynamics and
thermodynamics of the air in which the cloud forms. How the condensed
water is distributed, e.g., whether many small cloud droplets will form, or
less larger cloud droplets, depends on the number of cloud condensa on
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Figure . : Examples of par cles for three size ranges and several al tude and
temperature ranges observed by a cloud par cle imager prove. Image taken from
Heymsfield et al. ( ).

nuclei (CCN) that will be ac vated when the cloud forms. Both natural and
anthropogenis aerosols can serve as CCN.

A photon incident on the top of the cloud can interact with the cloud par-
cles by being sca ered or absorped by the cloud par cles. The frac on

of incident radia on that is absorbed is called the cloud absorptance, 𝑎
(following defini ons and symbols as described in Pe y ( )). The pho-
tons that are sca ered once or mul ple sca ered in the cloud can leave
the cloud at the cloud top again. This frac on of incident radia on leaving
the cloud top a er being sca ered at least once in the cloud is called the
reflectance of the cloud, 𝑟. It may also pass the cloud without being scat-
tered or absorbed. This is called the direct transmission. The frac on of in-
cident radia on that passed through the cloud without being sca ered or
absorbed is called the direct transmi ance, 𝑡 . The process of the photon
being sca ered, and s ll leaving the cloud at the cloud base, is called diffuse
transmission, and the frac on of incident radia on undergoing at least one
sca er event, and s ll leaving the cloud at the cloud base, is called diffuse
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transmi ance, 𝑡 . The sum of the direct and diffuse transmi ance is the
total transmi ance, 𝑡, of the cloud. Together they should sum up to one.

𝑡 + 𝑟 + 𝑎 = 1 ( . )

The direct cloud transmi ance can be determined using Beer-Bouguer-
Lambert’s law:

𝑡 (𝑠) = 𝑒 ( . )

In the visible shortwave, clouds sca er strongly the incident radia on, but
absorp on is very weak. This is why clouds appear opaque and white. In
the thermal infrared, radia on is absorbed within a few sca ering events.
The radia on that was not absorbed by cloud par cles are mainly sca ered
in the forward direc on, meaning that the radia ve transfer at these wave-
lengths is dominated by absorp on and emission.

The transmi ance, reflectance and absorptance of a cloud depend on the
total cloud op cal thickness, 𝜏 , the single sca er albedo, 𝜔, and the scat-
tering phase func on, 𝑃(Θ), of the cloud par cles. Θ is the sca ering an-
gle between the incident radia on on the cloud par cle and the sca ered
radia on. The single sca ering albedo is zero when the cloud is purely ab-
sorbing and one when the cloud is purely sca ering. For clouds it can vary
strongly with wavelength, and with the size of the cloud droplets and cloud
thermodynamic phase. At visible wavelengths the cloud single-sca ering
albedo is nearly one for bothwater and ice par cles, while it is clearly lower
at infrared wavelengths. Fig. . shows the single sca ering albedo of wa-
ter clouds for visible and near-infrared wavelengths. The total cloud op cal
thickness, which is the op cal path length along the ver cal 𝑧, in a plane
parallel atmosphere, at wavelength 𝜆, is defined as:

𝜏 = 𝛽 (𝑧) d𝑧 ( . )

The local volume ex nc on coefficient, assuming spherical par cles, are
given by:

𝛽 = 𝑛(𝑟)𝑄 (𝑟)𝜋𝑟 d𝑟 ( . )

where 𝑄 is the ex nc on efficiency and is the ex nc on cross-sec on di-
vided by the geometric cross-sec on 𝜋 ∗ 𝑟 . For cloud par cles at visible
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Figure . : The single sca ering albedo for cloud water droplets ( = m) and
ice crystals ( = m) at visible and near-infrared wavelengths. The shortwave
sca ering proper es taken from Baum et al. ( ) were available for wavelengths
. - . m.

wavelengths 𝑄 ≈ . Eqs. . and . . , and . can be combined to
give another expression for the total cloud op cal thickness:

𝜏 ≈ 3𝐿𝑊𝑃
2𝜌 𝑟 ( . )

where 𝑟 is the effec ve radius and is defined as (Hansen and Hovenier,
):

𝑟 =
∫ 𝑟 𝑛(𝑟) d𝑟
∫ 𝑟 𝑛(𝑟) d𝑟

( . )

It is the third moment to the second moment and this parameter is o en
used to describe the radia ve proper es of a cloud droplet size distribu on.

The sca ering phase func on 𝑃(Θ) describes the rela onship between the
amount of energy that is sca ered at an angle to the direc on of the in-
cident radia on. If the cloud par cles are spherical (water droplets) or
randomly oriented (ice crystals), the sca ering phase func on can be de-
scribed only as a func on of the sca ering angle, Θ, which is the angle be-
tween the direc on of the sca ered photon and the direc on of the inci-
dent photon on the cloud par cle. The rela ve propor on of the photons
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Figure . : Sca ering phase func on for several effec ve radii (REFF). Le : forwater
clouds. Right: for ice clouds.

that are sca ered in the forward direc on compared to the backward di-
rec on is given by the sca ering asymmetry factor, 𝑔:

𝑔 = 1
4𝜋 𝑝(cosΘ) cosΘ d𝜔 ( . )

When the size of the par cles is comparable or larger than the wavelength
of the radia on, which is true for cloud par cles, the tendency is to strongly
forward sca er, which means that 𝑔 will be close to one. For isotropic scat-
tering 𝑔= , and if most photons are only sca ered in the backward direc-
on 𝑔 goes to - . Large cloud water droplets have an asymmetry factor in

the order of . for visible radia on and usually a bit lower values ranging
from . to . for ice crystals (Diedenhoven et al., ). For these condi-
ons and spherical par cles, Mie theory (Wiscombe, ; Mie, ) can

be used to determine the sca ering phase func on. The sca ering phase
func on depends then on the size parameter 𝑥, which is 2 ⋅𝜋 ⋅ 𝑟/𝜆, and the
refrac ve index.

In Fig. . the sca ering phase func ons for water droplets and ice crystals
are shown. For the droplet size distribu on a modified Gamma-Hansen
distribu on (Hansen and Travis, ) was assumed with varying effec ve
radius and an effec ve variance of . . For the ice crystals the sca er-
ing phase func ons from Baum et al. ( ) were taken. Main features of
the sca ering phase func on consist of the forward and backward peaks
at sca ering angles ∘ and ∘, respec vely, and the cloud bow at around

∘ for water clouds.
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. Imaging mul -spectral radiometers

Imaging radiometers are instruments that measures the natural reflected
and emi ed radia on from the Earth-atmosphere system within a num-
ber of spectral bands. A -dimensional array of pixels is obtained with a
scanning mechanism. Both AATSR and MERIS, onboard Envisat, are imag-
ing mul -spectral radiometers. Envisat is satellite of the ESA and flies in
a sun-synchronous polar orbit at a mean al tude of km and an incli-
na on of . ∘. Its repeat cycle is days and the mean local solar me at
descending node is . AM. Its measurements provide a global coverage,
but can not be used to study the diurnal cycle of geophysical parameters.
Envisat was launched in March and was in opera on un l April ,
providing about ten years of data.

AATSR

AATSR was primarily designed for the remote sensing of sea surface tem-
perature (Llewellyn-Jones et al., ). It has spectral bands ranging from
the visible to the thermal infrared part of the spectrum, see Table . . The
earth is scanned with a conical scanning method and for all spectral bands
it has a dual-view, nadir and forward, of the earth. For the forward view the
satellite zenith angle is about ∘. It has a horizontal resolu on of km at
sub-satellite point and a swath width of km. Its revisit me is about
days.

MERIS

MERIS was primarily desgined for the remote sensing of ocean color (Rast
et al., ; Bezy et al., ). It has spectral bands in the visible and
near-infrared part of the spectrum ( to nm), see Table . . The earth
is scanned with a push-broom method with a horizontal resolu on of just
over km at sub-satellite point in the reduced resolu onmode (the regular
opera on mode). In the full resolu on mode the horizontal resolu on is
about m. The field of view of . ∘, with a swath width of km,
is covered with five op cal cameras arranged in a fan shape configura on.
The revisit me is about days. MERIS has a high spectral and radiometric
accuracy.
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Table . : AATSR spectral channels: cwvl=central wavelength, sst=sea surface tem-
perature (Llewellyn-Jones et al., ).

Channel CWVL [𝜇m] Width [𝜇m] Primary applica on
. . Chlorophyll
. . Vegeta on Index
. Vegeta on Index
. . Cloud Clearing
. . SST
. . SST
. . SST

Table . : MERIS spectral channels: cwvl=central wavelength (Rast et al., ).

Channel CWVL [nm] Width [nm] Primary applica on
. Yellow substance, turbidity
. Chlorophyll

Clorophyll, pigment
Suspended ma er, turbidity
Chlorophyll, suspended ma er
Suspended ma er
Chlorophyll

. Chlorophyll
. Atmospheric correc on, ’red edge’
. . COT, CTP reference
. . CTP

Aerosol, vegeta on
Aerosol, atmospheric correc on
Water vapour reference
Water vapour

. Radia ve transfer models

To retrieve cloud proper es from space, accurate interpreta ons of the ob-
served radiances are necessary. This is done using radia ve transfer mod-
els as forwardmodels, which can simulate top-of-atmosphere radiances for
predefined atmospheric profiles, surface proper es and micro- and macro-
physical cloud proper es.

In the sensi vity studies presented in this thesis and in the developed
FAME-C algorithm, two radia ve transfer models were used. First, the Ma-
trix Operator Method (MOMO) (Fischer and Grassl, ; Fell and Fischer,
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; Hollstein and Fischer, ) was used to simulate top-of-atmosphere
radiances at visible and near-infrared wavelengths. Second, the Radia ve
Transfer for TOVS (RTTOV), a fast radia ve transfer models, was used to
simulate clear-sky radiances and clear-sky transmissions at a number of at-
mospheric levels at infrared wavelengths. Also, RTTOV was used to eval-
uate the newly developed extension of MOMO into the thermal infrared
(Doppler et al., a).

MOMO

MOMO is a D plane-parallel radia ve transfer model. It can simulate ra-
dia ve transfer in the atmosphere and ocean for any ver cal resolu on and
op cal thickness. In its latest version, radia ve transfer simula ons can be
performed for the spectrum range . to 𝜇m, thus covering the range
of wavelengths of solar and terrestrial radia on (Doppler et al., a).

The radia ve transfer code is based on the matrix operator method (Plass
et al., ), which in turn is based on the interac on principle, and
combined with the doubling-adding method (Hansen and Hovenier, ;
Van de Hulst, ). They are numerical approaches for compu ng the ra-
dia ve transfer in a sca ering medium monochroma cally and have been
used in a number of radia ve transfer models (DAK: De Haan et al. ( );
RTMOM:Govaerts ( )). The interac on principle relates outgoing radia-
on at the layer boundaries of themedium linearly to the incident radia on

on the layer boundaries and the radia on that is generated inside the layer.
The radia on field is split into upward and downward going radia on fields,
and are described in terms of transmission, reflec on and source operators.
In the doubling-adding method, each predefined atmospheric layer is sub-
divided into iden cal elementary layers. The 𝑛 is chosen such that the
sca ering op cal depth Δ𝜏 of the elementary layer is small enough to as-
sume single-sca ering proper es inside the layer: Δ𝜏=𝜏 << 1. The in-
terac on principle is applied to the elementary sublayer. The radia on field
is split into upward and downward going radia on fields, and described in
terms of transmission (𝑡), reflec on (𝑟) and source (𝑗) matrix-operators for
the elementary sub-layers and its boundaries. The matrices are 𝑝 × 𝑝 ma-
trices with 𝑝 the number of ingoing and outgoing direc ons from which
easily the matrix-operators of two adjacent elementary layers (𝑡 ,𝑟 ,𝑗 )can
be computed (double elementary layer). Then, the interac on principle is
applied to this double elementary layer. A er 𝑛 steps of doubling, the de-
scrip on of the radia on field for the en re layer is obtained. With the
adding method, two non-iden cal (with different radia ve proper es) lay-
ers are combined in a similar manner, un l for all atmospheric layers the
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... ...
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...

Figure . : The single sca ering proper es for each of the pre-defined atmo-
spheric layers in the radia ve transfer simula on: = cloud op cal thickness,
= single sca ering albedo, ( ) = sca ering phase func on as a func on of scat-
tering angle , = layer geometrical thickness.

reflec on and transmission have been computed. In case of a ver cally in-
homogeneous plane parallel atmosphere, the atmosphere is divided into a
number of homogeneous layers. This means that within one layer, the op -
cal thickness, single sca ering albedo, and the phase func on are constant.
Within such a layer, the division into the iden cal elementary layers is
performed.

Thus, the radia ve transfermodel needs as input for each atmospheric layer
the op cal thickness and the single sca ering proper es, i.e., the single
sca ering albedo, normalized ex nc on coefficient and the phase func on,
see Fig. . . In this work, the single sca ering proper es are computed us-
ing aMie codebasedon theMie theory for sphericalwater droplets or taken
from a database Baum et al. ( ) for ice crystals. In the simula ons for
specific instrument channels performed in this work, the sca ering prop-
er es at the center wavelength of the channel is used. It is assumed that
the varia on of the sca ering proper es within the spectral band of the
channel is negligible.

To account for gas absorp on within the spectral range of interest, de-
fined by the spectral response func on of the instrument channel, the spec-
troscopy code Coefficient of Gas Absorp on (CGASA) (Doppler et al., a)
and k-distribu on technique of the Ins tute for Space Sciences (KISS) (Ben-
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nartz and Fischer, ; Doppler et al., b) were applied for the user-
defined atmospheric profiles of temperature and pressure and the ver cal
distribu on of gas and par cles. The lines of transmission are computed
with a method similar to Line-By-Line Radia ve Transfer Model (LBLRTM)
(Clough et al., , ); a Voigt profile for each absorp on line is com-
puted. The spectral informa on about the gas absorp on lines, such as
the posi on of the lines, the strength of the lines and the half-width of the
lines, is taken from the High-resolu on transmission molecular absorp on
(HITRAN) database (Rothman et al., , ). The water vapor absorp-
on con nua are computed using the Mlawer-Tobin-Clough-Keizys-Davies

(MT-CKD) coefficients (Mlawer et al., ). Due to the huge number of
spectral lines of absorp on, the spectroscopy codes need to be run at a
high spectral resolu on, which results in a huge number of spectral subin-
tervals for a spectral band. A line-by-line approach would be to simulate
the en re radia ve transfer for each of this spectral subinterval. In order
to reduce the computa on me, KISS is applied to reduce the number of
radia ve transfer simula ons. The k-distribu on groups the spectral subin-
tervals computed by CGASA into bins, for which the spectral subintervals
have similar gas absorp ons for each atmospheric layer. To each bin a gas
absorp on coefficient and rela ve weight is assigned and radia ve transfer
simula ons are only performed for each bin. In spectral bands with many
absorp on lines, e.g., the oxygen-A absorp on band (see Fig. . ), this will
significantly reduce the computa on me. It has to be noted that in earlier
version of MOMO, that were used for RTM simula ons for MERIS channels
and AATSR visible and near-infrared channels, the absorp on by the wa-
ter vapour con nuum was not taken into account yet. However, for these
wavelengths it is negligible: in this spectral range, the foreign con nuum
of water vapor absorp on has to be taken into account for the - nm
spectral band only (Lindstrot et al., ). The self-con nuum appears in
the thermal infrared only (Pe y, ; Doppler et al., a).

Some limita ons occur in MOMO, mainly due to computa onal efficiency
considera ons. The zenith and azimuth dependence of the RTE are sepa-
rated. The zenith angles are defined at the Gauss quadrature points with
Gauss Loba o weights. A Fourier expansion with a finite number of terms
is used for the azimuth angles. Further, a phase func on trunca on is per-
formed to decrease the number of Fourier terms that is needed in the az-
imuthal radia ve transfer computa ons, whereby forward sca ered radia-
on for small sca ering angles is treated as unsca ered radia on.

The output of MOMO used in this work are upward directed radiance fields
at the top of the atmosphere 𝐿 as a func on of predefined solar zenith an-
gle, viewing angle and azimuth angle , as well as the upward directed ir-
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radiances at each predefined atmospheric levels. From the radiances, the
reflectance 𝑅 is determined as follows:

𝑅 = 𝜋 ∗ 𝐿 (𝜃 , 𝜃, 𝜙)
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃 ) ∗ 𝐹 ,

, ( . )

where 𝐹 is the solar constant.

Last, the MOMO version mainly used in this work was first restricted to the
shortwave ( - nm), because thermal emission was not included in
the simula ons. RTTOV, amongst others, was used to evaluate the newly
developed extension of MOMO into the thermal infrared. A short descrip-
on of this work is given in Doppler et al. ( a).

RTTOV

RTTOV is a very fast radia ve transfer model originally created to simu-
late radiancesmeasured by TOVS. It simulates cleark-sky and cloudy top-of-
atmosphere radiances and transmi ance profiles for nadir-viewing passive
visible, infrared andmicrowave satellite radiometers (spectral range is -
𝜇m). For a number of channels from a list of instruments from polar orbit-
ing and geosta onary satellites, RTTOV computes the top-of-atmosphere
upward radiance for user defined atmospheric profiles of temperature and
water vapour concentra ons, op onally also some other trace gases, and
cloud and aerosol par cle distribu ons , surface proper es such as surface
temperature and emissivity. The simula on of transmission is based on a
linear regression method in op cal depth using a set of predictors. The set
of predictors are based on the input profiles and are defined rela ve to a
reference profile. The regression coefficients are based on transmissions
computed with Line-by-line models for a set of different atmospheric pro-
files that are chosen to represent the range of varia ons in temperature
and gas concentra ons found in the atmosphere. For gases that are not
allowed to vary in RTTOV, climatological means are used in the LBL compu-
ta ons. The regression coefficients are instrument channel specific, i.e. the
transmi ances are convolved with the channel spectral response func on.
RTTOV can also simulate the gradient of the radiances with respect to the
atmospheric state parameters at the predefined atmospheric levels.

Though RTTOV is a very fast radia ve transfer model, it s ll is computa on-
ally too expensive for retrieving pixel-based cloud proper es on a global
scale and for a year me period. In this work, RTTOV- predictors (Ma-
tricardi et al., ) were used to simulate the clear-sky transmission val-
ues at predefined atmospheric levels for the AATSR infrared channels. At-
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Figure . : Schema c and simple view of the rela ons between the measurement
in the measurement space and the retrieved state in the state space. Shown for a
state vector ⃗ and measurement vector ⃗, each consis ng of two elements. The
ellipses represent the uncertain es in each state parameter and measurement.

mospheric profiles were taken from numerical weather predic on model
re-analysis data on a much lower spa al resolu on than the satellite pixels.

. Inversion technique

Retrieval algorithms that es mate a set of parameter, e.g., cloud proper-
es, from a set of measured quan es, e.g., TOA radiances, use inversion

techniques. In many cases an itera ve op miza on of the forwardmodel is
performed to find the best fit between the set of observed measurements
and the set of simulated measurements. O en it is computa onally too
expensive to let an RTM run for every satellite pixel for which cloud proper-
es should be retrieved, especially if this is done globally and for a long me

period, in order to create, e.g., global cloud climatologies. One way to deal
with this issue is to store a large number of radia ve transfer simula ons
performed for a range of varying condi ons (e.g., atmospheric-, surface-
and cloud proper es, viewing geometry) into large tables, so called Look-
Up Tables (LUTs). The interpola on applied to the LUTs to obtain simulated
radiances is part of the forward model.

The rela onship between a set of measurements assembled in the mea-
surement vector �⃗� and a set of quan es to be retrieved assembled in the
state vector �⃗� is given by:

�⃗� = 𝐹(�⃗�, �⃗�) + 𝜖 ( . )
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where𝐹(�⃗�, �⃗�) is the forwardmodel, �⃗� is a set of known parameters needed
in the forwardmodel also called background state, and 𝜖 is the error vector.
The error vector includes contribu ons from erros in the measurements,
forward model and forward model parameters. Uncertain es in the mea-
surements can, e.g., arise from instrument noise (example of randomerror)
and calibra on errors (example of systema c error). Errors in the forward
model can arise from wrong assump ons in the model, such as assuming
a plane-parallel atmosphere in the radia ve transfer simula ons. Forward
model parameters, are parameters on which the forward model depends,
but which are not retrieved, e.g., surface albedo. The total uncertainty be-
tween �⃗� and𝐹(�⃗�, �⃗�) resul ng from the error contribu ons is defined by the
error covariance matrix 𝐒𝝐 (Grainger, ):

𝐒 = �⃗� − 𝐹(�⃗�, �⃗�) �⃗� − 𝐹(�⃗�, �⃗�) ( . )

Basically, the inversion is done by minimizing a least-square cost func on
with respect to �⃗�. Oneway of performing such an inversionwith the consid-
era on of former men oned uncertain es is the op mal es ma on (OE)
method (Rodgers, ). It enables error propaga on of measurements,
forward model and forward model parameters as well as the inclusion of
a-priori knowledge to constrain possible solu ons. The OE method uses
Bayes’ theorem and Gaussian sta s cs. Minimizing the cost func on 𝐽,
weighted by the uncertain es in the measurements, forward model (pa-
rameters) and a-priori values, is analogues to maximizing the probability of
�⃗� under condi ons of �⃗� and a priori informa on.

𝐽(�⃗�) = [�⃗� − 𝐊�⃗�] 𝐒 [�⃗� − 𝐊�⃗�] + [�⃗� − �⃗� ] 𝐒 [�⃗� − �⃗� ] ( . )

Here 𝑥 is the a-priori state vector and 𝑆 the a-priori error covariance ma-
trix. Assuming local linearity around �⃗� than 𝐹(�⃗�, �⃗�) can be replaced by 𝐊�⃗�.
The Jacobian or weigh ng func on of the forward model 𝐊 is given by:

𝐊 = 𝜕𝐹(�⃗�, �⃗�)
𝜕�⃗� ( . )

It describes the sensi vity of the measurements to the state variables. It
maps the state variables into the measurement space, see Fig. . .

Error es mates for the retrieved state are computed by applying:

𝐒 = 𝐒 + 𝐒 + 𝐊 𝐒 𝐊 ( . )
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where 𝐒 is the error covariancematrixwhich describes the uncertain es in
the measurements, 𝐒 is the error covariance matrix which describes the
uncertain es in the forward model, 𝐒 is the error covariance matrix which
describes the uncertain es in the forwardmodel parameters, and𝐾 is the
weigh ng func onwhichmaps the forwardmodel parameter uncertain es
into measurement space.

The error covariance matrix 𝐒 of the retrieved state, or the op mal es -
mate, is given by:

𝐒 = 𝐒 + 𝐊 𝐒 𝐊 ( . )

The validity of the uncertainty of the retrieved state depends on accurate
characteriza on of the uncertain es in the measurements, forward model
and forward model parameters as well as the a priori state. Prior knowl-
edge can come from (analy cal) models, climatologies based on indepen-
dentmeasurements, or just an educated guess. In this work, ’typical’ values
of the cloud proper es for both water and ice clouds are used (see Sect.
. ). However, the uncertain es are set to very high values, thus the solu-
on is hardly constrained by the a priori state vector.

In several retrieval applica ons, the cost is used as ameasure of consistency
of the retrieved state with the measurements and a priori data (goodness-
of-fit sta s c) (e.g. Sayer et al., ). High values of the cost func on
for certain retrievals can help to iden fy scenes which might be poorly de-
scribed by the forward model. These ’problema c’ retrievals should then
be treated with care in further applica ons.

For more details on inversion methods in retrieval theory the interested
reader is referred to Rodgers ( ) and Grainger ( ).





CHAPTER

MERIS cloud top pressure
retrievals assuming ver cally

inhomogeneous cloud profiles

Abstract A synergis c FAME-C (Freie Universität Berlin AATSR-MERIS Cloud Re-
trieval) algorithm is developedwithin the frameof the ESA CCI Cloud project. Within
FAME-C the ra o of two MERIS measurements (the Oxygen-A absorp on channel
and a window channel) is used to retrieve cloud top pressure. In case of high, ex-
tended clouds the retrieved cloud top pressure is generally too high. This can be
understood as an overes ma on of ex nc on in upper cloud layers due to the as-
sump on of ver cal homogeneous clouds in the radia ve transfer simula ons. To
include more realis c cloud ver cal profiles, one year of data from the Cloud Pro-
filing Radar (CPR) onboard CloudSat has been used to determine mean normalized
cloud ver cal ex nc on profiles with a fixed pressure thickness for nine cloud types.
The nine cloud types are based on the ISCCP COT-CTP classifica on table. The re-
trieved cloud top pressure, now using CloudSat cloud profiles in the forwardmodel,
is compared to CPR reflec vi es as well as the retrieved cloud top pressure using
ver cally homogeneous cloud profiles. In the first pair of cases under examina on
the overes ma on of cloud top pressure, and therefore the bias, is reduced by a
large amount when using CloudSat ver cal cloud profiles. Another advantage is
that no assump on about the cloud geometrical thickness has to be made in the
new retrieval.

Sec on . and . of this chapter are based on Henken et al. ( )
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. Introduc on

As was described in Ch. , a photon passing through the atmosphere will
in the end either be absorbed by atmospheric cons tuents or at the Earth’s
surface, or sca ered back to space. In the visible and near-infrared wave-
lengths, where the source of radia on is the sun, the mean photon path
length between the sun and the satellite instrument depends primarily on
the sun-satellite viewing geometry, the sca ering and absorp on proper-
es of atmospheric cons tuents and the surface albedo. In the presence of

clouds the mean photon path length is usually shortened, due to photons
being reflected back to space by cloud par cles.

Hanel ( ) suggested that the cloud top height could be es mated from
satellite measurements of reflected solar radia on in an absorp on band.
Yamamoto andWark ( ) proposed to use the oxygen-A absorp on band
centered at around nm. The idea is based on the assump on that the
strength of the absorp on of radia on by a well-mixed atmospheric gas like
oxygen can be directly related to the mean photon path length of the re-
flected radia on. In the presence of clouds, themean photon path length is
mainly determined by the airmass above the cloud, thus the cloud top pres-
sure. In case of high clouds with low cloud top pressures, the mean photon
path length is shorter and the transmission is lower than in the case of low
clouds with high cloud top pressures. The transmission in the oxygen-A ab-
sorp on band can be approximated by the ra o of measured radiances in
an absorbing channel in the oxygen-A band and in a near-by window chan-
nel (no significant absorp on of radia on).

The feasibility of retrieving cloud top pressure by measuring the reflected
solar radia on in the oxygen-A band from satellites was already analyzed in
the s by experimen ng with hand-held spectrograph camera’s (Saiedy
et al., , ). The poten al and accuracy of this cloud top height
retrieval method was analyzed further in a couple of aircra valida on
campaigns. Cloud top pressures were retrieved for low-level clouds (Stra-
tocumulus decks) from measurements of an spectrometer onboard a re-
search aircra (Fischer et al., ). The accuracy of the retrieved cloud
top pressurewaswithin mwhen compared to simultaneously taken lidar
measurements. A valida on of ESAs opera onal MERIS cloud-top pressure
product (Merheim-Kealy et al., ) was performed by comparison with
cloud top heights as observed with the Portable Lidar System (POLIS) on-
board a small aircra (Lindstrot et al., ). Several valida on flights were
performed in Germany during spring . The valida on exercise was fo-
cused on situa ons with low-level clouds (< m). It revealed a mean
bias of about - hPa and a root mean square error (RMSE) of about
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Figure . : Increase of photon path length due to mul ple sca ering in the cloud.

hPa. Buriez et al. ( ) developed for POLDER the first opera onal satel-
lite based retrieval of cloud pressure, or the so called apparent pressure, us-
ingmeasurements in the oxygen-A absorp on band. Vanbauce et al. ( )
found a bias of hPawith respect to cloud top heights derived from cloud
top temperatures retrieved fromMeteosat measurements. Further, a large
posi ve bias was found for the retrieved apparent cloud pressure, now tak-
ing surface reflec on into account, when compared to ground-based lidar
and radar observa ons (Vanbauce et al., ). The retrieved cloud pres-
sureswere close to pressure levels corresponding to the geometricalmiddle
of the cloud.

Several valida on exercises have shown that the cloud top pressure can be
retrieved accurately (low bias) for single-layer, low-level and op cally thick
clouds. However, including also various cloud types such as ver cally ex-
tended andmul -layer clouds, the bias increases significantly and retrieved
cloud pressures correspond to pressure levels somewhere in the middle of
the cloud rather than the cloud top. A large part of the overes ma on of
cloud top pressures can be a ributed tomul -sca ering in the cloud, which
is not taken into account in many of the retrievals.

Due to mul -sca ering in the cloud, the mean photon path length is in-
creased, as shown schema cally in Fig. . . The larger the photon pene-
tra on depth in the cloud, the higher the probability that radia on in the
oxygen-A band is absorbed. The radiances in a window channel primar-
ily depend on the total cloud op cal thickness, while for the radiances in
the absorp on channel, the ver cal distribu on of cloud op cal thickness
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and the cloud geometrical thickness, or combined the ver cal ex nc on
profile, can strongly influence the amount of absorp on taking place due
to an increase of mean photon path length. In terms of a physical cloud
property the cloud ver cal profile can be described by the ver cal distribu-
on of cloud water content. The sensi vity of cloud top pressure retrievals

using measurements in the oxygen-A absorp on band to in-cloud photon
penetra on depth was acknowledged in several theore cal and valida on
studies (Saiedy et al., ; Wu, ; Fischer and Grassl, b).

In a sensi vity study performed by Preusker and Lindstrot ( ), the sensi-
vity of the ra o of the MERIS absorp on channel and window channel
to a set of varying cloud, atmospheric and surface parameters was stud-

ied: cloud top pressure, cloud op cal thickness, cloud geometrical thick-
ness, cloud frac on, atmospheric temperature profiles, surface albedo,
surface pressure. It was shown that the sensi vity of the MERIS ra o to
changes in cloud top pressure is significant except for a thin cloud above a
highly reflec ng surface. Furthermore, the sensi vi es to changes in CTP
and geometrical thickness are strongly correlated, making it difficult to dis-
entangle them. Changes in cloudmicro-physics and the temperature profile
only have minor impacts with maximum errors of less then and hPa,
respec vely, and are considered small with regards to other error sources.
The largest source of error in the CTP retrieval is the presence of mul -
layer clouds, in the study defined as thin cirrus over low-level water clouds.
Mul -layer clouds represent an extreme case of inhomogeneous cloud ver-
cal profiles.

In an accurate cloud top pressure retrieval using measurements in the
oxygen-A absorp on band from passive imagers, the knowledge on total
COT, ver cal ex nc on profile and surface albedo are of most importance
inmost cases, assuming that the instrument characteris cs are well known.
The surface albedo can be taken from independent measurements (consid-
ered as auxiliary data) and COT can o en be easily es mated. Hence leaving
the unknown ver cal ex nc on profile as the main source of error in the
retrieval.

In this study, the focus is on the impact of assumed cloud ver cal ex nc-
on profiles on the simulated ra o of theMERIS channel in the oxygen-A

absorp on band and the near-by window channel , see Fig. . . Simula-
ons are performed assuming homogeneous cloud ver cal ex nc on pro-

files as well as inhomogeneous cloud ver cal ex nc on profiles. For the
purpose of deriving the la er type of profiles, observa ons from a space-
born cloud radar were taken to create mean ver cal ex nc on profiles for
several cloud types. The profiles were then used in radia ve transfer sim-
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Figure . : MERIS spectral response func on for the window channel (blue) and
channel in the oxygen-A absorp on band (red). In black are shown the oxygen
absorp on lines.

ula ons that served as a basis for the forward model in form of LUTs in
the MERIS based cloud top pressure retrieval. The impact of the assumed
ver cal ex nc on profiles on the simulated ra os is shown. In addi on, the
retrieval was applied to two case studies and compared to cloud top heights
as observed by CPR.

. Cloud ver cal ex nc on profiles

The ac ve instrument CPR onboard CloudSat, which is part of the A-train
constella on, provides valuable observa ons of cloud ver cal profiles. The
observa ons have shown the large variability in the ver cal structure of
clouds occurring in nature. Many of the profiles would not be well rep-
resented by homogeneous cloud ver cal profiles. For example, CPR and
CALIOP observa ons show that ver cally extended clouds o en appear
to have maximum ex nc on values in lower cloud layers (e.g. Ham et al.,

).

To derive cloud ver cal ex nc on profiles, one year ( ) of the B-TAU
product as provided by the CloudSat database (Polonsky et al., ) have
been used. The layer COTs are derived from a combina on of the CPR
measurements, COTs retrieved from MODIS onboard Aqua, and analysis
by European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). The
ver cal ex nc on profile is determined by dividing the layer COT by the
geometrical thickness of each cloud layer. Since different types of clouds
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Figure . : ISCCP cloud classifica on in termsof cloud toppressure and cloudop cal
thickness (Rossow and Schiffer, ).

show different ver cal ex nc on profiles it has been decided to determine
mean ver cal ex nc on profiles for nine cloud types as given by the ISCCP
day me cloud classifica on (Rossow and Schiffer, ). This cloud clas-
sifica on is based on cloud op cal thickness and cloud top pressure and
iden fies the following cloud types: Cirrus, Cirrostratus, Deep Convec on,
Altocumulus, Altostratus, Nimbostratus, Cumulus, Stratocumulus and Stra-
tus, see Fig. . . For each cloud type a ‘typical’ fixed number of cloud levels
has been chosen based on first analyses of the CloudSat data. Furthermore,
a set of data selec on criteria has been used to derive the mean cloud ver-
cal ex nc on profiles. Only cloudy observa ons consis ng of at least

range bins in the radar data are taken into account. Also, a maximum gap
of two range bins is allowed and a minimum total op cal thickness of .
is considered. The resul ng averaged and normalized cloud ver cal ex nc-
on profiles for each of the nine cloud types are shown in Fig. . . For

most cloud types the lower cloud layers tend to have higher ex nc on val-
ues than upper cloud layers.

. MOMO simula ons

Radia ve transfer simula ons are performed using the MOMO radia ve
transfer model. The atmosphere was divided into atmospheric layers,
whereby the layers in the troposphere have a layer thickness of hPa.
A US Standard Atmosphere was assumed in the simula ons (McClatchey
et al., ). The surface is modeled as a Lamber an reflector. A Rayleigh
op cal thickness of . is taken and no aerosols are included. To simulate
the absorp on of atmospheric gases within a predefined accuracy, about
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Figure . : Normalized and averaged cloud ver cal ex nc on profiles (solid lines)
derived from CloudSat CPR data for nine cloud types as defined in Fig. . . Standard
devia ons of ex nc on are shown with do ed lines, and standard devia ons of the
cloud top pressure are shown with error bars.

bins in the k-distribu onmethod are used for the simula ons in channel
. The spectral varia on of the solar constant is accounted for by adjus ng

the weights of the bins accordingly.

Cloud layers at pressure levels above hPa are simulated assuming an ef-
fec ve radius of 𝜇mand using the radia ve proper es of water droplets,
while for cloud layers at pressure levels below hPa ice crystals are as-
sumed. AMie code based onMie-theory (Wiscombe, ; Mie, ) was
used to compute the phase func ons for water droplets in a liquid cloud,
as well as the ex nc on coefficient and single-sca ering albedo. For the
droplet size distribu on the modified Gamma droplet size distribu on is
assumed (Hansen and Travis, ), where the mode radius equals the ef-
fec ve radius (Hansen and Hovenier, ):

𝑛(𝑟) = 𝑟 ⋅ 𝑒 ( . )

This droplet size distribu on is describedwith the use of the effec ve radius
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Figure . : MERIS central wavelength per pixel number. The five op cal camera’s
can be iden fied easily. In red are the pixels indicated that fall within the field of
view of AATSR, thus the collocated AATSR-MERIS measurements.

and the effec ve variance 𝜈 , which is given by:

𝜈 =
∫ (𝑟 − 𝑟 )𝑟 𝑛(𝑟) d𝑟

𝑟 ∫ 𝑟 𝑛(𝑟) d𝑟
( . )

The modified Gamma droplet size distribu on is taken because the param-
eters describing it are equal to the parameters that describe the radia-
ve sca ering proper es of the distribu on. For ice clouds, the sca ering

phase func ons and single sca ering proper es from Baum et al. ( )
are used assuming an effec ve radius of 𝜇m.

The central wavelength of the MERIS channels vary across the field of view.
This effect is called the spectral smile, which was determined in several
spectral calibra on campaigns (Delwart et al., ). In the oxygen-A ab-
sorp on band a change in the central wavelength can result in different
observed strengths of absorp on. Hence, simula ons are also performed
for varying central wavelengths of the spectral response func on of chan-
nel . Figure . shows the central wavelengths varying across the field
of view, represented by the pixel number of the camera’s. In red are the
pixels indicated that fall within the AATSR swath. Its width is about half of
the MERIS swath width. Since FAME-C is a day me cloud property retrieval
and applied to collocated AATSR and MERIS measurements, only the cen-
tral wavelengths covering the combined field of view are taken into account
in the produc on of the forward models.
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Figure . : The ra o of MERIS channels L and L for several cloud top pressures
and cloud op cal thicknesses and for homogeneous and inhomogeneous cloud ver-
cal ex nc on profiles.

For each simula on assuming one of the ver cally inhomogeneous clouds,
several counterpart simula ons assuming the homogeneous ver cal pro-
file were performed by varying the cloud geometrical thickness. All other
parameters, such as CTP, COT and surface albedo, were kept constant and
equal to the inhomogeneous version.
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. Simula on results

The impact of the assumed ver cal ex nc on profiles on the simulated
MERIS ra o is presented in Fig. . , which shows the change of the ra o for
changing cloud top pressures, i.e., the sensi vity. For the ver cally homo-
geneous cloud profiles the results for varying cloud geometrical thickness
in terms of cloud pressure thickness (CPT in hPa) are also shown. Further-
more, the results are shown for op cally thin ( ), middle ( ) and thick ( )
clouds as well as for low ( . ) and high ( . ) surface albedo. A central
wavelength of nm was used in these simula ons, since at this wave-
length the sensi vity of the ra o to a change in CTP, COT, CPT, and surface
albedo was found to be high (Preusker and Lindstrot, ).

First, a descrip on of the dependence of the ra os on the various param-
eters is given. The ra os increase for decreasing CTP, increasing COT, de-
creasing surface albedo, and decreasing geometrical thickness for the ho-
mogeneous clouds. The ra o increases for increasing COT, because the
photon penetra on depth is lower which results in less absorp on of radia-
on in channel . An increase in the surface albedo leads to an increase in

the ra o, because its contribu on to the top-of-atmosphere radia on ob-
served in the absorp on channel is smaller than for the window channel

. For op cally very thick clouds (COT= ), this influence is negligible. By
increasing the geometrical thickness of a cloud, the ex nc on in each cloud
layer is decreased, which results in higher photon penetra on depths and
thus more absorp on of radia on taking place in channel .

The sensi vity is defined as the change of the ra o for changing cloud top
pressures, which can be observed qualita vely by the curvature of the lines.
For all clouds, the sensi vity increases with decreasing CTP. This can be ob-
served by an increasing rise of the ra o for decreasing CTPs. Furthermore,
the sensi vity increases for increasing COT and decreasing surface albedo.
The impact of CPT on the sensi vity is lower than for the la er two parame-
ters. The sensi vity is highest for op cally thick clouds above a dark surface
and lowest for op cally thin clouds above a bright surface. These findings
are in agreement with the findings in Preusker and Lindstrot ( ).

Comparing the simulated ra os for homogeneous clouds, with varying
CPTs, to the simulated ra os for inhomogeneous clouds shows that the as-
sumed ver cal ex nc on profile obviously will have a large impact on CTP
retrievals usingmeasurements in the oxygen-A absorp on band. For exam-
ple, a look at the middle panel on the le shows that a homogeneous cloud
with COT= , CTP= hPa and CPT= hPa and another homogeneous
cloud with the same COT, but CTP= hPa and CPT= hPA will lead to
similar observed ra os. The inhomogeneous cloud type with the same COT
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needs to have CTP= hPa in order to observe a similar ra o. For the ho-
mogeneous clouds, the impact of the assumed cloud geometrical thickness
on the simulated ra o is highest for clouds with COT= . This can be ex-
plained as follows. For op cally thin clouds, the radia on interacts less with
the cloud par cles, thus reducing the influence of the cloud ver cal ex nc-
on profile. For op cally thick clouds, most radia on that is observed at

TOA stems from upper parts of the clouds, thus suppressing the influence
of the en re cloud ver cal ex nc on profile on the observed ra o. For op-
cally thick clouds, the ra os of the homogeneous clouds are always higher

than the ra os of the corresponding inhomogeneous cloud, even when in-
creasing the geometrical thickness such that the homogeneous clouds ex-
tend down to the surface. The ex nc on values in the upper cloud layers
are higher for the homogeneous clouds than the inhomogeneous clouds,
which has higher ex nc on values at lower cloud layers.

. Case studies

The technical framework inwhich theMERIS-CTP retrievalswere performed
is a precursor, but very similar to the FAME-C algorithm presented in Ch.
. The MERIS-CTP retrieval ) assuming ver cally homogeneous ex nc on

profiles (HOM) and ) assuming the CPR ver cal ex nc on profiles were
performed and compared to CPR observa ons for two case studies. Spa-
ally matching satellite overpasses of Envisat and CloudSat within a short
me period only occurred at high la tudes (about ∘). The two case stud-

ies were manually selected in such a way that the me difference between
the overpasses of CloudSat and Envisat is within several minutes. Fur-
ther, influence of underlaying snow/ice surfaces, which complicate the re-
trievals, were limited by considering only cases in the Northern hemisphere
during the summer me. This allows also to use cases with lower solar
zenith angles than in other seasons. Moreover, cases which appeared spa-
ally too inhomogeneous along the CloudSat track were not considered,

due to difficul es in matching the observa ons in space (different viewing
geometries) and me.

The resul ng cloud top height retrievals along the CloudSat track are pre-
sented in Fig. . . From the CPR radar reflec vity factors (> dBZ) and the
CPR cloud mask (CPR CM) it can be seen that in both cases the clouds have
mostly high cloud top heights (CTHs) > km. The clouds extend down to al-
tudes close to the surface. For comparisons to the CPR-CTH, the retrieved

MERIS cloud top pressures are converted to cloud top heights using the
ECMWF atmospheric profiles provided by the CloudSat database. In addi-
on, the AATSR cloud top temperatures were retrieved and also converted
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Figure . : Comparison of MERIS cloud top height retrievals assuming a homoge-
neous cloud ver cal ex nc on profile (MERIS CTH HOM) and using the CloudSat
derived cloud ver cal ex nc on profiles (MERIS CTH CPR) with cloud top heights
determined from CloudSat (CPR). Also shown are the cloud top heights retrieved
from AATSR infrared measurements (AATSR CTH). Top: Case A, August at

. UTC. Bo om: Case B, June at . UTC.

to cloud top heights.

For both cases, the MERIS-CTHs retrieved with ver cally homogeneous
cloud profiles are located somewhere in the middle of the cloud, indicat-
ing an overes ma on of CTP. The MERIS-CTHs retrieved with the CloudSat
ver cal ex nc on profiles are much closer to the cloud top height as ob-
served by CPR. The overes ma on of CTP when assuming ver cally homo-
geneous cloud profiles can be explained as follows: The clouds have very
low ex nc on values in the upper layers (this has been analyzed using the
CPR-derived layer op cal thickness). In the radia ve transfer simula ons,
the ex nc on values are thus assumed too high in the upper cloud levels,
which decreases the mean photon path length, and decreases the absorp-
on by oxygen. A too high MERIS ra o is simulated, eventually resul ng
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Table . : Calculated bias [km] and RMSE [km] for cases A and B (as in Fig. . ) from
comparing retrieved MERIS-CTH, with ver cally homogeneous ex nc on profiles
(HOM) and with CPR ver cal ex nc on profiles, to cloud top height as observed by
CPR.

Bias RMSD
HOM CPR HOM CPR

Case A - . - . . .
Case B - . - . . .

in an overes ma on of CTP. The low layer op cal thicknesses in the upper
cloud layers can also be seen by the penetra on depth of AATSR-CTH, es-
pecially for case A. Nevertheless, for both cases the MERIS-CTHs assuming
CPR profiles show a large reduc on in bias and root mean square devia on
(RMSD, not corrected for bias) compared toMERIS-CTH assumingHOMpro-
files, see Table . .

In the retrieval of MERIS-CTP for homogeneous clouds, an es mate of the
geometrical thickness must be made. A naive approach was used, which
is based on the rela onship between the liquid water path and cloud geo-
metrical thickness for adiaba c clouds, which assumes a linear increase of
liquid water content with height. For ver cally extend clouds, this will usu-
ally result in clearly too low geometrical thicknesses. However, allowing the
clouds to extend down to the surface did not have a large impact on the re-
trievedMERIS-CTP for homogeneous clouds (not shown). This is due to the
fact that in these two cases the clouds are op cally very thin, thus having
low ex nc on values, in the upper few kilometers. The too high assumed
ex nc on values in the upper cloud layers in the homogeneous profiles can
not be significantly reduced by extending the geometrical thickness.

. Discussion and outlook

The comparison between simulated MERIS ra os assuming ver cally ho-
mogeneous and inhomogeneous ex nc on profiles showed that large dif-
ferences can occur, especially for op cally thick and ver cally extended
clouds. In most cases, the ra o is higher for homogeneous clouds, due to
the fact that the inhomogeneous cloud profiles have lower ex nc on val-
ues in the upper cloud layers.

First analyses of CTP retrievals using MERIS measurements show an en-
couraging improvement of the retrieved MERIS-CTPs for high, ver cally ex-
tended clouds, taking mean cloud ver cal ex nc on profiles derived from
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Figure . : Average ver cal ex nc on profiles for mul -layer clouds derived from
CPR data.

one year of CloudSat data for several cloud types, with respect to retrieved
MERIS-CTPs assuming homogeneous ver cal cloud profiles. The improve-
ment is seen in terms of a large decrease in bias when comparing to cloud
top heights from CloudSat radar reflec vi es and cloud mask data for two
cases. Moreover, no assump on on the cloud geometrical thickness has
to be made since the number of cloud levels is fixed for each of the nine
cloud types. This reduces the dimensions in the LUTs that serve as forward
models in the retrieval, and this in turn increases the retrieval efficiency.
One aspect which needs further a en on is the apparent increase in scat-
ter in the retrieved CTP when using the CloudSat cloud ver cal profiles. It is
partly related to a sudden transi on from one cloud type to another within
one CTP retrieval. This problem could be overcome by smoothing the rel-
evant subspace in the LUT before the itera on in the inversion starts. It
has to be noted that a number of difficul es arise when comparing FAME-C
cloud products to A-train cloud products due to overlapping overflights only
at high la tudes (> ∘ ). The pixel-based comparison is complicated due
to parallax effects and me differences between the Envisat and CloudSat
overpasses.

In the future, CALIOP data can be analyzed and combinedwith the CPR data
to obtain cloud ver cal ex nc on profiles. Since the lidar is more sensi ve
to smaller cloud par cles, this may lead to a more complete view on cloud
ver cal ex nc on profiles for various cloud types. Also, an mean cloud
ver cal ex nc on profile for mul -layer cloud situa ons, represen ng the
most extreme case of ver cally inhomogeneous clouds, is considered to be
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included in the MERIS-CTP retrieval. The cloud height retrieval in mul -
layer cloud situa ons could be performed in a similar way as described in
Lindstrot et al. ( b). Figure . shows the mean ver cal ex nc on pro-
file for mul -layer clouds derived from the CPR data. Mul -layer clouds are
defined as thin cirrus clouds (CTP < hPa and COT < . ) above low-level
water (CTP > hPa and COT > . ) clouds.





CHAPTER

FAME-C cloud property retrieval
using synergis c AATSR and MERIS

observa ons

Abstract A newly developed day me cloud property retrieval algorithm, FAME-C
(Freie Universität Berlin AATSRMERIS Cloud), is presented. Synergis c observa ons
from the Advanced Along-Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR) and theMedium Res-
olu on Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS), both mounted on the polar-orbi ng Envi-
ronmental Satellite (Envisat), are used for cloud screening. For cloudy pixels two
main steps are carried out in a sequen al form. First, a cloud op cal and micro-
physical property retrieval is performed using an AATSR near-infrared and visible
channel. Cloud phase, cloud op cal thickness, and effec ve radius are retrieved,
and subsequently cloud water path is computed. Second, two cloud top height
products are retrieved based on independent techniques. For cloud top temper-
ature, measurements in the AATSR infrared channels are used, while for cloud top
pressure, measurements in the MERIS oxygen-A absorp on channel are used. Re-
sults from the cloud op cal and micro-physical property retrieval serve as input for
the two cloud top height retrievals. Introduced here are the AATSR and MERIS for-
ward models and auxiliary data needed in FAME-C. Also, the op mal es ma on
method, which provides uncertainty es mates of the retrieved property on a pixel
basis, is presented.

This chapter is based on Sect. - of Carbajal Henken et al. ( )
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. Introduc on

In the Earth’s present climate system clouds play a key role through their
strong interac on with solar radia on and thermal radia on emi ed by
the Earth’s surface and atmosphere as well as their dominant role in the
hydrological cycle. On average about % (Stubenrauch et al., ) of
the Earth’s surface is covered by clouds and their temporal and spa al vari-
ability is high. Climate models are used to improve our understanding of
regional and global climate and to project future climate changes. How-
ever, low confidence is given to the representa on and quan fica on of
cloud processes in these models, especially in combina on with aerosol
processes. Cloud adjustments due to aerosols s ll contribute the largest
uncertainty to the total radia ve forcing es mate (IPCC, ).

Accurate observa ons of cloud proper es on a global scale are needed for
climate model development and evalua on as well as for climate research.
Satellite observa ons provide these global and long-term cloud observa-
ons. From observa ons in the visible, near-infrared and thermal infrared

parts of the electromagne c spectrum cloud macro-physical proper es,
such as cloud amount and cloud top height, as well as cloud op cal and
micro-physical proper es such as cloud-top thermodynamic phase, cloud
op cal thickness and effec ve radius, which describes the cloud par cle
size distribu on, can be retrieved.

A number of these types of cloud property retrievals and their accompa-
nying global, long-term cloud data sets exist for a range of mul -spectral
passive imagers on both polar-orbi ng and geosta onary satellites. Sev-
eral of these data sets are included in the Global Energy and Water Cycle
Experiment (GEWEX) Assessment of Global Cloud Datasets from Satellites
(Stubenrauch et al., ). The objec ve of this assessment is to evalu-
ate their overall quality. Par cipa ng cloud data sets include the ATSR-
GRAPE based on observa ons from the Along-Track Scanning Radiometers
(ATSRs) and the Advanced ATSR (AATSR) (Sayer et al., ), the Interna-
onal Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP, ) based on observa-
ons from imagers on a set of satellites, the Pathfinder Atmospheres Ex-

tended (PATMOS-x) (PATMOS-x, ) based on observa ons from the Ad-
vanced Very High Resolu on Radiometer (AVHRR) on the Na onal Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administra on (NOAA) satellites and on the Meteoro-
logical Opera on (MetOp) satellites of the European Organiza on for the
Exploita on of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT), and cloud products
from the MODIS Science Team (NASA, b) and MODIS CERES Science
Team (NASA, a), using observa ons from the Moderate Resolu on
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) from the Na onal Aeronau cs and
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Space Administra on (NASA) Earth Observing Satellites (EOS) Aqua and
Terra. Inter-comparisons were performed onmonthly mean, gridded cloud
data sets. Results show that differences in average cloud proper es can
arise due to, e.g., retrieval filtering, ice-water cloud misiden fica on, as-
sump ons on cloud par cle shape and size distribu on, and the set of spec-
tral channels and ancillary data used in the retrievals.

To assess the quality of retrieved cloud proper es due to algorithm design
itself, i.e. not accoun ng for instrument design, the Cloud Retrieval Evalua-
onWorkshop (CREW) was ini ated by EUMETSAT (Roebeling et al., ).

Level- cloud products derived from a set of well-established cloud prop-
erty algorithms have been collected and inter-compared for pre-defined
days against observa ons from the ac ve instruments Cloud-Aerosol Lidar
with Orthogonal Polariza on (CALIOP) on Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared
Pathfinder Satellite Observa ons (CALIPSO), Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR) on
CloudSat and Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for EOS (AMSR-
E) on Aqua, all part of the the A-train constella on. Par cipa ng cloud
property algorithms include the Clouds and Earth’s Radiant Energy System
(CERES) algorithm (Minnis et al., ), PATMOS-x including the Day me
Cloud Op cal and Micro-physical Proper es (DCOMP) algorithm (Walther
and Heidinger, ), and the Cloud Physical Proper es (CPP) algorithm
(Roebeling et al., ). These kind of studies can reveal strengths and
weaknesses for different methods of cloud property retrievals (Hamann
et al. ( )) and has shown that large differences can already arise due
to different cloud detec on methods. This will in turn also affect temporal
and spa al averages of cloud proper es for climate studies.

In the frame of the European Space Agency (ESA) Climate Change Ini a ve
(CCI) Cloud project (Hollmann et al., ) a -year day me cloud clima-
tology of synergis c AATSR and Medium Resolu on Imaging Spectrometer
(MERIS), both flying on the Environmental Satellite (Envisat), cloud obser-
va ons is to be produced. The ul mate objec ve of the project is to pro-
vide long-term coherent cloud property data sets for climate research, tak-
ing advantage of the synergy of different earth observa on missions. The
FAME-C (Freie Universität Berlin AATSR MERIS Cloud) algorithm uses op -
mal es ma on to retrieve a set of day me cloud proper es and their un-
certain es on a pixel basis. Originally, MERIS and AATSR were not designed
for cloud observa ons, but together they provide a useful set of channels in
the visible, near-infrared and thermal infrared wavelengths for cloud prop-
erty retrieval. Furthermore, two independent cloud height products are
retrieved, first, using AATSR brightness temperatures from two thermal in-
frared channels and, second, using the MERIS oxygen-A absorp on chan-
nel. Follow-up instruments Sea and Land Surface Temperature Radiometer
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(SLSTR) andOcean Land Colour Instrument (OLCI) on-board Sen nel- (ESA,
d), expected to be launched by mid , will have very similar chan-

nel se ngs, making the FAME-C algorithm applicable to their observa ons
as well.

This paper is intended to serve as a reference to the FAME-C algorithm. The
structure of the paper is as follows. First, AATSR and MERIS observa ons
are introduced and pre-processing is shortly explained in Sect. . Sec on
presents the forward models used in the cloud op cal and micro-physical
property retrieval, and in both the cloud top temperature retrieval and
cloud top pressure retrieval. Also, a short note on auxiliary data is given.
Next, Sect. presents an overview of the retrieval scheme, trea ng the ap-
plied inversion technique and lis ng uncertainty es mates. Sect. shows
verifica on results of the comparison of FAME-C level- cloud proper es
withMODIS-Terra cloud op cal andmicro-physical proper es and cloud top
heights derived from ground-based radar observa ons. Last, a summary
and discussion is given.

. Observa on data and pre-processing

Instruments

AATSR andMERIS are both imagingmul -spectral radiometers mounted on
the polar orbi ng satellite Envisat, which was launched in March and
was in opera onal use un l April , providing a years measurement
data set. Envisat flies in a sun-synchronous polar orbit around the earth
at a mean al tude of km and and a . ∘ inclina on. It has a repeat
cycle of days and the mean local solar me at descending node is .
AM. The MERIS instrument has fi een spectral channels, which are pro-
grammable in posi on and width within the solar spectral range ( to

nm), and scans the earth with a push-broommethod. It has a horizon-
tal resolu on of just over km at the sub-satellite point and its field of view,
resul ng in a swath width of km, is covered using five iden cal op cal
cameras. AATSR has spectral channels in the visible part as well as in the
near-infrared and thermal infrared part of the spectrum (channels at .
𝜇m, . 𝜇m, . 𝜇m, . 𝜇m, . 𝜇m, 𝜇m, 𝜇m). It has a horizon-
tal resolu on of km at sub-satellite point and a swath width of km.
Due to its conical scanning method it has a dual-view of the earth surface
for all spectral channels. More details on both instruments can be found at
Llewellyn-Jones et al. ( ); Rast et al. ( ); ESA ( c).
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Colloca on and Cloud Screening

Cloud property retrievals are performed for pixels iden fied as cloudy by a
synergis c cloud mask, which is produced using the cloud screening mod-
ule in the BEAM toolbox (Fomferra and Brockmann, ; ESA, a).
First, the AATSR observa ons are collocated with MERIS observa ons on
theMERIS grid (reduced resolu onmode; m x m) using a nearest
neighbor technique. This grid has been chosen because of MERIS’s be er
geo-loca on. Then, a cloud screening is performed combining a set of neu-
ral networks op mized for different cloudy situa ons and using all AATSR
and MERIS channels. Finally, the produced synergy product contains all
AATSR and MERIS channels as well as the newly produced cloud mask. It
should be noted that the synergy product has a swath width of pixels,
which is less than the AATSR swath width of pixels. This is related to
colloca ng the curved AATSR grid with the MERIS grid. Technical details on
the colloca on and cloud screening method can be found in Gómez-Chova
et al. ( ) and Gómez-Chova et al. ( ).

Dri and stray light correc on

An improved long-term dri correc on is applied to the AATSR reflectances
for the visible and near-infrared channels from the second reprocessing as
described in Smith et al. ( ). For MERIS measurements the third repro-
cessing has been used (ESA, ). Furthermore, an empirical stray light
correc on was applied to the reflectance of the MERIS oxygen-A absorp-
on channel (Lindstrot et al., a). For this correc on, the spectral smile

effect in the MERIS measurements (Bourg et al., ), which is the vari-
a on of the channel center wavelength along the field-of-view, as well as
the amount of stray light in the MERIS oxygen-A absorp on channel were
determined.

. Forward model

Cloud op cal and micro-physical proper es

The retrieval of the cloudop cal andmicro-physical proper es cloudop cal
thickness (COT, 𝜏) and effec ve radius (REF, 𝑟 ) for water and ice clouds,
and subsequently also cloud water path (CWP), is based on the DCOMP
algorithm and largely follows the approach as described in Walther and
Heidinger ( ). The COT-REF pair is retrieved using simultaneous mea-
surements of the AATSR . 𝜇m and . 𝜇m channels. It is based on the
assump on that the reflectance in the visible (VIS) mainly depends on COT
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due to conserva ve sca ering, while the reflectance in the near-infrared
(NIR) mainly depends on the cloud droplet size distribu on due to weak ab-
sorp on. This method is based on work by Nakajima and King ( ) and
since has been used in a number of cloud property retrievals (e.g. Nakajima
and Nakajma, ; Roebeling et al., ; Walther and Heidinger, ).

Look-up tables for bothwater and ice clouds consis ng of cloud reflectances
have been created with simula ons from the radia ve transfer model Ma-
trix OperatorModel (MOMO).MOMOhas been developed at the Freie Uni-
versität Berlin (Fell and Fischer, ; Hollstein and Fischer, ) and al-
lows for simula ons of radia ve transfer in a plane-parallel homogeneous
sca ering medium with any ver cal resolu on. The cloud reflectance 𝑅 , ,
at wavelength 𝜆 (wavelength dependency will not be used in the text from
now on), is given by:

𝑅 , =
𝜋 ∗ 𝐿 , (𝜃 , 𝜃, 𝜙, 𝜏, 𝑟 )
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃 ) ∗ 𝐹 , (𝜃 ) , ( . )

where 𝐿 is the radiance reflected by the cloud and 𝐹 is the incoming solar
irradiance at the top of the atmosphere. The radiance 𝐿 is a func on of
solar zenith angle 𝜃 , viewing zenith angle 𝜃, and rela ve azimuth angle
𝜙, as well as cloud op cal thickness and effec ve radius. The simula ons
have been performed assuming a homogeneous cloud and no contribu on
from the atmosphere as well as the surface, i.e. no gaseous absorp on,
Rayleigh sca ering, aerosol ex nc on, and zero surface albedo. Then, the
reflectance at the cloud top 𝑅 when including a Lamber an reflec ng
surface is computed as follows:

𝑅 , = 𝑅 , +
𝛼 ∗ 𝑡 , (𝜃 , 𝜏, 𝑟 ) ∗ 𝑡 , (𝜃, 𝜏, 𝑟 )

1 − 𝛼 ∗ 𝑆 (𝜏, 𝑟 ) , ( . )

where𝛼 is the surface albedo, 𝑡 (𝜃 ) and 𝑡 (𝜃) are the cloud transmi ance
in the downward and upward direc ons, respec vely, and 𝑆 is the spherical
albedo.

To compare the measured reflectances at the top of the atmosphere to the
forward model results, which are simulated reflectances without consider-
a on of atmospheric ex nc on processes, the measured reflectances are
corrected for atmospheric ex nc on of radia on due to gaseous absorp-
on and Rayleigh sca ering. Other sources of ex nc on, e.g. aerosols, are

not considered. The top-of-cloud reflectance 𝑅 is computed from the
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Table . : Atmospheric correc on coefficients for AATSR . m and . m chan-
nels.

𝑎 𝑎 𝑎
. H O 7.86 ∗ 10 3.9971 ∗ 10 −1.06 ∗ 10
. O 2.2229 ∗ 10 3.9840 ∗ 10 3.9945 ∗ 10
. H O −2.13 ∗ 10 9.472 ∗ 10 −4.0 ∗ 10

measured top-of-atmosphere reflectance 𝑅 as follows:

𝑅 , =
𝑅 , − 𝑅 , (𝜃 , 𝜃, 𝜙, 𝜏, 𝑟 , 𝑝 )

𝑡 , (𝜃, 𝜃 ) , ( . )

where𝑅 is the back-sca ered signal due to single sca ering events above
the cloud, here only Rayleigh sca ering in the visible channel is taken into
account, and 𝑡 is the two-way atmospheric transmi ance above the cloud.
The Rayleigh sca ering correc on is based on Wang and King ( ) and is
only performed in theVIS channel. Next to the viewing geometry it depends
on cloud albedo 𝛼 , which in turn depends on COT and REF, and Rayleigh
op cal thickness from cloud top to top of atmosphere, 𝜏 . The Rayleigh
op cal thickness is determined assuming a total column Rayleigh op cal
thickness of . at surface pressure hPa (Wang and King, ) and
scaling it by an es mated cloud top pressure 𝑝 . The atmospheric trans-
mi ance above the cloud is determined considering absorp on by water
vapor (total column water vapor above cloud) and ozone (total ozone in
Dobson Units) in the VIS channel and only absorp on by water vapor in the
NIR channel. A quadra c rela onship, and its accompanying coefficients,
𝑎 , between the amount of absorber gas 𝑀 (here water vapor or ozone)
above cloud and the gas transmi ance, 𝑡 , also depending on air mass fac-
tor (AMF), is determined using a number of MODTRAN simula ons. The
gas transmission is computed as follows:

𝑡 , , = 𝑒 ∗[ , , , ] ( . )

The atmospheric correc on coefficients for the AATSR channels are listed
in Table . .

To account for atmospheric absorp on below the cloud, the surface albedo
in Eq. . is adjusted to a so called virtual surface albedo 𝛼 by mul plying
the surface albedo with the atmospheric transmi ance below the cloud.
The atmospheric transmi ance below the cloud is computed in the same
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manner as the atmospheric transmi ance above the cloud. For the compu-
ta on of the atmospheric transmi ance below the cloud a diffuse radia on
field below the cloud is assumed, which means that an air mass factor of
is used. Rayleigh sca ering is not considered below the cloud. The al tude
of the cloud is roughly es mated using the AATSR 𝜇m brightness tem-
perature and atmospheric temperature and pressure profiles from model
data (described in Sect. . ). The full forward model looks as follows:

𝑅 , , = 𝑅 , +
𝛼 , ∗ 𝑡 , (𝜃 , 𝜏, 𝑟 ) ∗ 𝑡 , (𝜃, 𝜏, 𝑟 )

1 − 𝛼 , ∗ 𝑆 (𝜏, 𝑟 ) , ( . )

Cloud reflectance, cloud transmi ance, spherical albedo and cloud albedo
have all been computed for both water and ice clouds. For radia ve trans-
fer simula ons with water clouds Mie calcula ons (Wiscombe, ) have
been performed beforehand to compute sca ering phase func ons as well
as single sca ering albedo and normalized ex nc on coefficient, which
serve as input toMOMO. In theMie calcula ons amodified gamma-Hansen
cloud droplet size distribu on 𝑛(𝑟) is assumed (Hansen and Travis, ),
where the mode radius equals the effec ve radius (Hansen and Hovenier,

):

𝑟 =
∫ 𝑟 𝑛(𝑟)𝑑𝑟
∫ 𝑟 𝑛(𝑟)𝑑𝑟

, ( . )

where 𝑟 is the cloud droplet radius. A value of . for the effec ve vari-
ance is assumed for this droplet size distribu on (Minnis et al., ). For
ice clouds single-sca ering proper es described in Baum et al. ( ) have
been used in the radia ve transfer simula ons. In the LUTs the COT and
REF (in micron) range in 𝑙𝑜𝑔 space from - . to . in steps and . to
. in steps, respec vely.

From the 𝜏-𝑟 pair the liquid water path (LWP) for water clouds and
the ice water path (IWP) for ice clouds are determined, assuming a plane-
parallel homogeneous cloud, as follows:

𝐶𝑊𝑃 = 2
3 ∗ 𝜏 ∗ 𝑟 ∗ 𝜌, ( . )

where 𝜌 is the density of liquid or frozen water (g/m ). For op cally thin
ice clouds the following equa on is used to compute ice water path, which
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is based on observa ons of mid-la tude thin ice clouds (Heymsfield et al.,
):

𝐼𝑊𝑃 = 𝜏 ∗ 𝑔
𝑟 ∗ 1 + 𝑔

𝑔 , ( . )

where𝑔 and𝑔 are constants with values . and . , respec vely.

The cloud phase discrimina on is done using a simple brightness tempera-
ture (BT) threshold of K for the AATSR 𝜇m channel, combined with
a cirrus detec on using the brightness temperature difference BT -BT
technique (Saunders and Kriebel, ) and a maximum reflectance in the
visible of . . At K the difference in equilibrium water vapor pres-
sure with respect to ice and water is largest, favoring the growth of ice
crystals over super-cooled water droplets for temperatures below K
(Pruppacher and Kle , ). For the cirrus detec on a dynamic clear-sky
brightness temperature difference threshold, depending on atmospheric
moisture and surface temperature, is used. The clear-sky radia ve trans-
fer simula ons have been performed with MOMO using a set of standard
atmospheric profiles as input taken from McClatchey et al. ( ). From
visual inspec on of retrieved cloudy scenes the method also o en appears
to detect cloud edges.

Cloud top heights

Two cloud top height products are retrieved within FAME-C. First, the cloud
top temperature (CTT) using AATSR brightness temperatures is retrieved.
Second, the cloud top pressure (CTP) is retrieved using the ra o of the
MERIS oxygen-A absorp on channel over a nearby window channel. Both
cloud top height retrievals are then converted to cloud top heights (in km)
using the input atmospheric profiles.

AATSR Cloud Top Temperature

The cloud top temperature is retrieved using measurements at the 𝜇m
channel and the 𝜇m channel, at which the ex nc on coefficient of wa-
ter is larger. The forward model, assuming a plane-parallel atmosphere,
consists of three parts contribu ng to the top-of-atmosphere radia on in
cloudy situa ons: cloud, surface, and atmosphere. The contribu on of the
cloud 𝐼 , is given as follows:

𝐼 , = 𝜖 (𝜏, 𝜃) ∗ 𝐵(𝑇 , 𝜆) ∗ 𝑡 → , (𝜃), ( . )
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where 𝜖 is the cloud emissivity,𝐵(𝑇 ) is the Planck func on at the temper-
ature of the cloud top 𝑇 , assuming the cloud to be in thermal equilibrium
with the surrounding air, and 𝑡 → is the atmospheric transmi ance from
the cloud top to the top of atmosphere. The cloud emissivity is computed
as follows:

𝜖 = 1 − exp −𝜏
cos 𝜃 , ( . )

where 𝜏 is the cloud op cal thickness in the thermal infrared. Here, no
mul ple sca ering is assumed and the thermal infrared cloud op cal thick-
ness is computed from the visible cloudop cal thickness 𝜏 , which is taken
from the cloud op cal andmicro-physical property retrieval. The simple re-
la onship 𝜏 = 0.5 ∗ 𝜏 is used, which is about true for large water and
ice par cles (Minnis et al., ).

The contribu on of the surface 𝐼 , is given as follows:

𝐼 , = 𝜖 , ∗ 𝐵(𝑇 , 𝜆) ∗ 𝑡 , (𝜃) ∗ 𝑡 (𝜃), ( . )

where 𝜖 is the surface emissivity, 𝐵(𝑇 ) is the Planck func on at the sur-
face temperature 𝑇 , 𝑡 is the transmi ance of the atmosphere, and 𝑡 is
the transmi ance of the cloud. The cloud transmi ance is computed from
the cloud emissivity with 𝑡 = 1 − 𝜖 . The contribu on of the atmosphere
at the top of atmosphere 𝐼 , is given as follows:

𝐼 , =
,
𝐵(𝑇 , 𝜆)𝑑𝑡 + 1 − 𝜖 , ∗ 𝑡 , (𝜃) ∗

,

𝐵(𝑇 , 𝜆)
𝑡 (𝜃) 𝑑𝑡 , ( . )

where 𝑡 is the total transmi ance from surface to the top of the atmo-
sphere, and 𝐵(𝑇 ) is the Planck func on at the atmospheric temperature
𝑇 of the level with transmi ance 𝑡. The second term in the equa on is of
second order and arises from downward radiance reflected upward at the
surface. For cloudy layers, the atmospheric transmi ance 𝑡 , of layer 𝑗 is
mul plied by the cloud transmi ance 𝑡 , to get the total transmi ance 𝑡
at layer 𝑗. The ver cal extension of the cloud and the ver cal distribu on
of cloud layer transmi ance/emissivity values are based on ver cal cloud
profiles explained in Sect. . . For atmospheric levels below the cloud the
atmospheric transmi ances aremul plied by the total cloud transmi ance
𝑡 . For very thick clouds with cloud emissivi es equal to , the surface
and atmospheric layers below the cloud do not contribute to the top-of-
atmosphere radiance.
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The fast radia ve transfer model RTTOV version . (Saunders et al., ;
METOffice, ) is used to simulate the clear-sky transmission for both
AATSR IR channels at a given number of atmospheric levels. As input to RT-
TOV are given atmospheric profiles of temperature, water vapor and ozone
concentra ons, as well as the temperature, water vapor concentra on and
pressure near the surface. Both the atmospheric profiles and surface prop-
er es are obtained from ERA-Interim re-analysis and forecasts (to be de-
scribed in Sect. . ). At the me of development the op cal parameter file
for ATSR on ERS (version ) was used. This will lead to a small error in the
simulated AATSR brightness temperatures due to slightly different spectral
response func ons for the IR channels of the two instrument.

MERIS Cloud Top Pressure

The cloud top pressure (CTP) is retrieved using the radiance ra o of the
MERIS oxygen-A absorp on channel at around nm (L ) and a near-
by window channel at around nm (L ), represen ng an apparent
transmi ance:

𝑡 = 𝐿
𝐿 , ( . )

Since oxygen is a well-mixed gas in the atmosphere, the ra o can be used
to es mate the average photon path length through the atmosphere. In
cloudy situa ons this average photon path length mainly depends on cloud
top pressure.

MOMO radia ve transfer simula ons have been performed to create a LUT
in which the ra o depends on cloud top pressure as well as cloud op cal
thickness, viewing geometry, surface pressure, and the MERIS channel
center wavelength. A US standard atmosphere (McClatchey et al., ) is
assumed in the simula ons. The k-distribu on method (Bennartz and Fis-
cher, ; Doppler et al., b) is used to compute the absorp on coef-
ficients of the atmospheric gases. Informa on on the posi on and width of
absorp on lines is taken from the HITRAN database (Rothman et al., ).
The CTP ranges from to hPa in the LUT. For cloud layers below

hPa ice crystals are assumed with a fixed effec ve radius of 𝜇m,
otherwise water droplets are assumed with a fixed effec ve radius of
𝜇m. A previous sensi vity study (Preusker and Lindstrot, ) has shown
that the cloud micro-physical proper es and the temperature profile ac-
count for errors of less than and hPa, respec vely, in the MERIS-CTP
retrieval and are much smaller than other error sources such as the pres-
ence of mul -layer clouds and unknown sub-pixel cloud frac on. For CTP
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retrievals above high land surfaces the surface pressure has to be taken into
account to prevent underes ma on of CTP. For retrievals above oceans a
surface pressure of hPa is assumed. To account for the spectral smile
effect in the MERIS measurements, radia ve transfer simula ons are per-
formed for varying center wavelengths in the oxygen-A absorp on channel.

Due to in-cloud sca ering the average photon path length is increased. This
increase depends on the ver cal ex nc on profile of the cloud. To derive
’realis c’ cloud ver cal ex nc on profiles for nine cloud types based on
the ISCCP cloud classifica on (ISCCP), one year ( ) of layer op cal thick-
ness’s as provided by the CloudSat database is used as described in Henken
et al. ( ). The geometrical thickness of each cloud type, i.e., the num-
ber of adjacent cloud layers with a thickness of hPa, is taken constant
and based on an empirical analysis of a number of CloudSat scenes. The
resul ng averaged and normalized ver cal ex nc on profiles are shown in
Fig. . . It can be seen that for most cloud types lower cloud layers tend
to have higher ex nc on values than upper cloud layers. In the radia ve
transfer simula ons of the MERIS channels and radiances the cloud
is divided into a number of cloud layers, each with a thickness of hPa.
The appropriate ex nc on profile, and thus the ex nc on of each cloud
layer, is selected according to the ISCCP cloud classifica on. this means
that the layer cloud op cal thickness is different for each cloud layer, while
it would be taken constant for all cloud layers when assuming a ver cally
homogeneous cloud. The total cloud op cal thickness is taken from the
cloud op cal and micro-physical property retrieval.

Auxiliary Data

A set of auxiliary data is needed within the FAME-C algorithm. For the at-
mospheric correc on in the cloud op cal and micro-physical property re-
trieval, atmospheric profiles from ERA-Interim re-analyses ( + UTC and

+ UTC) and forecasts ( + UTC and + UTC) are used. They are
linearly interpolated in me, but kept on the ERA-Interim spa al resolu-
on of . °. The interpolated atmospheric profiles and surface proper-
es also serve as input in the RTTOV clear-sky simula ons. Furthermore,

the IR land surface emissivi es are taken from the UW-Madison Baseline Fit
Emissivity Database (Seemann et al., ). The cloud op cal and micro-
physical property retrieval uses theMODIS -day compositewhite-sky sur-
face albedo product (MCD C ; NASA Land Processes Distributed Ac ve
Archive Center (LP DAAC)) on a . °spa al grid as input, while the MERIS-
CTP retrieval uses the monthly mean MERIS-derived land surface
albedo product (Muller et al., ). To account for pixels that might con-
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tain snow-covered surfaces, the MODIS monthly mean snow cover product
(MYD CM; Hall et al. ( )) on a spa al . °grid is used. Sea ice cover is
taken from ERA-Interim. For water surfaces and surfaces containing snow
or ice frac ons of more than %, fixed surface albedo and surface emis-
sivity values are taken from narrow-band mean surface albedo (Chen et al.,

) and surface emissivity (Chen et al., ) for water and snow/ice sur-
faces derived from MODIS-Terra data. The surface pressure that serves as
input in theMERIS-CTP retrieval is es matedon apixel basis from theMERIS
surface height provided as meta-data in the AATSR-MERIS synergy product.
The synergy product also provides for a pixel-based land-sea mask.

. Retrieval scheme

The FAME-C cloud property retrieval is conducted orbit-wise on a pixel ba-
sis and in a sequen al form. First, preprocessing is performed crea ng the
synergy files with cloud mask as well as extrac ng auxiliary data. Then, for
pixels iden fied as cloudy during the cloud screening, the cloud op cal and
micro-physical proper es retrieval is performed (DCOMP). Last, two inde-
pendent cloud top height retrievals are performed (DCHP; Day me Cloud
top Height Proper es).

First, cloud top temperature is retrieved using AATSR IR measurements
(DCHP-A). Second, cloud top pressure is retrieved using MERIS measure-
ments in the oxygen-A absorp on channel and a nearby window channel
(DCHP-M). Note, the cloud op cal thickness from the cloud op cal and
micro-physical property retrieval serves as input for both DCHP retrievals.
Figure . gives a schema c overview of the FAME-C algorithm.

Inversion Technique

The retrieval of the cloud parameters is based on the op mal es ma on
method. This inversion technique allows for the combined use of an a-priori
es mate of themost likely solu on, �⃗� , and themeasurements given in the
measurement vector �⃗�, to maximize the probability of the retrieved cloud
parameters given in the state vector �⃗�. The cloud parameters, their a priori
values with uncertain es, and measurements with uncertain es are listed
in Table . . Both �⃗� and �⃗� are weighted by their uncertainty es mates
given in the error covariance matrices 𝐒 and 𝐒 , respec vely. In short, the
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Figure . : FAME-C algorithm flowchart with twomain retrieval steps DCOMP (Day-
me Cloud Op cal and Micro-physical Proper es) and DCHP (Day me Cloud top

Height Proper es) and input and output data.

inversion technique aims to minimize the retrieval cost func on 𝐽 given as:

𝐽(�⃗�) = �⃗� − 𝐹(�⃗�, �⃗�) 𝐒 �⃗� − 𝐹(�⃗�, �⃗�) + [�⃗� − �⃗� ] 𝐒 [�⃗� − �⃗� ] ,
( . )
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where 𝐹(�⃗�, �⃗�) is the output of the forward model for state �⃗� and back-
ground state �⃗�. The forward model parameters and their uncertain es are
listed in Table . . The background state vector, or forward model param-
eter vector, includes parameters that are not retrieved, but do affect the
retrieval. Due to non-linearity in the forward model the minimiza on is
performed within an itera ve process. Here, the Gauss-Newton method is
used. A first guess, also listed in Table . , is used to start the itera on. The
itera on is terminated when the difference between the error-weighted
length of two consecu ve state vectors is one order of magnitude smaller
than the length of the state vector, or the maximum number of allowed
itera ons has been reached. The error covariance matrix of the retrieved
state 𝐒 can be computed as follows:

𝐒 = 𝐊 𝐒 𝐊 + 𝐒 , ( . )

where 𝐊 is the Jacobian matrix describing the sensi vity of 𝐹 to changes in
state parameters. This way, the pixel-based retrievals are accompanied by
pixel-based uncertain es.

It has to be noted that the op mal es ma on method is built on the as-
sump on that the state parameters and their errors, as well as the observa-
on errors, show a Gaussian distribu on and the itera onmethod assumes

that𝐹 changes linearly with small changes in the state parameters. Tomeet
these assump ons, the 𝜏-𝑟 pair is retrieved in a logarithm-based space.
An in-depth mathema cal descrip on of op mal es ma on can be found
in Rodgers ( ).

Figure . shows an example of the cloud mask and retrieved cloud param-
eters for a cloudy scene above Germany.
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Table . : Listed are the variables in the state vector ⃗, the measurements in the measurement vector ⃗ (R=reflectance, BT= brightness
temperature, L=radiance) and their uncertain es ⃗ , and the a priori values in the a priori state vector ⃗ and their uncertain es ⃗ _ ,
used in the cloud op cal and micro-physical cloud proper es retrieval (DCOMP) and both cloud top height proper es retrievals for AATSR
measurements (DCHP-A), and MERIS measurements (DCHP-M). Here, wat and ice are the water and ice cloud phases, respec vely. Note
that in DCOMP ⃗ and ⃗ _ are in log space.

alg 𝑥, (symbol) [unit] 𝑦: 𝑦 𝑥 : 𝑥 _

DCOMP COT (𝜏) R . 𝜇m: % wat= . : . , ice= . : .
REF (𝑟 ) [𝜇m] R . 𝜇m: % wat= . : . , ice= . : .

DCHP-A CTT [K] BT 𝜇m: . K wat= K: K, ice= K: K
BT 𝜇m: . K

DCHP-M CTP [hPa] L /L : . % wat= hPa: hPa, ice= hPa: hPa
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Table . : Listed are the forward model parameters ⃗ and their uncertain es ⃗ as well as the first guess ⃗ used in the cloud op cal
and micro-physical cloud proper es retrieval (DCOMP) and both cloud top height proper es retrievals for AATSR measurements (DCHP-A)
and MERIS measurements (DCHP-M). The cloud op cal thickness (COT, ) uncertainty, , is taken from the DCOMP results. Misc stands
for miscellaneous and is an es mated forward model parameter uncertainty arising from differences in spectral response func on of ATSR-
(assumed in clear-sky RTTOV simula ons) and AATSR, and tabular integra on. In the cloud top pressure (CTP) retrieval different first

guesses are used for low ( hPa), middle ( hPa and hPa) and high ( hPa) clouds. To es mate the cloud height level,
the previously retrieved cloud top temperature is converted to cloud top pressure using the ERA-Interim temperature profile. Here, is
surface albedo, is cloud emissivity, wat and ice are the water and ice cloud phases, respec vely, R . and R . are the reflectances in
the AATSR . m and . m channels, respec vely, and BT is the brightness temperature in the AATSR m channel. Note that in
DCOMP ⃗ is in log space. * Only performed for pixels with .

alg 𝑥 𝑏: 𝑏 ⃗𝑥
DCOMP COT 𝛼: . & CTP: hPa wat= +R . , ice= +R .

REF wat= . , ice= . -R .
DCHP-A CTT 𝜖 *∶ 𝜏 /2𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝜏/2𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)) BT

& Misc: . K
DCHP-M CTP 𝛼*: . & 𝜏*: 𝜏 low= hPa,

middle= hPa,
high= hPa
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Figure . : Example of the FAME-C cloud mask, cloud phase mask, cirrus mask and
retrieved cloud op cal and micro-physical as well as macro-physical proper es for
a synergy AATSR-MERIS orbit segment above Germany on July .

Uncertainty es mates

The reliability of the error covariance matrix of the retrieved state depends
on the reliability of the characteriza on of 𝐒 and 𝐒 , i.e. on the es mated
uncertain es in the measurements and the a-priori state. Also, forward
model parameter uncertain es, which are uncertain es caused by non-
retrieved parameters in the forward model, can be added to the measure-
ment uncertain es to form a combinedmeasurement error covariancema-
trix 𝐒 as follows:

𝐒 = 𝐒 + 𝐊 𝐒 𝐊 , ( . )

where 𝐒 is the forward model error covariance matrix, and𝐊 is the Jaco-
bian matrix, which describes the sensi vity of 𝐹 to changes in the forward
model parameters.
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At the moment, all error covariance matrices only have non-zero values for
the diagonal elements, meaning that correla ons between uncertain es
are neglected. Furthermore, we do notmake use of an independent source
that can provide for well-characterized a-priori knowledge of the cloud pa-
rameters and their uncertain es. Therefore, the es mated uncertain es
are set to high values, shown in Table . . This will reduce the constraint
of the a-priori es mate �⃗� on possible solu ons �⃗�. Es mated uncertain-
es in the measurements (based on ESA ( b) for AATSR) as well as for

a set of forward model parameters are listed in Table . and Table . , re-
spec vely. For certain pixels that have reached convergence, we take into
account the uncertain es due to the rather simple cloud phase discrimi-
na on. This is realized by adding the difference in forward model values
between the water cloud and ice cloud, keeping everything else constant,
to the measurement error covariance matrix. This is done for pixels with

𝜇m brightness temperatures between K and K and where the
reflectance pair . 𝜇m- . 𝜇m lies within both the water and ice cloud
LUT. Figure . shows the atmospheric corrected . 𝜇m and . 𝜇m re-
flectances for cloudy pixels from the scene as shown in Fig. . together
with the AATSR LUT reflectances for a mean viewing geometry and surface
albedo, as func on of cloud op cal thickness and effec ve radius and for
both water and ice clouds. In green are shown the cloudy pixels with an
uncertain retrieved cloud phase located in the overlapping area of the wa-
ter and ice LUT. According to our forward models in this area we can have
both large water droplets and small ice crystals or a mix of both.

The retrieved uncertain es for all successfully retrieved cloudy pixels,
which are defined as cloudy pixels that converged within the allowed max-
imum number of itera ons and with cost < , for all orbit segments cov-
ering a region in Germany as presented in Fig. . (GER), and for each re-
trieved cloud phase, are shown in Fig. . . For COT, REF and CWP, the
mean rela ve uncertainty is lowest for about , 𝜇m and g/m , re-
spec vely, and increases for both decreasing and increasing values of the
accompanying cloud proper es. For both CTT and CTP the rela ve uncer-
tainty decreases for decreasing cloud top height. The shapes can be largely
explained as follows. For thin clouds the surface albedo uncertainty has a
large contribu on as well as the uncertainty in cloud emissivity. For very
thick clouds the reflectance in the visible is less sensi ve to cloud op cal
thickness leading to an increased uncertainty in COT. The uncertain es in
cloud emissivity and COT are propagated to uncertain es in CTT and CTP,
respec vely. In general, the rela ve uncertainty is highest for pixels with
uncertain cloud phase and lowest for water cloud pixels.

Uncertain es in ERA-Interim atmospheric profiles are neglected. Also,
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Figure . : AATSR atmospheric corrected reflectance in visible and near-infrared
(dots) for water/ice/uncertain/cirrus pixels from the scene shown in Fig. . . The
two grids represent the forwardmodeled AATSR reflectances for water (red) and ice
(blue) clouds, assuming mean viewing geometry and surface albedo values for the
scene.

uncertain es in the radia ve transfer simula ons, chosen cloud micro-
physical models, and due to interpola ons in the LUTs are not considered
at present.

Last, the forward model assumes fully cloudy pixels with plane-parallel
clouds either consis ng of water droplets or ice crystals. The impact of sub-
pixel clouds, -dimensional effects (e.g. cloud shadows), mul -layer cloud
situa ons, and mixed-phase clouds, needs to be studied in the future for
an improved uncertainty es mate budget.

. Summary

With the FAME-C algorithm day me cloud op cal and micro-physical prop-
er es and macro-physical proper es and their uncertain es are retrieved
on a pixel basis. The AATSR andMERIS observa ons and accompanying for-
ward models are presented as well as the auxiliary data used in FAME-C. As
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part of the pre-processing, AATSR and MERIS observa ons are collocated
and cloud screening is performed using all channels from both instruments.
Next, for all cloudy pixels a simple cloud phase detec on is performed. The
retrieval scheme itself consists of two main steps and is carried out on a
pixel-basis for those pixels iden fied as cloudy by the cloud mask. First,
the cloud op cal and micro-physical property retrieval is performed using
an AATSR visible and near-infrared channel, resul ng in retrieved cloud op-
cal thickness and effec ve radius. From those also cloud water path is

computed. Separate forward models have been developed for water and
ice clouds. Second, the cloud top height retrievals are performed using ob-
serva ons from AATSR thermal infrared channels for the cloud top tem-
perature retrieval and observa ons from the MERIS oxygen-A absorp on
channel for the cloud top pressure retrieval. Especially the MERIS cloud
top pressure retrieval depends on the assumed ver cal ex nc on profile
of the cloud. Therefore, in both cloud top height retrievals ver cally inho-
mogeneous cloud profiles are assumed derived from one year of CloudSat
data. The cloud op cal thickness previously retrieved serves as input for
both cloud top height retrievals.

The use of the op mal es ma on method in the retrieval scheme allows
for a propaga on of a-priori knowledge and the uncertainty es mates of
the measurements and forward model parameters into the final retrieval
of the cloud property and its uncertainty. At this point, the contribu on of
the a-priori es mate in FAME-C to the retrieved state and its uncertainty
is negligible. Shown are es mates of uncertain es in the measurements
and forward model parameters. Both the inclusion of independent a-priori
knowledge and a more extended uncertainty es mate budget and assess-
ment are envisaged in the future to fully exploit the advantages of the op-
mal es ma on method.
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Figure . : Histograms of themean rela ve phase frac on andmean rela ve uncer-
tainty es mates for FAME-C cloud proper es cloud op cal thickness (COT), effec ve
radius (REF), cloud water path (CWP), cloud top temperature (CTT), and cloud top
pressure (CTP), for all successfully retrieved cloudy pixels (converged and cost )
for orbit segments covering the region in Germany between la tudes ∘ and ∘ and
longitude ∘ and ∘ (presented in Fig. . as GER) for the years - . Re-
sults are shown separately for the three cloud phases, water, ice and uncertain, and
for all cloudy pixels.



CHAPTER

Evalua on of the FAME-C cloud
proper es

Abstract Within the frame of the European Space Agency (ESA) Climate Change
Ini a ve (CCI) project, the first global cloud property retrievals have been con-
ducted for the years – . For this me period, verifica on efforts are pre-
sented, comparing, for four selected regions around the globe, FAME-C cloud op -
cal and micro-physical proper es to cloud op cal and micro-physical proper es de-
rived from measurements of the Moderate Resolu on Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) on the Terra satellite. The results show a reasonable agreement between
the cloud op cal and micro-physical property retrievals. Biases are generally small-
est for marine Stratocumulus clouds: − . , . μm and − . g/m for cloud op-
cal thickness, effec ve radius and cloud water path, respec vely. This is also true

for the root-mean-square devia on. Furthermore, both cloud top height products
are compared to cloud top heights derived from ground-based cloud radars located
at several Atmospheric Radia on Measurement (ARM) sites. FAME-C mostly shows
an underes ma on of cloud top heights when compared to radar observa ons. The
lowest bias of − . km is found for AATSR cloud top heights for single-layer clouds,
while the highest bias of − . km is found for AATSR cloud top heights for mul layer
clouds. Variability is low for MERIS cloud top heights for low-level clouds, and high
for MERIS cloud top heights for mid-level and high-level single-layer clouds, as well
as for both AATSR and MERIS cloud top heights for mul layer clouds.

Sect. . and . of this chapter are largely based on Sect. - of Carbajal Henken et al.
( )
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. Introduc on

The FAME-C algorithmwas applied to the synergis c AATSR andMERISmea-
surements from the years - , for day me cloud observa ons with
solar zenith angles below ∘.

To get confidence in the performance of satellite cloud property retrievals,
and assess situa ons for which the retrievals are problema c, several val-
ida on exercises are performed. Valida on is the assessment of the qual-
ity of the data. The accuracy can be described quan ta vely in terms
of bias and root mean square devia on. The precision of the data de-
pends on the data itself and is, e.g., affected by the sampling frequency
of the measurements. The valida on exercise is done by comparing the re-
trieved cloud proper es to cloud proper es retrieved from independent
measurements. These reference data sets can include cloud proper es
from well-established satellite retrievals, that themselves have been thor-
oughly validated and its accuracy and known issues are well documented.
Also ground-based observa ons serve as reference data sets. Since each
dataset has it’s own strengths and weaknesses, depending on instrument
characteris cs and retrievalmethod, hardly any can be considered to repre-
sent the ’ground truth’ in all (cloudy) situa ons. Therefore, also the terms
evalua on and comparisons are used in the valida on process.

The evalua on is performed for level- as well as level- cloud products.
Level- cloud products consist of instantaneous retrievals on the na ve in-
strument projec on, the orbit swath. Level- cloud products are derived
from the level- data by mapping the data to an equal-angle grid with spa-
al resolu on of . ∘ x . ∘ and simply compu ng per grid cell the arith-

me c mean of all collected successful retrievals, for each cloud property.
The monthly means thus represent in-cloud means. Successful retrievals
are selected based on a convergence criterion and an empirical cost thresh-
old.

. Level- comparisons

Comparison to MODIS-Terra level- cloud op cal and
micro-physical proper es

The comparison of the FAME-C level- cloud op cal and micro-physical
proper es to the MODIS-Terra level- cloud op cal and micro-physical
proper es (MOD collec on- cloud products) is performed for four se-
lected regions as shown in Fig. . . For each region all available orbit seg-
ments of both Envisat and Terra are collected. Overpasses of the satellites
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Figure . : Map showing four regions where Level- based comparisons between
FAME-C and MODIS-Terra cloud proper es are conducted for the years - .
SAO = Southern Atlan c Ocean, NAM = Coast of Namibia, CAF = Central Africa, GER
= Germany.

Terra and Envisat do not necessarily occur on the same days. Therefore, no
pixel-based comparison is possible. From all selected cloudy pixels within
the region and within one month, monthly means and standard devia ons
are produced for each of the cloud op cal and micro-physical proper es.

For both, only cloudy pixels with satellite viewing angles of < . °, which
is the maximum AATSR satellite viewing angle, and solar zenith angles of<

°, are considered. For MODIS-Terra level- , the effec ve radius is limited
to 𝜇m for water clouds. In this comparison this is also done for FAME-C
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effec ve radius for water clouds. Furthermore, for the MODIS cloud op -
cal and micro-physical proper es cloudy pixels with a general assessment
set to Useful according to the quality flag (Quality Assurance at km Res-
olu on) are selected. For FAME-C successfully retrieved cloudy pixels, as
defined in Sect. . , are selected.

Figure . shows the frequency distribu on of COT, REF and CWP for all
retrieved cloudy pixels in the me period - for both FAME-C and
MODIS-Terra for two selected regions GER and NAM as presented in Fig.
. . Also, a dis nc on in cloud phase is made. Generally, the overall dis-

tribu ons agree well with similar shapes and peaks located around similar
values. Especially for NAM this is expected since one cloud regime, marine
Stratocumulus clouds, dominates this region. Differences become larger
when only considering one specific cloud phase. For NAMboth FAME-C and
MODIS-Terra agree that almost all pixels consist of the water cloud phase.
For both regions, FAME-C has a larger number of pixelswith cloud phase un-
certain. A major difference is the sharp peak at low COT values for FAME-C,
mainly consis ng of ice phase. From visual inspec on of several scenes it
is assumed that this is due to pixels misiden fied as cirrus clouds by the
cirrus detec on method and the peak vanishes when these pixels are not
considered. Consequently, the peak CWP is shi ed towards lower values
for FAME-C. The FAME-C REF values agree very well with the MODIS-Terra
REF values for NAM. In GER, the second peak in theMODIS-Terra REF arising
from the ice cloud phase is not visible in FAME-C REF.

Table . lists for each region and cloud property the bias and root mean
square devia on (RMSD) computed from the monthly means in the -year
me period. They have been computed for all successfully retrieved cloudy

pixels (All), and separately, for cloudy pixels iden fied as water cloud (Wat),
ice cloud (Ice) and with cloud phase uncertain (Unc). The cloud frac on
here is defined as the cloud frac on which only considers successfully re-
trieved cloudy pixels, so those pixels contribu ng to the sta s cs of the
cloud op cal and micro-physical proper es. The cloud phase frac ons are
considered rela ve to this overall retrieval cloud frac on. It should be em-
phasized that the cloud frac ons and the frac on of clouds with a specific
phase, in par cular cloud phase uncertain, can be quite different for FAME-
C and MODIS-Terra, and consequently this will affect the sta s cs of the
other cloud proper es.
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Figure . : Frequency histograms of the pixel-based retrieved cloud op cal and
micro-physical proper es* of FAME-C and MODIS-Terra for the GER and NAM re-
gions as presented in Fig. . . * Cloud op cal thickness (COT), effec ve radius using
channel . m (REF ) and cloud water path (CWP).
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Table . : Results of the comparisonwithmonthlymeanMODIS-Terra cloud op cal andmicro-physical proper es for regions as presented
in Fig. . . Performed for all successfully retrieved cloudy pixels (All), and separately for water cloud pixels (Wat), ice cloud pixels (Ice), and
cloudy pixels with uncertain phase (Unc), for cloud proper es cloud frac on (CF), cloud op cal thickness (COT), effec ve radius (REF), cloud
water path (CWP). REF is the MODIS-Terra effec ve radius retrieved using the . m channel. RMSD is root mean square devia on.

Bias RMSD
All Wat Ice Unc All Wat Ice Unc

CAF CF [%] - . - . - . . . . . .
COT [ ] - . . - . - . . . . .
REF [𝜇m] . - . . . . . . .
REF [𝜇m] - . - . . . . . . .
CWP [g/m ] . . . . . . . .

GER CF [%] . - . - . . . . . .
COT [ ] - . - . - . - . . . . .
REF [𝜇m] . . . . . . . .
REF [𝜇m] . - . . . . . . .
CWP [g/m ] . - . - . . . . . .

NAM CF [%] . - . . . . . . .
COT [ ] - . - . - . . . . . .
REF [𝜇m] - . - . . . . . . .
REF [𝜇m] . . . . . . . .
CWP [g/m ] - . - . - . . . . . .

SAO CF [%] . - . . . . . . .
COT [ ] - . - . - . . . . . .
REF [𝜇m] . . - . . . . . .
REF [𝜇m] . . . . . . . .
CWP [g/m ] - . . - . . . . . .
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For three regions FAME-C shows an overall cloud frac on that is higher than
the MODIS-Terra overall cloud frac on (posi ve bias), especially for the re-
gions over the ocean (NAM and SAO). This may partly be explained by the
clear-sky restoral in the MODIS-Terra cloud property retrieval and likely a
more strict quality assessment than in FAME-C. The rela ve water cloud
frac on is usually lower for FAME-C, while the uncertain cloud frac on is
higher for FAME-C. Generally, the overall tendency is that FAME-C shows
lower COTs and higher REFs. Especially no ceable is the COT nega ve bias
for GER. This can be a ributed to a large number of op cally thin ice clouds
retrieved with FAME-C, but not with MODIS-Terra. First inspec ons have
revealed that this is due to misiden fied cirrus clouds, which, through vi-
sual inspec on, appear to be mainly cloud edges. Neglec ng those pixels
reduces the overall COT, REF, and REF biases to - . , . 𝜇m, and .
𝜇m, respec vely, but increases the CWP bias to . g/m .

The bias between the REF where both FAME-C and MODIS-Terra retrieved
REF using the . 𝜇m channel (REF ) is not necessarily smaller than the
bias when MODIS-Terra uses the . 𝜇m channel (REF). The NAM region
is dominated by marine Stratocumulus clouds, which are rela vely hori-
zontally homogeneous and sub-adiaba c (e.g., Pawlowska and Brenguier,

). An adiaba c cloud shows an increasing REF with height. The pene-
tra on depth at . 𝜇m is larger than at . 𝜇m and would result in a lower
retrieved effec ve radius assuming an adiaba c cloud. Therefore, in that
case a nega ve bias would be expected when comparing the FAME-C REF
retrieved using . 𝜇m and MODIS-Terra REF using . 𝜇m. When compar-
ing both REF retrievals at . 𝜇ma slight posi ve bias is found. Retrievals of
REF using different near-infrared channels can however also be affected dif-
ferently by, e.g., -d radia ve effects (e.g., Zhang et al., ), which makes
interpreta on of small differences difficult. The CWP bias is largest for the
CAF region. This is however also the region where deep convec on takes
place which can result in very high CWP values. Mostly, biases are largest
for pixels with uncertain cloud phase followed by the ice cloud phase. This
is also true for the root mean square devia on.

It should be noted that the Terra satellite flies in a sun-synchronous near-
polar orbit with a mean local solar me of . AM at descending node,
which is half an hour later than the Envisat satellite. Slightly shi ed obser-
va on mes as well as different viewing geometry can also contribute to
differences in mean cloud proper es.
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Comparison to cloud top heights derived from ground-based radar
observa ons

The comparison of FAME-C cloud top height products to cloud top heights
derived from ground-based observa ons is performed at the Atmospheric
Radia onMeasurement (ARM) program’s sites in the Southern Great Plains
(SGP), Tropical Western Pacific (TWP) and North Slope Alaska (NSA). The
ac ve remote sensing of clouds (ARSCL) product provides cloud boundary
heights, i.e., cloud base height and cloud top height, based on Millime-
ter Cloud Radar (MMCR) and Micropulse Lidar (MPL) data (Clothiaux et al.,

). The cloud boundaries are provided at a ver cal resolu on of m,
a temporal resolu on of s, and for up to cloud layers.

For the comparison the dates and mes of the Envisat overpasses at each
ARM site are determined. For each overpass mean and standard devia-
on of both FAME-C cloud top height products are computed for a by

pixel box centered around the pixel that matches best with the ARM site
la tude and longitude values. Before doing so, parallax correc on was per-
formed for cloudy pixels. The mean ARSCL cloud top height is computed
from cloud top heights within a -minute period centered at the Envisat
overpass me. Here, the ARSCL cloud top height is defined as the height
of the highest cloud layer. The cases were selected based on the following
three criteria. First, at least % of the pixels in the FAME-C by pixel box
show a successful cloud top height retrieval for either AATSR orMERISmea-
surements. Second, for all me steps within the -minute period a ARSCL
cloud top height is determined by theMMCR. Third, the standard devia on
of both FAME-C and ARSCL cloud top heights is less than km. This results
in cases for AATSR and forMERIS.We assume this difference in cases
between both FAME-C cloud top height retrievals to be partly related to the
fact that at the moment theMERIS cloud top pressure retrieval tends to fail
more o en than the AATSR cloud top temperature retrieval. This is related
to the use of the different cloud ver cal ex nc on profiles derived from
CloudSat data for different cloud types in the radia ve transfer simula ons
used to create the MERIS LUT and leads to jumps in the LUT at the cloud
type transi ons. It is envisaged to deal with this issue in future versions of
FAME-C.

Figure . shows the comparison of AATSR and MERIS cloud top heights
to the ARSCL cloud top heights for single-layer and mul -layer cloud cases.
Single-layer clouds are defined as cases where at least % of the radar
observa ons in the -minute me period only show one cloud layer. Mul -
layer cloud cases are defined as cases where in the ARSCL product at least
two cloud layers exist with a minimum distance of km between the cloud
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Figure . : Results of the comparison of AATSR (top) and MERIS (bo om) mean
cloud top height products with mean cloud top heights derived from radar obser-
va ons at ARM sites for single-layer clouds (le ) and mul -layer clouds (right). For
FAME-C the mean was computed from a by pixel box, for radar the mean was
computed from all selected observa ons within a -minute me period centered at
the Envisat overpass me.

top height of the lower cloud layer and the cloud base height of the upper
cloud layer, for at least % of the radar observa ons in the -minute me
period.

For single-layer clouds there is an overall small nega ve bias of - . km
found between AATSR and ARSCL cloud top heights. Taking into account
only the single-layer cloud cases with ARSCL cloud top heights larger than
. km, i.e., the mid-level and high-level clouds, the bias is - . km with a

RMSD of . km. This nega ve bias falls within the expected range of a few
kilometers, since the retrieved cloud top temperature is rather the tem-
perature at a height one or more op cal depths into the cloud. The cloud
top height computed from the retrieved cloud top temperature therefore
represents the radiometric height. Even for deep convec ve clouds, the IR
radiometric height may lie a few kilometers below the physical cloud top
(Sherwood et al., ). Minnis et al. ( ) found that for op cally thick
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ice clouds the difference in IR radiometric height and cloud top heights de-
rived from CALIOP data depends on the ice water content and its ver cal
profile, i.e., cloud ver cal ex nc on profile, at the top of the cloud. For
the single-layer clouds below . km the bias is . km with a RMSD of .
km. An overes ma on of cloud top height for low-level clouds can occur
in cases where the cloud top temperature is assigned to the wrong height
level or temperature inversions that are not represented accurately in the
modeled temperature profiles.

The overall posi ve bias of . km between MERIS and ARSCL cloud top
heights for single-layer clouds can be mainly a ributed to cases with mid-
level and high-level clouds. For those clouds also the variability is large with
a RMSD of . km for cases with ARSCL cloud top heights larger than .
km. This shows that, on the one hand, by introducing the inhomogeneous
cloud ver cal ex nc on profiles for nine cloud types in the MERIS cloud
top pressure retrieval, the large posi ve/nega ve bias found for cloud top
pressures/cloud top heights retrievals assuming homogeneous cloud ver -
cal ex nc on profiles appears to be eliminated. On the other hand, large
sca er is introduced, since large variability in real cloud ver cal ex nc on
profiles exist. An underes ma on/overes ma on ofMERIS cloud top pres-
sures/cloud top heights may occur due to the fact that the radar on Cloud-
Sat does not detect small ice par cles, therefore leading to an underes -
ma on of ex nc on in upper cloud layers in the nine computed average
ex nc on profiles. For low-level clouds variability and bias are generally
small. For both AATSR and MERIS single-layer cloud cases it is not evident
to see that differences in cloud top heights between FAME-C and ARSCL is
larger for op cally thin clouds (mean cloud op cal thickness < ) than for
op cally thick clouds.

BothMERIS and AATSR cloud top heights for mul -layer clouds show higher
biases and RMSDs, and lower correla ons than the cloud top heights for
single-layer clouds. A few cases showing large devia ons are iden fied as
cases where there is a minimum distance of km (mlc dist > ) between
two cloud layers, possibly represen ng high, thin cirrus clouds overlaying
a low-level water cloud. In those cases the retrieved cloud top height is
expected to be below the height of the upper cloud layer. Interes ngly, the
MERIS cloud top heights show a smaller nega ve bias than the AATSR cloud
top heights, though the RMSD is high and the number of cases is rela vely
small. Due to in-cloud sca ering of photons in the visible channels and
mainly absorp on of photons in the IR channels, the AATSR cloud top height
is expected to be closer to the height of the upper cloud than the MERIS
cloud top height. An in-depth study is needed to assess the differences in
AATSR and MERIS cloud top height retrievals in mul -layer cloud cases and
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Figure . : Results of the comparison of MERIS-ANN mean cloud top height prod-
ucts with mean cloud top heights derived from radar observa ons at ARM sites for
single-layer clouds (le ) and mul -layer clouds (right). For MERIS-CTH ANN the
mean was computed from a by pixel box, for radar the mean was computed
from all selected observa ons within a -minute me period centered at the En-
visat overpass me.

cases with ver cally extended clouds.

As a reference, the same valida on was performed for a former MERIS
cloud top pressure retrieval with a cloudmask (Merheim-Kealy et al., ;
Fischer et al., ), which were developed using Ar ficial Neural Networks
(ANNs). Almost all channels are used as well as informa on on the sun-
satellite viewing geometry, and surface albedo. The surface albedo and
atmospheric profiles for cloud top height conversion were taken from the
same databases as used in FAME-C. TheMERIS-ANN cloud top height shows
a nega ve bias for higher clouds and greater for mul -layer clouds. A slight
overes ma on is apparent for low-level clouds. When comparing to the
results shown in Fig. . , it is clearly visible that MERIS-ANN on average re-
trieves lower cloud top heights than FAME-C. Comparing the FAME-CMERIS
and MERIS-ANN cloud top heights, biases of . km and . km, and corre-
la ons of . and . , were found for single-layer clouds and mul -layer
clouds, respec vely. A large part of the differences can likely be a ributed
to differences in assumed cloud ver cal profiles, though theymight also rise
from differences in retrieved cloud op cal thickness and a different cloud
masking method. Note, the set of cases found are not iden cal to the ones
shown in Fig. . .
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. Summary and outlook: level- comparison

A comparison to MODIS-Terra monthly means derived from level- cloud
products for four selected regions was performed for cloud frac on, cloud
phase, and the cloud op cal and micro-physical proper es. Results show
an overall good agreement between FAME-C and MODIS cloud op cal and
micro-physical proper es. Differences do become larger when looking at
biases and root mean square devia ons for one specific cloud phase. The
comparison of the FAME-C cloud top height products and cloud top heights
derived from a ground-based cloud radar reveal an underes ma on of
FAME-C cloud top height, except for AATSR cloud top heights for low-level
single-layer clouds andMERIS cloud top heights formid-level and high-level
single-layer clouds. For single-layer clouds variability is clearly higher for
mid-level and high-level clouds than for low-level clouds. The bias and root
mean square devia on are higher formul -layer clouds than for single-layer
clouds, while correla on is clearly lower. For in-depth FAME-C cloud top
height retrieval evalua ons, the comparisons will be extended to CloudSat
and CALIPSO observa ons of cloud top heights for scenes where Envisat
and A-train have matching overpasses in space and me.

Ongoing FAME-C retrieval developments and verifica ons, taking place
within phase of the ESA Climate Change Ini a ve Cloud project, focus on a
more advanced cloud phase retrieval, an improved cirrus cloud detec on,
a separate forward model for mul -layer cloud situa ons, and extended
and improved uncertainty es mates. One of the main topics of interest is
the exploita on of the difference in sensi vity of the independent AATSR
and MERIS cloud top height retrievals to dis nct cloud layers and rela ng
these differences in retrieved cloud top heights to the characteriza on of
cloud ver cal distribu on. Furthermore, it is planned to adapt FAME-C to
retrieve all cloud proper es at once resul ng in a physicallymore consistent
retrieval, i.e., all resul ng retrieved cloud proper es are consistent with
all measurements. Further ongoing work includes verifica on efforts on
larger spa al scales, comparisons of seasonal and inter-annual varia ons,
and comparisons to other satellite-derived cloud proper es aswell as cloud
proper es derived from ground-based observa ons.

. Level- comparisons

Comparison to MODIS-Terra level-

For the level- comparisons to MODIS cloud products, the MODIS-Terra
gridded atmosphere monthly global product (MOD _M , Collec on . )
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Figure . : FAME-C (le ) and MODIS-Terra (right) monthly mean for June .
From top to bo om: liquid cloud frac on, cloud op cal thickness, effec ve radius
[ m], cloud water path [g/m ].
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Table . : Bias and root mean square devia on (RMSD) for all grid cells as shown in
Fig. . (all) and for la tudes below ∘ (non-polar=np). LCF=liquid cloud frac on.

Bias (all) RMSD (all) Bias (np) RMSD (np)
LCF [ - ] - . . - . .
COT - . . - . .
REF [𝜇m] . . . .
CWP [g/m ] . . . .

was used. The equator crossing me difference between the Envisat and
Terra ( . a.m.) satellites is about half an hour. TheMODISmonthlymean
values are computed from averaging daily productmeans on a global equal-
angle grid with a spa al resolu on of ∘ x ∘. For the comparison, which
was confined to the op cal and micro-physical cloud proper es, the FAME-
C monthly mean cloud products are binned to the MODIS grid and only
the day me monthly means of the MODIS cloud proper es are used. The
MODIS effec ve radius based on measurements from the . 𝜇m channel
are used.

Figure . and Table . present the results of the monthly mean compar-
ison for set of op cal and micro-physical cloud proper es for the month
June of the year , for both FAME-C and MODIS observa ons. On a
global scale, a general good agreement between the spa al pa erns in the
datasets is revealed. The variability within the FAME-C dataset is clearly
higher than within theMODIS dataset. The FAME-C product for regions fur-
ther away from the poles aremuchmore impacted by individual orbits than
the MODIS products due to lower sampling frequency. The MODIS swath
width is about mes larger than the synergis c AATSR-MERIS swathwidth.

Regions with largest disagreements include the polar regions, par cularly
Greenland, with an overes ma on of the cloud proper es by FAME-C. This
can be largely a ributed to incorrectly iden fied clouds over snow/ice sur-
faces and the rather simple cloud phase detec on method. Globally, the
liquid cloud frac on is clearly lower for FAME-C than MODIS. Possible ex-
plana ons are wrongly iden fied cirrus pixels as well as supercooled cloud
droplets iden fied as ice clouds due to observed low brightness temper-
atures. An incorrectly iden fied cloud phase will also result in larger dif-
ferences found between the cloud op cal and micro-physical property re-
trievals. For example, incorrectly iden fied ice cloud pixels are expected to
show lower retrieved effec ve radii than when assuming a water cloud in
the forward model, see Fig. . . This issue does however not explain the
overes ma on in the polar regions.
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Comparison to MWR liquid water path

The FAME-C LWP monthly means are compared to the version Univer-
sity of Wisconsin (UWisc) LWP dataset (O’Dell et al., ) for the years

and . The UWisc LWP climatology consists of monthly mean
LWP as well as a mean monthly diurnal cycle on a ∘x ∘ spa al grid for
the me period - . It is based on retrievals applied to mea-
surements from passive microwave radiometer instruments onboard sev-
eral polar-orbi ng and near-equatorial orbi ng satellites: the Special Sen-
sor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I), the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mis-
sion (TRMM)Microwave Imager (TMI), and the AdvancedMicrowave Scan-
ning Radiometer-EOS (AMSR-E). The retrievals are only performed over the
oceans. Themicrowave channels fully penetrate clouds and provide a direct
measurement of the total liquid cloud content, i.e., the cloud liquid water
path. The retrieval is mostly insensi ve to ice par cles, however large ice
par cles might cause an underes ma on of LWP. An es mate of rain wa-
ter path in precipita ng clouds is made and subtracted from the total liquid
water path in order to retrieve the cloud liquid water path. The accuracy
of the LWP climatology is es mated to be - % or higher, depending on
the region.

The comparison is restricted to three regions mainly consis ng of marine
Stratocumulus clouds(liquid cloud phase): the area west of South Africa
at ∘- ∘S and ∘- ∘E (SAO) the area west of California at ∘- ∘N and

∘- ∘W (NPA), the area west of South America at ∘- ∘S and ∘-
∘W (SPA). The areas are also indicated in Fig. . . In order to enable a

direct comparison of the LWP climatologies, the UWisc monthly mean LWP
were corrected for the diurnal cycle in order to obtain the UWisc monthly
mean LWP at the Envisat local overpass me at descending node, a.m..
This was done with the informa on provided with the UWisc LWP climatol-
ogy:

𝐿𝑊𝑃(𝑦, 𝑡) = 𝐿𝑊𝑃(𝑦) + 𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜔(𝑡 − 𝑇 ) + 𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜔(𝑡 − 𝑇 ) ( . )

where 𝐿𝑊𝑃(𝑦) is the uncorrected monthly mean for each grid box of year
𝑦,𝜔 is the radial frequency corresponding to a hour me period, 𝑡 is the
local me, and 𝑎 , 𝑎 , 𝑇 and 𝑇 are the amplitudes and phases of first (
hours) and second ( hours) harmonic of the diurnal cycle, respec vely.
In addi on, the UWisc LWP climatology represents all-sky values, thus the
FAME-C values were mul plied with the monthly mean cloud frac on and
the frac on of liquid water clouds, to convert the in-cloud LWP to all-sky
LWP.
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Table . : Bias between FAME-C LWP and UWisc LWP for three marine Stratocumu-
lus regions (described in the text).

Cloud frac on [%] < - - - <
Occurrence [%]
LWP bias [g/m ] - . - . - . - . - .

Within FAME-C LWP is derived from the cloud op cal thickness 𝜏 and effec-
ve radius 𝑟 assuming ver cally homogeneous clouds:

𝐿𝑊𝑃 = 2
3𝜏 ⋅ 𝑟 ⋅ 𝜌 ( . )

where 𝜌 is the density of liquid water. The regions of interest in this study
are characterized by marine Stratocumulus clouds with li le cirrus contam-
ina on. These cloud types are known to be be er represented by the adia-
ba c cloud model than the homogeneous cloud model for which the factor
/ becomes / . Thus, the LWP of adiaba c clouds, 𝐿𝑊𝑃 , is related to

the LWP of homogeneous clouds, 𝐿𝑊𝑃 , simply by a factor:

𝐿𝑊𝑃 = 5
6 ⋅ 𝐿𝑊𝑃 ( . )

The results of the LWP comparison are presented in Fig. . , as well as the
FAME-C retrieved cloud frac on and liquid phase frac on. The FAME-C LWP
error bars show the standard devia on within the region, while for UWisc
LWP a fixed rela ve error of % is taken. For all three regions the seasonal
cycle is well captured, with the SAO region showing the most pronounced
seasonal cycle in LWP and cloud frac on. For all regions, the liquid cloud
frac on is very close to for most of the me period. The underes ma on
of LWP, i.e., a nega ve bias, might be related to the fact that in clear-sky
scenes non-zero MWR LWPs are retrieved. For AMSR-E retrieved LWP in
marine Stratocumulus regions in clear-sky cases (as seen by MODIS) a pos-
i ve biases of about g/m was found (Bennartz, ). Seethala and
Horváth ( ) found a nega ve biases in the comparisons of MODIS LWP
with AMSR-E LWP and biases increase with decreasing cloud frac on. Sim-
ilar findings in this comparison are shown in Table . .

The largest underes ma on of LWP is observed for the SAO region dur-
ing the months of August and September, in both years. This corresponds
well with the biomass burning season in this area, which leads to absorbing
aerosol layers either at or above themarine boundary layer clouds. Fig. .
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Figure . : Comparison of liquid water path climatology for the years - for
three marine Stratocumulus regions (described in the text).

shows monthly images of the Absorbing Aerosol Index (AAI) for the year
. The AAI indicates the presence of elevated absorbing aerosols in

the atmosphere, such as desert dust and biomass burning aerosols from
reflectances measured by GOME- /MetOp-A (De Graaf et al., ). The
maximum AAI is indeed found for the months August and September for
both years ( not shown) in this region. The other two regions are
hardly impacted by absorbing aerosol layers. In Haywood et al. ( ) it
was found from theore cal calcula ons that satellite retrieved COT and REF
from . 𝜇m channels, and hence the derived LWP, can be systema cally
low biased for elevated absorbing aerosol layers above marine boundary
layer clouds. The underes ma on of LWP derived from passive imagers
with respect to LWP from MWR in the Stratocumulus region off the coast
of southern Africa during the biomass burning was also observed in Ben-
nartz ( ) and Seethala and Horváth ( ).

. Summary and outlook: level- comparison

The level- comparisons to satellite reference datasets showed in general
a good agreement for the op cal and micro-physical cloud proper es on a
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Figure . : GOME- /MetOp-A monthly means of the aerosol absorbing index (AAI)
for the year (De Graaf et al., ). Adapted from http://www.temis.nl/
airpollution/absaai. In the upper le panel are shown the three marine Stratocu-
mulus regions in red.

global scale concerning spa al pa erns. Due to lower sampling frequency
of the synergis c AATSR-MERIS observa ons, the precision of the FAME-
C level- dataset is reduced. Differences on a regional scale can become
quite large, such as in the polar regions. The la er is mainly a ributed to
wrongly iden fied clouds over snow and ice surfaces in the FAME-C algo-
rithm. Onemajor uncertainty in the cloudproper es is related to the simple
cloud phase detec on method. A large difference in liquid cloud frac on
between FAME-C andMODISwas found, which has an impact on the results
of the other cloud proper es.

The marine Stratocumulus regions are o en regarded as a good test bed
for studies on cloud-aerosol interac ons. In addi on, their important role
in the Earth-atmosphere energy balance contributes to the large number
of climate-cloud studies focused on these regions. The impact of the ab-
sorbing aerosol index needs to be quan fied for accurate interpreta ons of
analysis. To a first order this can be done by using the AAI data to iden fy
cloudy regions with and without overlying aerosol layers. The differences
between the LWPs in non-affected regions and affected regions give an es-
mate of the bias, assuming that the elevated aerosol layer do not have a

significant impact on the cloud dynamics of the affected region. The sup-
posed influence of absorbing aerosol index on the cloud property retrievals
should be kept in mind in approaches that use the satellite retrievals to as-

http://www.temis.nl/airpollution/absaai
http://www.temis.nl/airpollution/absaai
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Figure . : AATSR-MERIS orbit segment over Greenland on August . From
le to right: ) MERIS RGB, ) old cloudmask synergis c (cloud frac on = . %), )
new cloud mask (Bayesian, ) cloud frac on = . % for a probability threshold of

%), ) cloud probability from for new cloud masking method, ) old cloud phase
detec on, ) new cloud phase detec on. For and , white = cloud, black = cloud
free. For , the whither the higher the probability. Cloud phase/types; For , red =
water, blue = ice, yellow = cirrus, gray = no clouds. For , red = water, blue = opaque
ice, yellow = cirrus and overlapping, gray = no clouds.

sess aerosol-cloud interac ons, e.g., the first indirect effect. Low values of
effec ve radius could be partly a result of the elevated absorbing aerosols
and less due to the influence of aerosols on the cloudmicro-physics directly.

One of the main limita on of cloud climatologies from polar-orbi ng satel-
lites is that they do not provide informa on on the daily cycle of the cloud
proper es. For this, the cloud climatologies can be combined with cloud
climatologies from geosta onary satellite. The disadvantage of the la er
cloud climatologies is the limited coverage of the globe.
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A couple of major adjustments concerning cloud detec on and forward
models, are being applied to the FAME-C algorithm, which are expected to
have a significant impact on the level- retrievals and hence on the level-
products as well. Figure . shows the old and new cloud mask as well as
the old and new cloud phase detec on for a scene over Greenland. From vi-
sual inspec on it can be seen that the old and new cloudmask are very sim-
ilar, with a slightly lower cloud frac on from the Bayesian cloudmask when
taking a probability threshold of %. From visual inspec on, the amount
of clouds over the elevated regions of Greenland appears to be overes -
mated. Considering that opaque ice clouds, cirrus clouds and overlapping
clouds are grouped into the ice cloud category, the new cloud phase detec-
on method iden fies about % more ice clouds for this scene. Through

the use of separate water and ice cloud forward models, a change in cloud
phase detec on is expected to lead to changes in the retrieved cloud prop-
er es. The impact of the implementa on of the new cloud mask and cloud
phase detec on method on the cloud property retrievals will be inves -
gated on a level- basis for a set of specific scenes as well as for gridded
and temporally averaged products.

The level- comparisons help to assess the overall retrieval performance as
well as finding regions for which the retrievals are problema c. Then, the
situa ons can be selected on a level- basis for in-depth retrieval assess-
ments. Future level- evalua ons will include comparisons of me series,
i.e., for analysis of mul -annual and seasonal variability of cloud proper-
es. In a similar manner, the FAME-C cloud climatologies for the cloud

height products will be analyzed once processed on a global scale. Fur-
thermore, the set of reference cloud climatologies will be extended, e.g.,
using a CALIOP global cloud climatology for the evalua on of the cloud de-
tec on method and cloud height retrievals. In addi on, extensive analy-
sis are needed to determine how the es mated (random and systema c)
uncertain es and op mal es ma on diagnos cs on a level- basis can be
meaningfully propagated to the level- products.



CHAPTER

Exploi ng the sensi vity of two
satellite cloud height retrievals to

cloud ver cal distribu on

Abstract This work presents a study on the sensi vity of two satellite cloud height
retrievals to cloud ver cal distribu on. The difference in sensi vity is exploited
by rela ng the difference in the retrieved cloud heights to cloud ver cal extent.
The two cloud height retrievals, performed within the Freie Universitẗ Berlin AATSR
MERIS Cloud (FAME-C) algorithm, are based on independent measurements and
different retrieval techniques. First, cloud top temperature (CTT) is retrieved from
Advanced Along Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR) measurements in the thermal
infrared. Second, cloud top pressure (CTP) is retrieved from Medium Resolu on
Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS) measurements in the oxygen-A absorp on band.
Both CTT and CTP are converted to cloud top height (CTH) using atmospheric pro-
files from a numerical weather predic on model. A sensi vity study using radia-
ve transfer simula ons in the near-infrared and thermal infrared were performed

to demonstrate the larger impact of the assumed cloud ver cal ex nc on profile
on MERIS than on AATSR top-of-atmosphere measurements. The difference in re-
trieved CTH ( CTH) fromAATSR andMERIS are related to cloud ver cal extent (CVE)
as observed by ground-based lidar and radar at three ARM sites. To increase the im-
pact of the cloud ver cal ex nc on profile on theMERIS-CTP retrievals, single-layer
and geometrically thin clouds are assumed in the forward model. The results of
the comparison to the ground-based observa ons were separated into single-layer
and mul -layer cloud cases. Similar to previous findings, the MERIS-CTP retrievals

This chapter is based on Carbajal Henken et al. ( )
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appear to be close to pressure levels in the middle of the cloud. Assuming a linear
rela onship, the CTHmul plied by . gives an es mate on the CVE for single-layer
clouds. The rela onship is weaker for mul -layer clouds. Due to large varia ons of
cloud ver cal ex nc on profiles occurring in nature, a quan ta ve es mate of the
cloud ver cal extent is accompanied with large uncertain es. Yet, es mates of the
CVE can contribute to the characteriza on of a cloudy scene. To demonstrate the
plausibility of the approach, an es mate of the CVE was applied to a case study. In
light of the follow-upmission Sen nel- with AATSR andMERIS like instruments, Sea
and Land Surface Temperature Radiometer (SLSTR) and (Ocean and Land Colour In-
strument) OLCI, respec vely, for which the FAME-C algorithm can be easily adapted,
amore accurate es mate of the CVE can be expected. OLCI will have three channels
in the oxygen-A absorp on band, thus providing more pieces of informa on on the
cloud ver cal ex nc on profile.

. Introduc on

The ver cal distribu on of clouds plays an important role in both meteoro-
logical and climatological applica ons. It can be an indicator of the mete-
orological condi ons, (thermo-)dynamical and micro-physical processes, in
which a cloud forms (e.g. Yin and Zhai, ; Yuan et al., ; Luo et al.,

). Further, the cloud ver cal distribu on affects radia ve and latent
hea ng fluxes, which in turn, affect the large-scale atmospheric circula on
and precipita on processes (e.g. Wang and Rossow, ; Li et al., ).

Cloud-climate feedbacks are themain source of uncertainty in climatemod-
els (Flato et al., ). Accurate characteriza on of ver cal distribu ons of
different cloud types are needed to evaluate and improve the modeling of
cloud-climate feedbacks and thus climate change projec ons. In Jiang et al.
( ) A-train observa ons are used to quan fy the performances of mod-
els that par cipate in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP)
in simula ng clouds at different ver cal levels. The results were submi ed
to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reports, and im-
provements in the simula on of ice water path, for example, were found in
the comparison of Phase CMIPmodel results compared to Phase CMIP
model results. Largest differences and spreads between the CMIP models
and A-train observa ons of cloud water content profiles are found at upper
tropospheric levels.

Cloud ver cal distribu on can be described by a set of cloud parameters,
such as cloud top height and cloud base height, and subsequently cloud
geometrical thickness, and the number of dis nct cloud layers in an air col-
umn. These cloud parameters can be observed by a set of remote-sensing
techniques using observa ons from ground-based or space-born instru-
ments.
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From ground-based observa ons informa on on cloud ver cal distribu on
can be derived from, e.g., human observers, lidars, and radars. The first two
only observe the cloud base height, while radar can observe the cloud ver-
cal profile. However, the spa al coverage of these ground-based observa-
ons are mainly limited to land areas in the Northern hemisphere. Global

and accurate observa ons of cloud ver cal distribu on are necessary for an
improved understanding of cloud processes, and subsequently improved
representa ons of these processes in climate models. Satellite observa-
ons can provide this global coverage. In , the ac ve instruments CPR

(Cloud Profiling radar) and CALIOP (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal
Polariza on) , on polar-orbi ng satellites CloudSat (Stephens et al., )
and CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Obser-
va ons) (Winker et al., ), respec vely, as part of the A-train constella-
on, were launched. They provided first radar and lidar measurements on

cloud and aerosol ver cal profiles on a global scale. Since then both instru-
ments have given the atmospheric research community many new insights
on clouds and aerosols (e.g. Mace et al., ; Sassen et al., ) and their
observa ons were extensively used in many evalua on studies (e.g. Naud
et al., ; Weisz et al., ). However, they have a poor spa al coverage
due to the nadir-only measurements.

Satellite observa ons from passive instruments have a larger spa al cov-
erage. However, here the cloud proper es are retrieved from informa on
coming mainly from upper cloud layers, such as cloud top temperature, or
they represent an integrated property, such as cloud water path. A number
of satellite remote sensing techniques exist that retrieve cloud top heights
(CTHs) from measurements of passive imagers. For example, cloud top
height retrievals from thermal infrared (TIR) measurements have been per-
formed using the CO slicing technique (e.g. Menzel et al., ) or with
brightness temperature (BT) measurements in window channels (Hamann
et al., ) (TBD extent refs). Further, cloud top heights can be obtained
from stereo, which is based on the parallax effect occurring between cloud
observa ons from different viewing angles (e.g. Moroney et al., ). In
(Wu et al., ) the ver cal and la tudinal monthly mean of the ver cally
distributed volume cloud occurrence frequencywere compared among var-
ious passive and ac ve satellite instruments. Here, also a discussion on the
strengths and weaknesses of the various passive CTH retrieval techniques
is given. Also in Naud et al. ( ) inter-comparisons were performed for
several passive and ac ve cloud top height retrievals.

In , Yamamoto and Wark ( ) proposed to retrieve cloud top al -
tude from space by measuring the absorp on of reflected solar radia on in
the oxygen-A absorp on band located at around nm. In themethod the
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strength of the absorp onof radia on in the oxygen-A band is related to the
cloud top pressure, via the mean photon path length. Later in the s,
first satellite retrievals using the oxygen-A absorp on band showed that
the enhancement of photon path length, due to mul ple sca ering inside
the cloud, which in turn depends on cloud thickness and type, needs to be
taken into account for accurate cloud top pressure retrievals (Saiedy et al.,

). The impact of the cloud ver cal inhomogeneity on the accuracy of
the cloud top pressure retrievals has also been recognized in a number of
theore cal studies (Fischer and Grassl, a; Rozanov and Kokhanovsky,

; Preusker and Lindstrot, ). Various cloud height retrievals based
on measurements in the oxygen-A absorp on band are described in, e.g.,
Wang et al. ( ); Rozanov and Kokhanovsky ( ); Koelemeijer et al.
( ); Vanbauce et al. ( ). Inmost of these cloudheight retrievals, mul-
ple sca ering inside the cloud layer is neglected or homogeneous cloud

ver cal profiles are assumed. This leads to the retrieval of a so called ap-
parent cloud height which corresponds to a pressure level somewhere in
the middle of the cloud rather than to the cloud top.

The Freie Universität Berlin AATSR MERIS Cloud (FAME-C) algorithm re-
trieves cloud top pressures (CTPs) from radiance measurements of the
Medium Resolu on Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS) in the oxygen-A band
as well as cloud top temperatures (CTTs) from BT measurements in two TIR
channels of the Advanced Along Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR). Both
instruments aremounted on the polar-orbi ng Environmental satellite (En-
visat). FAME-C is developed within the frame of the ESA Climate Change
Ini a ve (Hollmann et al., ). Within FAME-C, mean cloud ver cal ex-
nc on profiles derived from year of data from CPR onboard CloudSat

combined with MODIS data were used in order to account for a more real-
is c descrip on of the mul ple sca ering inside the cloud. The ex nc on
profiles where derived for nine cloud types taken from the ISCCP cloud clas-
sifica on (Rossow and Schiffer, ), which is based on total cloud op cal
thickness (COT) and cloud top pressure. For two case studies with ver cally
extended clouds it was shown that the choice of the cloud ver cal ex nc-
on profile can have a large impact on the retrieved MERIS cloud top pres-

sure. Comparisons to CPR cloud heights showed that on average the bias
was reduced by a large amount when using the mean CPR profiles in stead
of ver cally homogeneous profiles (HOM) (Henken et al., ). This can
bemainly a ributed to lower ex nc on values in the upper cloud layers for
the CPR profiles than for the HOM profiles, which appears to be closer to
reality for these ver cally extended clouds. However, for individual cloud
scenes, the CTP retrieval can s ll have a large error if the profile assump-
on is wrong. The TIR cloud height retrievals are less affected by the profile
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assump on.

In this study we aim to make use of the difference between the two dif-
ferent cloud height retrievals, since it obviously carries informa on on the
cloud ver cal distribu on. The method of combining a cloud height re-
trieval from measurements in the oxygen-A absorp on band with an inde-
pendent cloud height retrieval to retrieve informa on on the cloud ver -
cal distribu on was suggested by others before (e.g. Vanbauce et al., ;
Kokhanovsky and Rozanov, ; Lindstrot et al., b). In order to maxi-
mize the impact of the desired parameter, which is the cloud ver cal extent
(CVE), on the signal, which is here the difference between the cloud height
retrievals, we limit the correc on for in-cloud sca ering in the MERIS-CTP
retrieval. For this purpose, the FAME-C algorithm was extended to also re-
trieve the cloud height assuming a single-layer cloud with a geometrical
thickness of hPa, which can be considered to be close to a solid reflec-
tor for op cally thick clouds. Ground-based observa ons from lidar and
radar at three Atmospheric Radia on Measurement (ARM) program’s site
are used to relate the retrieved cloud height differences to observed cloud
ver cal extent.

The structure of this paper is as follows. First, a sensi vity study is pre-
sented for which radia ve transfer simula ons in the near-infrared and
thermal infrared part of the spectrum for clouds with different cloud ver -
cal ex nc on profiles are performed and compared. Second, the ground-
based and satellite observa ons are presented. Next, the method for the
comparison of the ground-based data and satellite data is described. Then,
the results are presented and discussed. In addi on, the applica on of the
method is shown in a case study. Last, conclusions are given.

. Sensi vity study

For cloud par cles, the single sca ering albedo is close to one in the visible
(VIS) and near-infrared (NIR) part of the spectrum and therefore li le ab-
sorp on of photons by cloud par cles takes place. In the thermal infrared
(TIR) part of the spectrum the single sca ering albedo has values clearly less
than one, so most photons will be absorbed by cloud par cles a er just a
few sca ering events. Thus in the satellite-based TIR CTH retrievals the sig-
nal mostly stems from the upper part of the clouds, while the VIS/NIR CTH
retrievals are affected by a larger part of the cloudy atmosphere. Therefore,
the assumed cloud ver cal ex nc on profiles in the retrievals are expected
to have a larger impact on the VIS/NIR CTH retrieval than on the TIR CTH
retrievals.
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Figure . : Spectral response func ons for MERIS window channel (blue) and
MERIS channel in the oxygen-A absorp on band (red). Black lines: oxygen ab-
sorp on lines.

To inves gate the difference in impact of cloud ver cal ex nc on profile on
cloud top height retrieved with radiances from NIR spectral bands and BTs
from a window TIR spectral band, radia ve transfer simula ons have been
performed using the model Matrix Operator Model (MOMO). MOMO has
been developed at the Freie Universität Berlin (Fell and Fischer, ; Holl-
stein and Fischer, ). Recently, MOMOwas extended trough the imple-
menta on of thermal emission of radia on by the surface and (cloudy) at-
mospheric layers, allowing for accurate simula ons in the thermal infrared
(Doppler et al., a). The spectral response func on of the AATSR .
𝜇m channel was used for the simula ons in the TIR. The spectral response
func ons of the MERIS window channel centered at nm and the
oxygen-A absorp on channel centered at nm, were used to simu-
late the ra o of the absorp on channel over the window channel, shown
in Fig. . .

Radia ve transfer simula ons in a cloudy atmosphere are performed as-
suming a plane-parallel atmosphere with a ver cal resolu on of hPa in
the troposphere. A US Standard Atmosphere was assumed in the simula-
ons (McClatchey et al., ). Furthermore, the surface is modeled as a

Lamber an reflector with a surface albedo of . and a surface pressure
of hPa. A Rayleigh op cal thickness of . is taken. To compute the
absorp on coefficients of the atmospheric gases, the k-distribu onmethod
is used (Bennartz and Fischer, ; Doppler et al., b), where the in-
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Figure . : The equivalent HOM-CTP for varying CGT and COT, assuming a CPR cloud
with CTP = hPa. Se ngs in the radia ve transfer simula ons: satellite viewing
angle = ∘, solar viewing angle = ∘, rela ve azimuth angle = ∘, surface albedo =
. and MERIS central wavelength = nm.

forma on on the posi on and width of absorp on lines is taken from the
HITRAN database (Rothman et al., ).

Two types of cloud ver cal ex nc on profiles are assumed in the simula-
ons. For the first type, year of data from the combined CPR and MODIS

product ( B-TAU, Polonsky et al. ( )) was analyzed. The clouds observed
by CPR andMODIS were sorted with respect to their CTP and COT, resul ng
in different cloud types, using the ISCCP cloud type classifica on (Rossow
and Schiffer, ). For each cloud type, the average ver cal profile of ex-
nc on and the average ver cal extent were determined (Henken et al.,

). The derived normalized ex nc on profiles (from here on called CPR
profiles/clouds)were then used in theMOMOradia ve transfer simula ons
to generate LUTs for each of the nine cloud types. The LUTs serve as forward
models in the cloud height retrievals. For the second type, ver cally homo-
geneous ex nc on profiles are assumed (from here on called HOM pro-
files/clouds) . As an addi onal LUT dimension, each cloud is modeled with
varying ver cal extents, star ng with a cloud geometrical thickness (CGT)
of hPa and ending at the maximum possible geometrical thickness.

For cloud layers below hPa water droplets are assumed with a fixed
effec ve radius of 𝜇m, The single-sca ering proper es were computed
using a Mie code (Wiscombe, ). For cloud layers above hPa ice
crystals are assumedwith a fixed effec ve radius of 𝜇m, assuming single-
sca ering proper es described in Baum et al. ( ).

For a number of selected CTP and COT combina ons, the simulated results
(MERIS radiance ra o and AATSR BT) at the top of the atmosphere (TOA)
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Figure . : The sensi vity of the equivalent AATSR HOM-CTP to an increase of CGT
by hPa. Cloud top pressure of low cloud = hPa, middle cloud = hPa, and
high cloud = hPa.

using CPR profiles were compared to the simulated results using HOM pro-
files with varying CGT. Figure . shows the combina ons of CTP and CGT of
HOM clouds resul ng in the smallest devia on in the simulated signal from
the case of a CPR cloud with CTP of hPa, for both AATSR and MERIS.
In general, the difference between the equivalent HOM-CTP and CPR-CTP
is smaller for AATSR than MERIS, especially for op cally thick clouds. The
largest difference between the equivalent HOM-CTP and the CPR-CTP is
found for geometrically thin cloudswith COT= forMERIS, while for AATSR
the largest difference is found for op cally thin clouds. The higher CTPs of
the HOM clouds can be explained by the fact that for clouds with the CPR
profiles, the ex nc on of the upper cloud layers is lower than the ex nc on
of the upper cloud layers for clouds with a HOM profile. In order to get the
same TOA signal as the CPR-cloud, the HOM-cloud needs to be placed at a
lower al tude. Alterna vely, the CGT of the HOM-cloud can be increased.
For both MERIS and AATSR, the HOM-CTP approaches the CPR-CTP for in-
creasing CGT, and even underes mates the CTP for clouds extending down
to the surface. Note that for the very op cally thick clouds (COT= ), the
HOM-CTP does not reach the CPR-CTP, even for ver cally extended clouds.
Missing points relate to CPR simula ons results that did not fall within the
range of HOM-CTP results for the assumed CGT. For op cally thick clouds,
the dependence of the HOM-CTP on the CGT is much weaker for AATSR
than for MERIS, due to the fact that in the TIR the contribu on from lower
cloud layers to the TOA signal is weaker, and thus the shape of the en re
cloud ver cal ex nc on profile plays a less important role in the TIR than
in the NIR.

The sensi vity of the equivalent HOM-CTP to the CGT, i.e., the change in
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Figure . : The sensi vity of the equivalent MERIS and AATSR HOM-CTP to an in-
crease of CGT by hPa. The pressure at COT into the cloud is taken as corrected
CTP. Cloud top pressure of low cloud = hPa, middle cloud = hPa, and high
cloud = hPa.

the equivalent HOM-CTP for an increase of the CGT with hPa, is sum-
marized in Fig. . for various cloud types. The sensi vity was computed
by simply applying a linear fit to each line that corresponds to a fixed COT
and varying CGT (as can be seen in Fig. . ). This was done for a low (
hpa), mid-level ( hPa), and high ( hPa) cloud and a range of COTs.
For MERIS, the sensi vity is largest for clouds with COT = . This can be
explained as follows. For op cally thin clouds, a large part of the radia-
on arriving at TOA has traversed the cloud without interac on with cloud

par cles, thus not affected by the ver cal ex nc on profile of the cloud at
all. For op cally very thick clouds, the contribu on from upper cloud lay-
ers will dominate the TOA signal even for geometrically thicker clouds, thus
the influence of the en re ver cal ex nc on profile is smaller. For op cally
moderate thick clouds, the full ver cal ex nc on profile has an impact on
the TOA signal, while the contribu on of the earth surface and the lower at-
mosphere is suppressed. For AATSR, the sensi vity decreases for increasing
COT, indica ng that the assumed shape of the ex nc on profile is of less
importance for op cally thick clouds due to contribu ons to the TOA signal
arising mainly from upper cloud layers. In summary, the MERIS sensi vity
is always higher than the AATSR sensi vity for COT > .

Figure . shows the AATSR sensi vity of the equivalent HOM-CTP to the
CGT for which the physical CTPs are subs tuted by radiometric CTPs. For
each cloud type, the CTP is taken at the pressure level for which COT= .
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This is the radiometric cloud top, when assuming no sca ering and a lin-
ear dependency of the Planck func on on the COT. Again linear fits were
applied. Now, the sensi vity is largest for clouds with COTs around . For
op cally thinner clouds, the CPR and HOM radiometric cloud heights are
located more closely to each other than the physical cloud heights. Note,
considering sca ering and contribu on to the TOA signal from lower cloud
layers, the actual radiometric cloud top will be located at more than one
COT into the cloud (Sherwood et al., ).

This exercise confirms that one can expect cloud height retrievals from
MERIS to be more affected by the cloud ver cal ex nc on profiles than
the AATSR cloud height retrievals, at least for op cally thick clouds.

. Data

AATSR and MERIS

Within FAME-C two independent cloud top height products are retrieved on
a pixel-basis: AATSR cloud top temperature and MERIS cloud top pressure.
AATSR and MERIS are two passive imagers mounted on the polar-orbi ng
satellite Envisat, launched in March and opera onal un l April .
Envisat flies in a sun-synchronous orbit with an equator crossing me of

. LT, descending node.

In the MERIS-CTP retrieval the transmission within the oxygen-A band is
es mated from the ra o of channel and window channel . In the
AATSR cloud top temperature retrieval, brightness temperature measure-
ments at . 𝜇m and 𝜇m are used to retrieve cloud top temperature.
Atmospheric profiles from a numerical weather predic on model (NWP)
reanalysis are used to convert cloud top temperature and cloud top pres-
sure to cloud top height. The cloud top temperature is compared to the
temperature profile and the minimum height at which the cloud top tem-
perature equals the atmospheric temperature is assumed to be the cloud
top height. For op cally thick clouds, CTT will be similar to the measured

. 𝜇m brightness temperature, corrected for the atmosphere. For op -
cally thin clouds, the cloud emissivity is taken into account, whichwill result
in a CTT that is lower than the measured . 𝜇m brightness temperature.
More informa on on the two independent cloud top height retrievals can
be found in Carbajal Henken et al. ( ).

For this study, the FAME-C algorithmwas extended to also provide retrieved
cloud top temperature fromAATSR, cloud top pressure fromMERIS, and ac-
companying cloud top heights, assuming a single-layer and ver cally homo-
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geneous cloud with a geometrical thickness of hPa. For op cally thick
clouds, this comes close to a solid reflector. Further adjustments in the
FAME-C algorithm include the use of a new cloud masking method (Holl-
stein et al., ), which is in first order aimed to reproduce the former
cloudmaskingmethod butwith higher computa onal efficiency. Before ap-
plying the cloud mask, the AATSR and MERIS measurements are collocated
using the BEAM toolbox (Fomferra and Brockmann, ; ESA, a). In
addi on, the rd reprocessing for AATSR data were used and an empirical
nonlinear correc on was applied to the 𝜇m channel (Smith, ). Fur-
ther, a straylight correc on was performed for the MERIS measurements
(Lindstrot et al., a). Last, a pixel-basedmul -layer cloud detec on, i.e.,
thin cirrus over low-level water clouds, based on Pavolonis and Heidinger
( ) is implemented. Note, no dis nct retrievals for mul -layer cloud
cases are performed, the pixels are simply flagged as mul -layer cloud or
not.

ARMmilimeter cloud radar and micropulse lidar

The ac ve remote sensing of clouds (ARSCL) product from ground-
based observa ons performed at the Atmospheric Radia onMeasurement
(ARM) program’s site in the Southern Great Plains (SGP), three sites in the
Tropical Western Pacific (TWP), and North Slope Alaska (NSA) is used. It
provides cloud boundary heights, i.e., cloud base height and cloud top
height, for up to cloud layers (Clothiaux et al., ). The cloud boundary
heights are determined from a combina on of measurements from theMi-
cropulse Lidar (MPL) andMillimeter Cloud Radar (MMCR) and are provided
at a ver cal resolu on of m and a temporal resolu on of s.

With the radar, ver cally extended and mul ple cloud layers can be pene-
trated and observed, while the laser beam of the lidar is a enuated quite
fast and thus can not penetratemuch further beyond the lowest cloud base
in case of op cally thick clouds. The radar is less sensi ve to small cloud
par cles and op cally thin clouds, o en occurring at great heights. These
clouds can be observed well with the lidar system. Furthermore, radar ob-
serva ons of cloud base heights are o en hampered in the presence of
large non-hydrometeor par cles, such as insects. They might be observed
as low-level clouds. For large concentra ons of non-hydrometeors, also the
lidar observa ons of cloud base become problema c. In case of heavy pre-
cipita on both radar and lidar observa ons are not useful (Clothiaux et al.,

).
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. Method

To study the rela onship between the difference in the two FAME-C cloud
height retrievals and the cloud ver cal extent as observed by ground-based
lidar and radar instruments, the satellite and ground-based observa ons of
clouds need to be matched accordingly.

For each ARM site the satellite orbit segments of all Envisat overpasses with
available FAME-C level- cloud proper es for the years - are col-
lected. The ground-based observa ons and satellite observa ons occur on
different spa al scales, thus temporal averaging for the ARSCL products and
spa al averaging for the FAME-C products is performed. From the ARSCL
data, the height of the top height of the highest cloud layer and the base
height of the lowest cloud layer are collected for a -minute me period
centered at the me of overflight of Envisat. The CVE is derived from the
difference between the two extreme cloud boundaries. In addi on, also
the number of cloud layers and the distance between the cloud layers is
extracted from the ARSCL data. From the FAME-C data, a by pixel box
centered at the center pixel was taken to compute mean ver cal cloud top
heights. The pixel with the minimum distance to the loca on of the radar
was selected as the center pixel. Using the ARSCL cloud top height and
the satellite instrument viewing geometry, parallax correc on is applied to
adjust the center pixel. This was performed separately for AATRS-CTT and
MERIS-CTP.

In the evalua on, only cases with enough successfully retrieved cloud
height products within the satellite pixel box (> %) and within the -
minute me period (> %) are selected. More precisely, only pixels for
which the FAME-C cloud top heights that converged successfully with a cost
< are considered. For the ARSCL products at least % of the me steps
need to have a cloud base height determined by the lidar and a cloud top
height either determined by radar or lidar. In addi on, the temporal and
spa al variability should not be too large, i.e., the standard devia on of the
selected cloud top heights should be < km. The selec on criteria were
chosen in such a way that the study is directed towards mainly overcast
cloudy scenes with spa ally and temporally uniform cloud top heights, but
s ll a large enough number of cases remain available. It results in a total
of selected cases, which is less than % of all Envisat overflights for
which the AATSR swath passes over one of the ARM sites within the years

- . Note, both the ARSCL products, depending on the ARM site,
and FAME-C products do not cover the full me period of the years -

. There were , and valid cases found for the SGP, TWP and
NSA ARM sites, respec vely.
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Figure . : Results of the comparison of mean cloud ver cal extent derived from
radar and lidar observa ons to the difference in mean cloud top height retrieved
with AATSR and MERIS.

. Results and discussion

Figure . shows the results presented separately for single-layer andmul -
layer clouds. Single-layer cloud cases are defined as cases where at least

% of the pixels in the satellite pixel box have not been iden fied as
mul -layer clouds according to the mul -layer test implemented in FAME-
C. Mul -layer cloud cases are defined as cases where at least % of the
pixels in the pixel box have been iden fied as mul -layer clouds.

One can immediately see that on average the difference in AATSR and
MERIS CTHs (ΔCTH) increases with increasing CVE as observed by the radar
and lidar. This is true for both single-layer and mul -layer clouds, though
the correla on is higher for single-layer clouds. Most obvious outliers
mainly represent cases where the mean COT < . As one would expect
from the clima c regimes, the most ver cally extended clouds are found at
the TWP sites, followed by the SGP site. The dependence of the ΔCTH on
the CVE is strongest for the SGP site for op cally thick clouds. There are sev-
eral cases with op cally thin clouds for which theMERIS-CTH is higher than
the AATSR-CTH. One of the possible reasons for this is that the AATSR-CTT
might be incorrect due to wrong assump ons in the forward model, which
are related to es mates of the cloud emissivity and ignoring mul ple scat-
tering. For single-layer low-level clouds, the deriva on of the AATSR-CTH
might be ambiguous or missed if the temperature profile does not repre-
sent a temperature inversion accurately enough. This leads to a posi ve
ΔCTH for clouds with observed small ver cal extents.

A linear fit was computed for the cases with COT > , also shown as the
black solid line in the figures. Variability around the fi ed lines present an
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Table . : Resul ng biases and root mean square devia on (RMSD) from the com-
parison between the FAME-C cloud top heights and radar/lidar derived cloud top
heights. Presented separately for single-layer clouds (Single) and mul -layer clouds
(Mul ) aswell as for FAME-C cloud topheights retrieved using homogeneous cloud
layer (HOM) and the CPR ver cal cloud profiles (CPR). Results are also shown for
clouds with a mean cloud op cal thickness larger than .

Bias [km] RMSD [km]
Single Mul Single Mul

AATSR-CTH CPR - . - . . .
HOM - . - . . .

MERIS-CTH CPR - . - . . .
HOM - . - . . .

AATSR-CTH, COT > CPR - . - . . .
HOM - . - . . .

MERIS-CTH, COT > CPR - . - . . .
HOM - . - . . .

indica on of the variability of cloud ver cal profiles/distribu ons that oc-
cur in nature. However, the variability will also have contribu ons from
errors in the retrievals as well as incorrect matching of the observa ons
(not observing the same cloud volume). For single-layer clouds a factor of
. is found between ΔCTH and CVE. Knowing that on average the retrieved

AATSR cloud top temperature is close to, but just below the cloud top, the
difference between the AATSR-CTH andMERIS-CTH is about half of the ver-
cal extent of the cloud. This correspondswell to the findings of Ferlay et al.

( ) were it was found that the POLDER (Polariza on and Direc onality
of the Earth’s Reflectances) cloud oxygen pressure is on average close to
the pressure level at the geometrical middle of the cloud. The mul -layer
cloud cases show a weaker dependence of the ΔCTH on the CVE, which
can be explained by considering that for these cloud cases also a large part
of the ver cal column consists of cloud-free atmosphere. Here, the mean
photon path length in the NIR is not increased due to in-cloud sca ering.
Thus, the effect of the cloud ver cal distribu on is suppressed rela ve to
ver cally extended single-layer clouds.

To demonstrate the difference in retrieved cloud top height products as-
suming CPR cloud ver cal profiles and HOM cloud ver cal profiles they
were compared to the radar-based CTHs. The results are listed in Table
. . AATSR-CTH shows a nega ve bias. As expected, the difference in bi-

ases between CPR and HOM, and also between single-layer and mul -layer
clouds are small, since AATSR tends to see the upper cloud layers and there-
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Figure . : View on hurricane Dean on August . Top le : color composite
fromMERIS bands , and . Top right: FAME-C mul -layer cloud flag. Bo om le :
retrieved AATSR cloud top height. Bo om right: es mated cloud ver cal extent.
The solid black line and the do ed red line show the AATSR-MERIS and CloudSat
cross-sec on, respec vely, as presented in Fig. . . Note, the CloudSat overpass
occurred about hours later than the AATSR-MERIS observa ons presented here.

fore is less dependent on the cloud ver cal ex nc on profile and ver cal
extent. For MERIS-CTH, the difference in biases between CPR and HOM is
large, with a small nega ve bias for CPR and a large nega ve bias for HOM.
When only including cases where the mean COT > , the absolute biases
decreases slightly for all except MERIS-CTH HOM. For AATSR-CTH the root
mean square devia on (RMSD) of HOM and CPR show similar values and
are smallest for single-layer clouds with COT> . The RMSD of MERIS-CTH
HOM is larger than for MERIS-CTH CPR, and overall largest for mul -layer
clouds.

. Case study

The es mate of CVE from the rela onship found in the former sec on
has been applied to Envisat observa ons of Hurricane Dean, which moved
across the Caribbean Sea in August . Hurricanes are dynamical cloud
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Figure . : Cross-sec on of hurricane Dean ( August ). Top: es mated cloud
ver cal extent from FAME-C cloud heights. Bo om: radar reflec vity from CPR on
CloudSat. The blue dots show the height of the most upper layer iden fied as cloud
by the CPR cloud mask ( ). Note, cross sec ons from the Envisat and CloudSat
overpasses did not collocate in space and me.

systems which consist of parts with dense and ver cally extended clouds
in the main part of the system, mul -layer clouds, op cally thick and thin
cirrus clouds, and single-layer low-level clouds at the outer regions of the
system.

Figure . shows the true color image of the hurricane, as well as the mul -
layer flag, cloud top height retrieved from AATSR and the es mate of the
ver cal extent of the system. In the inner area no successful retrievals were
performed within FAME-C partly due to no convergence and partly due to
satura on occurring in the AATSR IR channels. This is also the area where
the hurricane eye is located. The es mated CVE along the black line can
be qualita vely compared to observa ons from CPR. The cross-sec on as
well as the CPR radar reflec vi es are shown in Fig. . . The Envisat cross-
sec ons slightly ’touches’ themain part of the system. Note that the Cloud-
Sat overpass is about three hours later than Envisat. The cloud system will
havemovedmostly towards thewest aswell as rotated. Therefore, no pixel-
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based comparison is possible. The overpass of CloudSat is shown in the
upper le panel of Fig. . with the do ed red line. Further, CPR observa-
ons of low-level water clouds near the surface can be problema c due to

ground clu er.

The ver cal extent is es mated to be up to km for the main part of the
hurricane, which agrees well with themaximumheight as observed by CPR.
The maximum es mated ver cal extent near the main part of the system
(between la tude ∘ and ∘) appears to be underes mated when com-
paring to CPR observa ons. At around la tude ∘ and longitude ∘ there
is an area for which the es mated extent is smaller (about km), while for
this area s ll a height of up to km is retrieved. This might be the dense
part of the cirrus shield where the hurricane does not extend down to the
surface anymore. The area south of the main part of the hurricane appears
to be dominated by low-level clouds with some thin cirrus alo . Here, the
es mated CVE is mostly small ( < km). Directly north of the main part of
the hurricane, where the spiral ou low of thin cirrus is located, the CVE is
also low (< km). In general, the es mated ver cal extent is within sev-
eral kilometers of the cloud top height for the main part of the system as
well as for op cally thick clouds (the very bright areas in the true color im-
age). Further, the variability in the es mated CVE is much larger than the
variability in the retrieved cloud top height. This is in agreement with the
fact that the main part of a hurricane consists of ver cally extended clouds
(from the tropopause to the surface), while areas directly surrounding this
main part consist of a very dense cirrus shield with bands of clouds below.
There is an indica on that in case of thin cirrus above low-level clouds, oc-
curring in the outer regions of the system, the es mated CVE is well below
the distance between the two cloud layers.

. Summary and outlook

This study presents the evalua on of differences between two cloud height
retrievals that are based on independent techniques, and rela ng the dif-
ferences to cloud ver cal extend as observed by ground-based ac ve in-
struments. The cloud ver cal extent is an addi onal parameter to the cloud
top height, both parameters describing the cloud ver cal distribu on. As
suggested by others before, the combined use of the cloud pressure re-
trieval in the oxygen-A absorp on band with an independent cloud height
retrieval, here the cloud top temperature from thermal infrared measure-
ments, could poten ally be used to characterize the ver cal distribu on
of observed clouds. Measurements from the passive imagers AATSR and
MERIS onboard the polar-orbi ng satellite Envisat were used in the FAME-
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C algorithm. Cloud top temperature is retrieved using brightness tempera-
turemeasurements from twoAATSR thermal infrared channels, while cloud
top pressure is retrieved with the use of the ra o of the MERIS channel in
the oxygen-A absorp on band and a near-by window channel.

Due to larger mean in-cloud photon penetra on depths for shortwave ra-
dia on than for longwave radia on, the sensi vity of the la er retrieval (in
the NIR) to the cloud ver cal ex nc on profile is larger than for the former
retrieval (in the TIR). This was shown in a sensi vity study were simula ons
results from the radia ve transfer model MOMO for homogeneous and
inhomogeneous cloud ver cal ex nc on profiles are compared, for both
simula ons using MERIS and AATSR spectral response func ons. The in-
homogeneous profiles are derived from combined CPR and MODIS data.
The equivalent cloud top pressure of the homogeneous clouds with prede-
fined cloud geometrical thickness was derived by comparing the simulated
TOA signals of both cloud types. The results confirm that in general, the
MERIS equivalent HOM-CTP is more sensi ve to a change in the CGT than
AATSR. For both AATSR andMERIS simula ons, this sensi vity decreases for
increasing COT.

The differences between theMERIS-CTP and AATSR-CTT, both converted to
CTHusing atmospheric profiles fromanumericalweather predic onmodel,
were compared to the cloud ver cal extent. In the MERIS-CTP retrieval a
single-layer, ver cally homogeneous and geometrically thin cloud was as-
sumed to suppress the correc on formul -sca ering in the cloud. This was
done to increase the impact of the cloud ver cal extent on the CTH differ-
ence. The extent is defined as the distance between the top height of the
highest cloud layer and the base height of the lowest cloud layer. These
cloud boundaries are extracted from the ARSCL cloud product based on
ground-based radar and lidar observa ons. A comparison strategy was de-
veloped whereby spa al averaging is applied to the satellite products and
temporal averaging to the ARSCL products. Only cases with a high cloud
cover and limited spa al and temporal variability in the cloud height prod-
ucts are selected. Comparisons were performed at three ARM sites cover-
ing different climate regimes, surface condi ons and sun-satellite viewing
geometry. Results were separated into single-layer and mul -layer cloud
cases. It was shown that the difference in CTHs increases with increasing
cloud ver cal extent for both single-layer and mul -layer clouds, though
the rela on appears stronger for single-layer clouds. Applying a linear fit to
the results with COT > indicates that a rough es mate of the cloud ver-
cal extent can be obtained bymul plying the CTH difference by a factor of
. . If we assume that AATSR-CTH is close to but a bit lower than the physi-

cal cloud top (this was indicated by a small nega ve bias compared to radar
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CTH), than the MERIS-CTH is close to the geometrical center of the cloud.
Similar findings were found in other studies related to cloud pressure re-
trievals using measurements in the oxygen-A absorp on band. The large
variability in cloud ver cal ex nc on profiles occurring in nature and the
use of only one measurement in the oxygen-A absorp on band limits the
accuracy of cloud ver cal extent es mates. However, by using a simple lin-
ear rela onship a rough es mate of the cloud ver cal extent can be made,
contribu on to the characteriza on of a cloudy scene. An es mate of cloud
ver cal extent is automa cally an es mate of the cloud base height of the
lower cloud layer. As a demonstra on of the plausibility of the approach,
es mates of the cloud ver cal extent for a cloudy scene were performed
within a case study.

A limited number of cases was exploited mainly due to filtering out ob-
serva ons of inhomogeneous cloud fields in space and me. Comparisons
to observa ons of cloud ver cal extent from CPR on CloudSat and CALIOP
on CALIPSO can be performed next. However, matching overpasses of En-
visat and A-train only occurred at high la tudes for which CTH retrievals are
complicated due to snow/ice surfaces and large solar zenith angles. More-
over, the different satellite viewing geometries in the presence of inhomo-
geneous cloud fields complicate the matching of Envisat and A-train obser-
va ons.

The impact of future improvements/updates in the FAME-C algorithm on
the cloud height retrievals will be inves gated. Such changes will include
an updated version of RTTOV (and coefficient files) as well as an improved
cloud phase detec on and a new cloud masking method.

Follow-up mission Sen nel- , planned to be launched in , will carry
the AATSR and MERIS like instruments, Sea and Land Surface Temperature
Radiometer (SLSTR) and the Ocean and Land Colour Instrument (OLCI), re-
spec vely. Thusmaking FAME-C applicable to thosemeasurements as well.
Three channels in the oxygen-A absorp on band are planned for OLCI. Sev-
eral channels can help to separate signals coming fromdifferent parts of the
cloudy atmosphere or from the surface, poten ally allowing for retrieving
more informa on on the cloud ver cal distribu on compared to one chan-
nel.





CHAPTER

Conclusions and outlook

In this work a set of cloud proper es is retrieved from satellite observa ons
on a global scale and for a mul -annual me series. The synergy of two
mul -spectral imaging radiometers AATSR and MERIS, onboard the polar-
orbi ng satellite Envisat, was exploited to retrieve the following macro-
physical, op cal and micro-physical proper es:

• cloud cover

• cloud thermodynamic phase

• cloud op cal thickness

• cloud effec ve radius

• cloud water path

• cloud top temperature

• cloud top pressure

• cloud top height

The synergis c approach allows for an improved characteriza on of clouds
with regards to a single-sensor approach by combining spectral informa on
fromAATSR andMERIS instruments. For this purpose, the AATSR andMERIS
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measurements are collocated and a cloud detec onmethod is applied that
uses measurements from both instruments (Gómez-Chova et al., ).

Both AATSR andMERIS were primarily designed for observa ons of sea sur-
face temperature and ocean color, respec vely. However, together they
provide measurements ranging from the visible, near-infrared to the ther-
mal infrared part of the spectrum. A set of measurements in the visible
and near-infrared allows for retrievals of cloud op cal thickness and effec-
ve radius based on an earlier method (Nakajima and King, ). From

these retrievals, the cloud liquid and ice water path are derived. The for-
ward models were made separately for water and ice clouds. The cloud
phase determina on is based on a simple brightness temperature thresh-
old technique combinedwith a cirrus detec onmethod. Cloud top temper-
atures are retrieved from AATSR thermal infrared measurements. Of par-
cular interest in this work is the cloud top pressures retrieval using MERIS

measurements in the oxygen-A absorp on band. It provides an addi onal
independent source of informa on on cloud height next to the cloud top
temperature. From both, the cloud top height is derived using atmospheric
profiles from a numerical weather predic on model.

As an addi onal cloud property, the cloud ver cal extent is es mated from
the two independently retrieved cloud heights. The method exploits the
fact that the MERIS-CTP retrieval is more sensi ve to the cloud ver cal
ex nc on profile than the AATSR-CTT retrievals. This was demonstrated
with radia ve transfer simula ons as well as rela ng the difference in the
retrieved cloud heights to ver cal cloud extent as observed with ground-
based radar and lidar instruments. To increase the impact of the cloud ver-
cal ex nc on profile on the MERIS-CTP retrieval, the FAME-C algorithm

was extendedwith a forwardmodel that assumes geometrically thin clouds,
which are close to a solid reflector for op cally thick clouds. Knowing that
the derived AATSR-CTH is rela vely close to, but below the physical cloud
top formost cloud cases, the retrievedMERIS-CTP is close to pressure levels
corresponding to the geometrical middle of the cloud. This is in agreement
with previous studies on cloud top pressure retrievals from measurements
in the oxygen-A absorp on band. The es mates on the cloud ver cal ex-
tent have large uncertain es due to the combina on of the variability of
the cloud ver cal ex nc on profiles occurring in nature and the limita on
of only oneMERIS measurement in the oxygen-A absorp on band. The po-
ten al to contribute to the characteriza on of a cloudy scene was demon-
strated in a case study.

The retrievals are performed within the framework of the op mal es ma-
onmethod, which allows for propaga on of uncertain es in themeasure-



ments, forward model and forward model parameters as well as the inclu-
sion of a-priori knowledge and its uncertainty. In addi on to the uncer-
tainty on the retrievals, the method provides another diagnos c that can
serve as a quality control on the retrievals. The value of the cost func on
at the solu on provides a measure of consistency between the state pa-
rameters and the measurements. In the evalua on exercise, FAME-C cloud
property retrievals with very high costs were not considered, since these
likely indicate scenes that are not well represented by the forwardmodel. A
rough es mate of a cost threshold was determined based on visual inspec-
on of several scenes, balancing the effect of loosing too many retrievals

when se ng the cost threshold too low and considering too many prob-
lema c retrievals when se ng the cost threshold too high. In the inter-
est of evalua ng the newly developed FAME-C algorithm, most retrievals
were included in the valida on exercises. For an improved quality control
on the retrievals, the uncertainty es mates need to be improved and ex-
tended. For example, correla ons between uncertain es should be quan-
fied. Furthermore, random and systema c errors should be dis nguished

in the analyses and possibly corrected for. Also, more analysis need to be
made on how to propagate the uncertain es meaningfully into higher level
products.

To obtain confidence in the performance of the retrievals as well as to as-
sess deficiencies in the retrievals for par cular cloudy scenes, comparisons
towell established and documented satellite cloud property retrievals were
performed. The MODIS-Terra cloud op cal and micro-physical cloud prod-
ucts were chosen as a reference dataset since the retrievals and their per-
formances are well-documented and based on similar measurements. The
la er reduces the impact of very different instrument characteris cs on the
differences in the retrievals. The evalua on was done by focusing on spe-
cific regions of interest, with each their own characteris cs of cloud type
occurrences. Best agreements were found for a marine Stratocumulus re-
gion. Ground-based radar and lidar observa ons are used to evaluate the
two cloud top height products. As was an cipated by earlier performed
sensi vity studies, the AATSR-CTH is more accurate than MERIS-CTH for
high clouds, while MERIS-CTH is more accurate for low-level clouds. This
emphasizes the advantage of having two cloud height retrievals based on
different techniques. Both CTH retrievals are more accurate for single-layer
clouds than for mul -layer clouds.

Several quality control flags are produced that help to iden fy difficult
cloudy scenes, such as thin cirrus clouds, mul -layer clouds, the presence
of sun-glint and snow and ice surfaces. The flags contribute to the iden-
fica on of problema c retrievals. From comparisons to MODIS level-
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cloud proper es it was found that wrongly iden fied cloudy pixels as cir-
rus clouds by the cirrus detec on method, which for most turned out to be
par ally filled cloud pixels at cloud boarders, resulted in some large incon-
sistencies between both datasets. A few major adjustments are currently
made in the FAME-C algorithm, including a newly developed cloud mask
and implementa on of more advanced cloud typing algorithm. The impact
of these changes on the retrievals will be assessed accordingly. Further,
the accuracy of the FAME-C retrievals also depends on the accuracy of the
auxiliary input data. This will be assessed for specific cases, such as the im-
pact of the surface albedo uncertainty on the uncertainty of retrievals of
thin clouds over bright surfaces. Also, improvements on a technical basis
in the algorithms as well as the incorpora on of more accurate auxiliary
data are analyzed, which are expected to affect the retrievals, e.g., the way
interpola on is performed in the look-up tables and the inclusion of near-
real me ice and snow extent data, respec vely. The impact of sub-pixel
cloudiness on the retrievals can be inves gated by using the full-resolu on
MERIS data. The use of the forward view of AATSR is considered, which can
poten ally add informa on on the cloud micro-physical proper es. How-
ever, the challenge is to accurately combine the nadir and forward view in
cloudy scenes.

The ul mate objec ves of developing satellite based cloud property re-
trievals and reprocessing the retrievals on a global scale and for a mul -
annual me series, is to increase our understanding on the role of clouds
in climate, to monitor climate change and to improve climate projec ons
by improved parameteriza ons of cloud processes in the climate models.
This is done by observing spa al and temporal varia ons of cloud proper-
es on a global scale and for long me series. For the purpose of consis-

tencywith climatemodel outputs, aswell aswith large-scale cloud property
datasets from other instruments, the orbit-wise and pixel-based retrievals
are gridded spa ally to equal-angle grids and daily composites as well as
monthly means are computed to create level- products, i.e., cloud clima-
tologies. The FAME-C monthly mean was compared to the MODIS-Terra
monthly mean. The spa al pa erns are very similar, though large differ-
ences were found in the polar regions. The FAME-C cloud climatologies are
much noisier, which is related to the rela vely small swath width of AATSR,
resul ng in a much lower sampling frequency compared to MODIS-Terra.
The accuracy of the liquid water path climatology when compared to a cli-
matology based on microwave radiometer measurements falls well within
the es mated uncertainty. Largest differences can likely be explained by
the presence of elevated absorbing aerosol layers, which affect the cloud
op cal andmicro-physical retrievals fromwhich the liquid water path is de-



rived.

The inter-comparison and valida on exerciseswill be extended to the global
scale to cover a large range of clima c regions, surface condi ons and sun-
satellite viewing geometries, and for the en re meperiod, to evaluate sea-
sonal and mul -annual variability. Further extensions comprise of increas-
ing the pool of reference datasets from well-established satellite retrievals,
such as AVHRR-GAC, CALIOP and CPR based cloud products, and MSG-
SEVIRI CPP products as well as from ground-based observa ons. Within
the frame of the ESA Cloud CCI project, comparisons to AATSR retrievals
with the use of the CC CL algorithm are planned. This is of par cular inter-
est since differences in the retrievals can then be a ributed to the retrieval
method only, basically the assump ons made in the retrievals, and not to
different instrument characteris cs. At the same me, in-depth studies on
difficult cloudy scenes as well as cloudy scenes of special interest will be
conducted. From both the energy-budget and aerosol-cloud interac on
perspec ve, the vast regions dominated by marine Stratocumulus clouds
at the west sides of the con nents are of par cular interest.

The FAME-C cloud retrievals and cloud climatologies will be extended to
the year me period of Envisat observa ons. This dataset can then
serve as a basis for studying inter-annual variability of cloud proper es on
a global scale. Since Envisat was a polar-orbi ng satellite, the daily cycle of
cloud proper es can not be inferred from the retrievals. Very long (mul -
decadal) and consistent me series are needed to be able to observe small,
but poten ally significant trends in the cloud proper es accurately. Un-
fortunately, contact with Envisat was lost in April resul ng in a me
gap between Envisat and its follow-up mission Sen nel- , planned to be
launched in . A proposed method to bridge the gap is based on using
measurements from MODIS-Terra. Though several channels have similar
characteris cs, difficul es can arise due to, e.g., different channel se ngs
and sun-satellite geometry, which will suppress consistency between the
datasets. Importantly, MODIS does not have a channel in the oxygen-A
absorp on band. Fortunately, a series of Sen nel- satellites is planned,
which will allow for a mul -annual me series of measurements.

The FAME-C algorithm can be easily adapted as well as extended and ap-
plied to SLSTR and OLCI measurements for retrievals of cloud proper es.
Both instruments will be onboard the polar-orbi ng satellite Sen nel- .
Several things are considered to improve the retrievals for these instru-
ments. First, more spectral channels are available. SLSTR will have a chan-
nel at . 𝜇m, which can be used for retrieval of effec ve radius. At these
wavelengths, cloud par cles are more absorbing reducing the uncertainty
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of the retrievals due to less impact of D effects. In the . 𝜇m channel this
is even more true. However, then the contribu on of thermal emission
in these measurements needs to be taken into account. Further, OLCI will
have three channels in the oxygen-A absorp on band, which is exptected to
increases the independent pieces of informa on to describe a given cloud
scene. The TOA signals at different wavelengths in the oxygen-A band will
stem from different parts of the clouds. This could be used for an improved
characteriza on of the cloud ver cal profile. In addi on, the swath width
of SLSTR is about three mes larger than the swath width of AATSR. This
will increase the sampling frequency and hence the precision in the level-
cloud products.

Satellite retrievals of cloud proper es have become essen al in climate
studies. A series of space-born pla orms for the remote sensing of the
Earth-atmosphere system are planned to be launched in the near future,
each with their own strengths and weaknesses with regards to cloud obser-
va ons. As the collec on of cloud observa ons on a global scale and the
improvements of cloud property retrievals con nue in me, so will their
significance in climate studies.
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Summary

Clouds interact with solar and thermal radia on and affect the Earth’s en-
ergy budget. The interac on between clouds and radia on occurs differ-
ently for different cloud types. They also play a major role in the hydro-
logical cycle. Inadequate representa ons of cloud processes and cloud-
climate interac ons in climate models form the largest uncertainty in cli-
mate changeprojec ons. Remote sensing of cloudproper es using satellite
observa ons offers the poten al for monitoring climate change on a global
scale, the evalua on of climate models and improving climate projec ons.

In this work a set of cloud proper es is retrieved from satellite observa-
ons on a global scale and for mul -annual me series. The synergy of

two mul -spectral imaging radiometers onboard the polar-orbi ng satel-
lite Envisat is exploited to retrieve the followingmacro-physical, op cal and
micro-physical cloud proper es:

• cloud cover

• cloud thermodynamic phase

• cloud op cal thickness

• cloud effec ve radius

• cloud water path

• cloud top temperature

• cloud top pressure

• cloud top height

The synergis c approach allows for an improved characteriza on of clouds
and comprises the colloca on of AATSR and MERIS measurements and the
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use of the combined spectral informa on from both instruments for cloud
detec on and subsequent cloud property retrievals. The pixel-based day-
me FAME-C algorithm as well as the evalua on of its outcome for selected

regions and years is presented. Radia ve transfer simula ons performed
with the radia ve transfer model MOMO serve as a basis for the forward
models. Op mal es ma on is used as the inversion method, which pro-
vides uncertainty es mates for each cloud property on a pixel basis.

Of par cular interest in this work is the MERIS cloud top pressure retrieval
using MERIS measurements in the oxygen-A absorp on band. It provides
an addi onal independent source of informa on on cloud height next to
the cloud top temperature. It was shown thatMERIS-CTP retrieval depends
on the assumed ver cal ex nc on profile of the cloud, while AATSR-CTT is
less affected. For several cloud types, based on a combina on of cloud op-
cal thickness and cloud top pressure, inhomogeneous ver cal ex nc on

profiles were derived from combined CloudSat CPR and MODIS data and
used in the retrievals. The difference in sensi vity of both independent
cloud height retrievals to cloud ver cal ex nc on profile was exploited to
analyze the rela onship between difference in retrieved cloud heights and
cloud ver cal extent. This addi onal parameter can be used to further char-
acterize cloudy scenes.

To assess the performance of the newly developed algorithm, the pro-
cessed FAME-C dataset was compared to well-established datasets from
ground-based observa ons as well as satellites datasets. The evalua on
was performed using datasets from both passive and ac ve instruments
and for selected regions on a pixel-basis as well as spa ally gridded and
temporally averaged data sets on a global scale. For the pixel-based op cal
and micro-physical cloud property retrievals, best agreements were found
for marine Stratocumulus regions. As an cipated from previous sensi vity
studies, the performance of MERIS-CTH is be er for low-level clouds, while
it is be er for high level clouds for AATSR-CTH. First indica ons were found
for the influence of aerosol layers on the cloud property retrievals in a par-
cular marine Stratocumulus region. On a global scale and for a temporal

average, spa al pa erns of the cloud proper es generally look very similar.
In the polar regions, differences can become very large.

This work has shown that the synergis c use of AATSR and MERIS mea-
surements is suitable for the retrieval of a set of cloud proper es on a
global scale. Through several evalua on exercises, the strengths and weak-
nesses of the retrievals under varying condi ons were iden fied. An im-
proved cloud property retrieval is expected from, amongst others, an im-
proved cloud phase detec on andmore accurate auxiliary data. In addi on,



Summary

this work will contribute to successfully exploi ng the synergis c measure-
ments of SLSTR and OLCI onboard Sen nel- , and to be launched in ,
for the purpose of cloud-climate studies, since the FAME-C algorithm can
be easily adapted to the synergy of these measurements.





Zusammenfassung

Durch die Wechselwirkung von Wolken mit solarer und thermischer
Strahlung, haben diese einen erheblichen Einfluss auf die Strahlungs-
bilanz der Erde. Die Wechselwirkung zwischen Wolken und Strahlung
passiert auf unterschiedliche Weise für verschiedene Wolkentypen. Des
Weiteren spielen sie eine wich ge Rolle im hydrologischen Zyklus. Die
unzureichende Darstellung von Wolkenprozessen und Wechselwirkungen
zwischen Wolken und Klima in Klimamodellen bilden den größten Un-
sicherheitsfaktor in Klimaprognosen. Die Satellitenfernerkundung von
Wolkeneigenscha en bietet das Potenzial für die Überwachung des Kli-
mawandels, der Validierung von Klimamodellen und von verbesserten
Klimaprognosen.

In dieser Arbeit wird eine Reihe von Wolkenparametern aus satel-
litengestützten Beobachtungen in einem globalen Umfang und für
mehrjährige Zeitreihen abgeleitet. Die Synergie der zwei abbildenden
Mul spektral-Radiometern AATSR und MERIS auf dem polarumlaufenden
Satelliten Envisat wurde genutzt, um die folgenden mikro- und makro-
physikalischen und op schen Wolkenparameter abzuleiten:

• Wolkenbedeckungsgrad

• Thermodynamische Wolkenphase

• Op sche Dicke der Wolke

• Effek ver Radius der Wolkentröpfchen

• Integriertes Flüssigwassergehalt

• Temperatur der Wolkenoberkannte

• Druck der Wolkenoberkannte

• Höhe der Wolkenoberkannte
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Der synergis sche Ansatz bietet die Möglichkeit für eine verbesserte
Beschreibung von Wolkeneigenscha en gegenüber der Anwendung eines
einzelnen Sensors durch die Verwendung der spektralen Informa on bei-
der Instrumente. Er besteht aus der Kolloka on der AATSR und MERIS
Messungen und der Ableitung derWolkeneigenscha en. Der pixelbasierte,
tageszeitliche FAME-C Algorithmus und seine Auswertung für ausgewählte
Regionen und Jahre wurde vorgestellt. Strahlungstransportsimula onen
wurden mit dem Strahlungstransportmodel MOMO durchgeführt und di-
enen als Basis für die Vorwärtsmodellierung. Die sogenannte Op mal-
Es ma on-Methode dient als Inversionsmethode und liefert eine Ab-
schätzung der Unsicherheit für jeden Wolkenparameter auf Pixelbasis.

Von besonderem Interesse in dieser Arbeit ist die Ableitung des
Wolkenoberkantendrucks mithilfe derMERIS-Messungen in der Sauerstoff-
Absorp onsbande. Er bietet eine zusätzliche unabhängige Informa on-
squelle für die Wolkenhöhe neben der Ableitung der Wolkenoberkanten-
temperatur. Es wurde gezeigt, dass der abgeleitete MERIS Wolkenoberkan-
tendruck vom angenommenen ver kal Ex nk onsprofil der Wolke ab-
hängt, während die abgeleitete AATSR Wolkenoberkantentemperatur
weniger davon betroffen ist. Für mehrere Wolkentypen, basierend auf
einer Kombina on der op schen Dicke der Wolke und Wolkenoberkanten-
druck, wurden inhomogene ver kale Ex nk onsprofile aus kombinierten
Daten von CloudSat CPR und MODIS abgeleitet und auf die Ableitun-
gen angewendet. Die Differenz der Sensi vität der beiden unabhängi-
gen Wolkenhöhenableitungen zum ver kalen Ex nk onsprofil der Wolke
wurde genutzt, um die Beziehung der Differenz zwischen den beiden
Wolkenhöhenparametern zum ver kalen Ausmaß der Wolke auszuwerten.
Dieser zusätzliche Parameter kann für eine erweiterte Charakterisierung
einer Wolkenszene verwendet werden.

Um die Leistungsfähigkeit des neu entwickelten Algorithmus abzuschätzen,
wurde der erzeugte FAME-C Datensatz mit etablierten Datensätzen
verglichen, welche sowohl aus bodengestützten als auch aus satel-
litengestützten Beobachtungen hervorgegangen sind. Die Auswertung
wurde für ausgewählte Regionen auf Pixelbasis sowie für einen zeitlich
gemi elten globalen Datensatz durchgeführt, der auf ein reguläres Git-
ter gebracht wurde, erzeugt aus Beobachtung von passiven und ak ven
Instrumenten. Für pixelbasierte op sche und mikrophysikalische Wolken-
parameter wurde die beste Übereins mmung für eine marine Region mit
Stratokumuluswolken gefunden. Wie aus vorherigen Studien erwartet,
schneidet der MERIS Wolkenoberkantendruck besser für niedrige Wolken
ab, während die AATSR Wolkenoberkantentemperatur besser für höhere
Wolken abschneidet. Es wurden erste Hinweise für einen Einfluss von



Zusammenfassung

Aerosolschichten auf die abgeleiteten op schen und mikro-physikalischen
Wolkenparameter in einer bes mmten marinen Stratokumulusregion ge-
funden. Im globalen Umfang und für zeitlich gemi elte Wolkenparameter
sehen räumliche Muster der Wolkenparameter im Allgemeinen sehr ähn-
lich aus. In den Polarregionen können die Unterschiede sehr groß sein.

Diese Arbeit zeigt, dass die synergis sche Nutzung der AATSR- und MERIS-
Messungen für die Ableitung einer Reihe von Wolkenparameter im glob-
alen Umfang geeignet ist. DurchMi el von Auswertungenmithilfe von ver-
schiedenen etablierten Datensätzen wurden die Stärken und Schwächen
der Ableitungen unter verschiedenen Bedingungen festgestellt. Eine
verbesserte Ableitung der Wolkenparameter kann wegen, unter anderem,
einer verbesserten Bes mmung der Wolkenphase und genauerer Hilfs-
datensätze erwartetwerden. DesWeiteren trägt diese Arbeit zu einer erfol-
greichen Ausnutzung der synergis schen Messungen von SLSTR und OLCI
auf dem Sen nel- Satellit bei, welcher starten soll. Wolken-Klima
Studien können dann, durch eine einfache Anpassung des FAME-C Algo-
rithmus auf diese Messungen fortgesetzt werden.





Abbrevia ons and acronyms

AATSR Advanced Along Track Scanning Radiometer

ARM Atmospheric Radia on Measurement

BT Brightness Temperature

CC Cloud Cover

CCI Climate Change Ini a ve

CCT Cloud Top Temperature

CF Cloud Frac on

CGT Cloud Geometrical Thickness

CPR Cloud Profiling Radar

CM Cloud Mask

COT Cloud Op cal Thickness

CPH Cloud Thermodynamic Phase

CTP Cloud Pressure Thickness

CVE Cloud Ver cal Extent

CWC Cloud Water Content

CWP Cloud Water Path

CWVL Central Wavelength

DCHP Day me Cloud Height Proper es
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DCOMP Day me CloudOp cal andMicro-physical Proper es

Envisat Environmental Satellite

ESA European Space Agency

FAME-C Freie Universität Berlin AATSR MERIS Cloud

HOM Homogeneous

ISCCP Interna onal Satellite Cloud Climatology Project

IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

IR Infrared

IWC Ice Water Content

IWP Ice Water Path

LUT Look-Up Table

LWC Liquid Water Content

LWP Liquid Water Path

MERIS Medium Resolu on Imaging Spectrometer

MODIS Moderate Resolu on Imaging Spectroradiometer

MOMO Matrix Operator Model

MWR Microwave Radiometer

NIR Near-Infrared

NWP Numerical Weather Predic on

OLCI Ocean and Land Colour Instrument

POLDER Polariza on and Direc onality of the Earth’s Re-
flectances

REFF Effec ve Radius

RAA Rela ve Azimuth Angle

RMSD Root Mean Square Devia on



Abbrevia ons and acronyms

RTM Radia ve Transfer Model

RTTOV Radia ve Transfer for TOVS

SLSTR Sea and Land Surface Temperature Radiometer

SVA Satellite Zenith Angle

SZA Solar Zenith Angle

TIR Thermal Infrared

TOA Top Of Atmosphere

VIS Visible
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